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Introduction
Today, in our society with the population spread all over the world using different means of
transport, there is a high consumption of petroleum and gases. With limited resources and the
problem of the climate change (in particular by the emission of gases produced by combustion
motors), alternatives to petroleum and fossil fuel systems have to be developed. Electrical
motors represent promising candidates to replace combustion motors, but the production and
storage of electricity in vehicles is problematic. Different solutions and technologies are
explored, based on electrochemistry, with the aim to develop a highly efficient conversion of
the chemical energy to electricity. The development of new batteries and fuel cells, with a
sufficient (electro)chemical performance is important to substitute the combustion engines. To
be competitive, the devices require low cost, high performance, and long-term stability. In
particular, the fuel cells receive more attention, with their high efficiency and low emissions of
gaseous pollutants, they are good candidates to replace the combustion motors. The fuel cells are
electrochemical devices with a direct and continuous conversion of the energy provided by the
oxido-reduction reactions to electricity. The performance and stability of the cells are enhanced
by choosing suitable catalyst materials. These materials contribute to the improvement of the
efficiency of the oxido-reduction reaction and, hence, the conversion of chemical energy to
electricity.
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The fuel cell: History
The first fuel cells were invented independently by C. Schönbein, a German scientist and W.
Grove, judge and amateur scientist, in 1839. They discovered that the reverse of electrolysis is
possible and produces electricity. The electrolysis of water splits water molecules to hydrogen
and oxygen when an electrical current is applied. The reverse process could be realized in
a special cell with a suitable catalyst: this is a fuel cell.[1] In 1842, W. Grove mounted 50
fuel cells together and called it a gaseous battery. The term fuel cell was used for the first
time by L. Mond and C. Langer for the preparation of the first practical cell using air and
industrial coal gas in 1889. The actual research about fuel cells, with different materials (solids
and liquids) for the electrodes, the electrolytes, and the gases, began in 1912 with E. Baur
and his colleagues.[2] The first practical modern fuel cell was constructed by F. T. Bacon
in 1932, with three decades of research to develop an effective working model. From the
1930s to the 1960s, important progresses were done with the first solid fuel cell (SOFC) in
1937, an improved molten-carbonate fuel cell (1946), an alkaline fuel cell (1954), and the
proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).[3, 4] The space projects contributed to the
accelerated development of PEM cells after 1950, with the projects of the NASA (project
Gemini) , where the PEM fuel cells were employed for the vehicles and the water produced by
the cells as drinking water for long missions (1965).[5] The first car powered by a fuel cell,
an A-40 Austin, was built in 1970 by K. Kordesch, and prototypes for buses and cars with
passengers were tested in the 1990s. The Honda FCX is the first car approved for a commercial
use in the USA in 2002. In 2008, the application of the fuel cell to power the airplanes was
demonstrated by Boeing Research and Technology Europe.
Currently, five principal types of cells are existing [6]:
1 Proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) are based on the exchange of protons.
The electrodes are separated by a selective proton-conductive polymer as electrolyte. The
fuel is a chemical that is rich in hydrogen (H), like pure hydrogen gas (H2) or methanol
solution (CH3OH), used in direct methanol fuel cells (DFMC), and the oxidant, which is
rich in oxygen (O), like the air. These cells work from ambient temperature to 90 °C.
2 Solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFC) are utilized at 850°C. The charges are carried by the oxide
anions (O2 –) through a hard ceramic solid electrolyte of metal oxide like zirconium (Zr)
or calcium (Ca). The presence of nickel (Ni) catalyzes the reaction at the anode.
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3 Alkaline fuel cells (AFC) use generally a highly concentrated potassium hydroxide
(KOH) solution (10 mol L−1) as electrolyte and electrodes that are constituted of carbon
covered by a catalyst (like platinum, Pt). The hydroxide anionsOH– are charge carriers
and the fuel, hydrogen, must be pure for a good efficiency at 100 °C.
4 Molten-carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) work at high temperature (650°C) with carbonates
like sodium Na2CO3 or MgCO3, as electrolyte and carbonate anions (CO
2 –
3 ) as charge
carriers. These cells are highly efficient with nickel as catalyst but a high temperature
is required and the carbonate anions of the electrolyte act as reactant; therefore it is
necessary to add carbon dioxide as compensation.
5 Phosphoric-acid fuel cells (PAFC), where the electrolyte, the phosphoric acid, is con-
tained in a silicon matrix and the electrodes, in graphite, are covered by a Pt catalyst to
enhance the performance. The cells commercially used operate between 150 and 200 °C.
To be competitive, the fuel cells require low cost, high performance, and stability over a long
time. Currently, this is not possible for the PEM fuel cells due to the high quantity of platinum
(Pt) used as catalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). The Pt, an expansive transition
metal, is the best catalyst for the main chemical reaction in PEM fuel cells. A diminution of the
quantity of Pt in the fuel cells with the development of new materials to catalyze the chemical
reactions (particulary the oxygen reduction reaction in PEMFC) could help to reduce the price
of the cells and improve their performance, stability and life time.
Objectives
After a bibliographic and theoretical review about the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), the
bimetallic nanoparticles based on Pt used as catalyst in proton-exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs) (Chapter 1), and the possibilities to realize the synthesis and characterization in
our laboratory, we decided to work on the development of Pt-Pd bimetallic nanoparticles. The
density functional theory (DFT) demonstrated that Pd is the second material of choice for the
catalysis of the ORR in acidic solution.[7] The palladium (Pd) is a silvery-white transition
metal (block d, group 10), atomic number (Z) 46 and with a molar mass of 106.42 g mol−1, less
expensive than Pt and with advantageous properties for the synthesis of bimetallic nanoparticles.
Depending on the method of synthesis, the nanoparticles possess different shapes and chemical
3
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compositions. To be competitive, the catalysts must be synthesized with a cheap and easy
method, permitting to obtain well-structured and homogeneous materials. The synthesis in
aqueous solution, with salts as metallic precursors, a surfactant, and the possible addition of
halide anions (Br– , I– , Cl– ) is efficient to prepare different well-structured nanoparticles.[8–
10] The characterization of the catalysts and the measurement of their performance and stability
are essential to select the best materials for fuel cells. Studying PdPt nanoparticles with distinct
structures, prepared following different methods, allowed the comparison of the methods and the
particles. To see the influence of the experimental conditions during the synthesis, two synthesis
methods were employed. First, the synthesis was done in one step with the simultaneous
oxidation of Pt and Pd salt precursors. This permitted the preparation of PdPt nanoparticles
with a dentritic shape and the investigation of the influence of the experimental conditions on the
structure, composition, and electrochemical properties of the particles (Chapter 2). Core-shell
nanoparticles with a core of Pd and a thin shell of Pt feature a high catalytic activity and stability
for the ORR. These clusters could be prepared using a two-step method based on the galvanic
replacement.[11, 12] Based on this method, the particles prepared after different times of
synthesis, from pure cubic Pd nanocubes to concave cubic core-shell PdPt nanoparticles, were
studied. The evolution of the structure and the electrochemical performance of the catalysts as
function of the time of synthesis was examined (Chapter 3). A detailed analysis of the structure
of the particles was possible using the X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) measurements
performed at the European Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble (France). The formation and
the dissolution of the oxide at the surface of the particles during the ORR was observed and
analyzed after in-situ XAFS measurements at different potentials (Chapter 4).
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Theoretical background
1.1 Proton-exchange membrane fuel cells
Fuel cells are formed out of two compartments separated by a membrane. The main component
of the PEMFC is a membrane-electrode assembly (MEA), a polymer electrolyte in contact with
two electrodes, an anode and a cathode, on each side. The first membrane of the PEM was
constituted by sulfonated polystyrene but rapidly replaced by per-fluorinated acidic polymers,
like Nafion®, a material with higher stability and better properties regarding the performance
of the cells. Today, the majority of the electrodes of PEMFCs are made with carbon covered by
one layer of catalyst to enhance the chemical reactions. Contrary to the battery, the fuel cell
need an external source to work. In the anodic part of the cell, the fuel is the hydrogen gas,
H2 (or methanol for the direct methanol fuel cell, DMFC), and in the cathodic part, the fuel
is an oxidant, namely air (containing oxygen O2) for most of the cells. The conversion of the
chemical energy to electricity is directly based on the electrochemical reactions in the cell via
a constant flow (in) of the reactants and of the products (out). At the anode, the hydrogen is
decomposed into protons passing through the proton-exchange membrane and the electrons
arrive via an external circuit to the cathode, generating an electrical current. At the cathode, the
oxygen reduction reaction and the recombination of protons with the reduced oxygen forms
water (Figure 1.1).
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                                          Electrolyte
 Anode                Cathode
Excess fuel and 
gas products
        Fuel
Unused 
air, water 
and heat 
Air (O2)  
Figure 1.1 Simplified scheme of a PEM H2–air fuel cell.
For the PEM based on hydrogen and air, two chemical reactions occur at the surface of the elec-
trodes:
2H2 ⇆ 4H++4e− at the anode, E0a = 0.00V V vs SHE (1.1)
O2 +4H++4e− ⇆ 2H2O at the cathode, E0c = 1.23 V vs SHE (1.2)
The overall reaction is : 2H2 +O2 ⇆ 2H2O (1.3)
with a voltage of E0 = 1.23 V at the equilibrium in standard conditions.
The splitting of hydrogen (H2) to protons is easier with noble metals used as catalyst, especially
Pt. The conduction of protons through the membrane requires material with selective proton-
exchange properties and permitting an effective separation of hydrogen and oxygen on both
sides of the cell. Currently, the perfluorinated acidic polymers are the main material for the
membrane but still expensive and with problem concerning recycling. Researchers are working
on new membranes, like hydrocarbon-type polymers and sulfonated aromatic hydrocarbon
polymers, to reduce the price and to enhance the performance of the cells.[13] Contrary to the
hydrogen, splitting the oxygen-oxygen double bond is hard, so the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) is difficult and not possible in fuel cells without catalyst. In commercial fuel cells, the
Pt is the best catalyst used for the ORR. But this metal is expensive, and before PEMFCs can
be used for different applications, their price must decrease.
The production of low-cost and efficient fuel cells is a challenge. Today, many research groups
are working on the development of new materials as catalysts for the ORR, trying to synthesize
efficient catalysts with cheaper materials and excellent catalytic properties.
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Different strategies are used to reduce the quantity of Pt in the cells and to improve their
catalytic properties. The synthesis of bimetallic nanoparticles represents an interesting way to
respond to the mentioned challenges.
1.2 Thermodynamic of the reactions in fuel cells
Basis of thermodynamic
Internal energy: The intern energy of a system, U, is the sum of the potential and the kinetic
energy. It can be defined as
dU = dQ +dW (1.4)
with Q corresponding to the heat (associated to the kinetic energy) and W corresponding
to the work in the system (associated to the potential energy). The non thermal forms of
the energy could be convert to an equivalent quantity of heat via the enthalpy (H).
Enthalpy: The enthalpy change (∆H) represents the heat transfer into or out of a system at a
constant pressure.
∆H = Hp −Hr (1.5)
When the reactants r have more energy than the products p in a reaction, heat is produced
and the enthalpy is negative, i.e. the reaction is exothermic. When the products have
more energy than the reactants, it is necessary to furnish energy to maintain the chemical
reaction, the enthalpy is positive, i.e. the reaction is endothermic.
Entropy: The entropy, S is a measure for the number of ways that the system can store energy.
This is related to the structure of the system (ordered or disordered).
Gibbs energy: The Gibbs energy, G, describes the maximum of reversible work that can be
performed by a system at constant pressure and temperature:
G = H −T · S (1.6)
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The changes of the Gibbs energy, ∆G, permit to know whether a driving force for a
reaction occurs. At constant pressure (p) and temperature (T), ∆G is simplified:
∆G = ∆H −T · ∆S (1.7)
with ∆G < 0 the reaction is spontaneous.
∆G = 0 equilibrium
∆G > 0 disfavored reaction (necessity to bring energy for the reaction)
Enthalpy in Fuel Cells
In fuel cells, the overall reaction between hydrogen and oxygen to form water is exothermic:
H2 +
1
2
O2 −−→H2O(l) +heat (1.8)
The final enthalpy of the reaction, ∆RH f , is the difference of the enthalpy of formation of the
products ∆BHp and the enthalpy of formation of the reactants ∆BHr:
∆RH f = ∆BHp −∆BHr (1.9)
∆RH f = ∆BHH2O(l) −
1
2
∆BHO2 −∆BHH2 (1.10)
By definition, the enthalpy of formation of the elements is equal to zero and the transformation
from gas to liquid water at 25 ◦C is 286×10−3 J mol−1, so:
∆RH f = ∆BHH2O(l) (1.11)
∆RH f = ∆BHH2O(g) −286×10
−3 J mol−1 (1.12)
The negative value of the final enthalpy confirms that the overall reaction in fuel cells is
exothermic at 25 °C with water produced in liquid form. During the formation of water by
combustion of hydrogen, one mole of hydrogen (H2) reacts with
1
2 mol of oxygen (O2).
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Gibbs energy of the reaction
As we defined the Gibbs energy before, the change for the reaction in a fuel cell is:
∆RG = ∆BGproducts −∆BGreactants (1.13)
= ∆BGH2O −∆BGH2 −
1
2
∆BGO2 (1.14)
The changes of the Gibbs energy ∆RG depend on the pressure p and temperature T, following
the law:
∆RG = ∆RG0 −RT · ln[
pH2.p
1
2
O2
pH2O
] (1.15)
with ∆RG0 the Gibbs energy at standard pressure and temperature, R the universal gas constant,
pH2 the partial pressure of hydrogen, pO2 the partial pressure of oxygen, and pH2O the partial
pressure of water (gas).
A negative value of∆RG0 indicates that energy is released from the reaction. If the chemical
reactions in a fuel cell would be fully reversible, all the Gibbs energy was converted in electrical
energy, and the voltage of the cell was directly linked to the free energy:
∆RG = −n ·F ·E (1.16)
F is the Faraday constant, E is the voltage, and n the number of electrons per reaction. For a
hydrogen fuel cell, two electrons pass by the external circuit (n = 2) and E is the thermodynamic
(or reversible) voltage of the cell.
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Working conditions and efficiency
For a reversible fuel cell, the reversible voltage (or Nernst voltage) is defined by the Nernst
equation
E = −∆RG
nF
(1.17)
E = −∆RG0
2F
+ RT
2F
· ln[pH2.p
1
2
O2
pH2O
] (1.18)
As we saw before, the Gibbs energy of the fuel cell is dependent on the pressure and the
temperature. Under standard conditions (T= 25 °C, p = 1×105 Pa), ∆RG0 = 237.10×103 J
mol−1, so E = 1.229 V.
In fuel cells, the input of energy is the enthalpy of the hydrogen (the reaction at the anode is
spontaneous). Depending on the working conditions of the cell, the reversible voltage and
the theoretical efficiency vary. Considering a perfect fuel cell, where all the Gibbs energy
is converted in electricity, the maximum theoretical efficiency of the cell,η, under standard
conditions, is defined by the equation:
η = ∆RG0∆RH0 =
237.1×103
286×103 = 0.83 (1.19)
In reality, considering the production of heat, non-perfect chemical reactions and more, the
PEM fuel cells with Pt as catalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction have an efficiency between
0.4 and 0.6.[14] Enhancing the efficiency of the oxygen reduction reaction is a priority regarding
high performance for the fuel cells, for example by the development of new catalysts.
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1.3 The oxygen reduction reaction in PEMFC
Mechanisms
The molecular oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is an important reaction in biology, corrosion
and energy conversion (fuel cells, metal-air batteries, solar cells). In the PEMFC, the cathodic
ORR is essential to produce electricity and it is also the factor limiting the efficiency of the
cells. The general scheme for the reaction follows two pathways: The direct four-electron
reaction or the two two-electron reductions reactions including the formation of the hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) as intermediate.[15] In non-aqueous aprotic solvents, a reaction involving
one electron could appear with the formation of oxygen super-oxide anions (O−2 ). When the
four-electron mechanism occurs, in acidic medium, the oxygen is electrochemically reduced
and the combination with protons permits the formation of water.
The overall equation for the four-electron process is:
O2 +4H++4e− → 2H2O E0 = 1.229 V (1.20)
And for the reduction with two electrons:
O2 +2H++2e− → H2O2 E0 = 0.67 V (1.21)
H2O2 +2H++2e− → 2H2O E0 = 1.76 V (1.22)
With the reactions in ideal conditions, the potentials are the thermodynamic potentials, E0.
Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the oxygen reduction reaction at a metallic surface.
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The different simplified mechanisms of the ORR (Figure 1.2) show that the reduction ofO2 in
PEMFCs follows different ways: The production of water, via a direct four-electron reduction
with the rate constant k 1 and via a two-electron reductions. The adsorption and production
of hydrogen peroxide adsorbed at the surface of the electrode (reaction rate k 2) reduced to
water with the rate constant k3, desorption from the catalyst (reaction rate k4) or re-oxidized to
oxygen (reaction rate k5).
With the very slow rate of the reaction, catalysts are necessary. The development of new
materials with different structures enables the improvement of the kinetic and the reaction
rate, and many investigations are realized about the ORR with different theoretical and experi-
mental methods. After analysis and development of models and calculations using the density
functional theory (DFT), two mechanisms, divided in elementary steps, were proposed: The
associative one for the four-electron and the dissociative one for the two-electron reduction
reaction.[16] Considering an ideal catalyst, the Gibbs energy of the reaction is close to the
thermodynamic potential (1.229 V) at the equilibrium. The ORR with the four charges transfer
may have a Gibbs energy for the reaction that is of the same magnitude and equal to the
equilibrium potential.[7, 17]
The associative mechanism is divided in different steps for the charges transfer:
O2 (g) → O2 −M (1.23)
O2 −M+H++e− → HOO−M (1.24)
HOO−M+H++e− → H2O+O−M (1.25)
O−M+H++e− → HO−M (1.26)
HO−M+H++e− → H2O+M (1.27)
where the M corresponds to a chemical active site on the catalyst. The catalytic activity
for this associative mechanism relies on the stability of the intermediates ( OOH, O, OH).
Different scaling relationships were established among the oxygen intermediates. The activity
is governed by a single parameter, depending on the binding energy of OH.[18] When the
oxygen intermediates are too strongly bound, the rate determining step (RDS) is the removal
of the hydroxide adsorbed into the surface of the catalyst (equation 1.27). For a material with
a too weakly adsorption of oxygen intermediates, the activation of O2 (equation 1.24) is the
RDS.
12
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For the second process, based on the transfer of two electrons, a dissociative mechanism is
proposed:
1
2
O2 +M → O−M (1.28)
O−M+H+ +e− → HO−M (1.29)
HO−M+H+ +e− → H2O+M (1.30)
(1.31)
Following these two mechanisms (associative and dissociative), under ideal conditions, there
is no production of hydrogen peroxide. But considering the chemical processes presented in
Figure 1.2 and the experimental results, H2O2 was detected as intermediate or final product,
causing a decrease in the performance of the cells.[19]
Kinetic of the reaction
In fuel cells, the anodic reaction with hydrogen
H2 → 2H++2e− (1.32)
is a fast reaction, 5 to 6 orders of magnitude faster than the reduction of oxygen in the cathodic
part of the cell.[20] Thus, improving the kinetic of the oxygen reduction reaction is the main
factor to increase the performance of the cells.
When a potential E is applied (or appears) between the electrodes, an overpotential,η, occurs
defined as:
η =E −EEq (1.33)
EEq is the equilibrium potential under ideal conditions for the ORR.
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The dependence of the electric current and the potential at an electrode is described by the
Butler-Volmer equation, considering reversible reactions (oxidation and reduction) at the sur-
face of the electrodes:
j = j0 · [e
(−αnFη)
RT −e
(1−α)nFη
RT ] (1.34)
j is the current density, j0 the exchange current density (A m −2), α the charge transfer co-
efficients and n is the number of electrons exchanged during the reaction. F is the Faraday
constant, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature (in K). The current density,
generated by the reactions occurring at the surface of the electrode, depends on the thermo-
dynamic conditions of the system (pressure of H2 and O2, temperature), the membrane of
the cell, but also on the materials at the surface of the electrode. The exchange of charges is
possible on the chemically active sites of the material at the surface of the electrode and is
visible via the current density. The number of active sites is varying with the material and
its shape, structure and chemical composition.[21–23] In PEMFCs, the current density is de-
fined as negative at the anode and positive at the cathode. Applying the equation for the PEMFC:
at the anode (a):
ja = j0, H2 · [e
(−αH nF.ηa)
RT −e
(1−αH )nFηa
RT ] (1.35)
and at the cathode (c):
jc = j0, O2 · [e
(−αOnFηc)
RT −e
(1−αO)nFηa
RT ] (1.36)
where: j0,H2 is the current exchange density at the anode (oxidation of the hydrogen), αH the
transfer coefficient of the rate determining step for the H2 oxidation, j0,O2 the current exchange
density at the cathode (reduction of the oxygen) and αO the transfer coefficient of the rate
determining step for the O2 reduction.
Without catalyst, the ORR is very slow and not viable to be used for many applications. The
catalysts, mainly Pt and Pt-based materials, improve the reaction rate and the reaction is faster.
Two limiting cases exist for this equation:
- Low overpotential (η ≃ 0), the equation can be reduced to:
j = j0 · nFRT · η (1.37)
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- High overpotential: the equation can be considered as linear and is simplified to the Tafel
equation:
The forward reaction,
j = j0 · [e
(−αnFη)
RT ] (1.38)
can be rearranged:
η = RTαnF · ln( j0) −
RT
αnF · ln( j) (1.39)
η =a+b · log( j) (1.40)
This is the Tafel equation assuming a = 2.303RTαnF · log( j0) and b = −2.303RTαnF for the forward
reaction.
For the backward reaction
η = RT(1− α)nF · ln( j0) −
RT
(1− α)nF · ln(−j) (1.41)
η =a+b · log(−j) (1.42)
with a = 2.303RT(1−α)nF · log( j0) and b = − 2.303RT(1−α)nF
With the Tafel equation, the exchange current density of the ORR is obtained by extrapolation
of the linear function to the potential at the equilibrium, EEq . At the cathode, for the ORR, no
electrical current is visible when the potential is higher than 1 V.
Actually, the maximum voltage of the PEMFC is 1 V (vs SHE). Different strategies are applied
to study the kinetic of the ORR, like the constant application of a potential (steady state
polarization) to calculate the reaction rate and the voltammetry (linear or cyclic), permitting to
study the evolution of the current density with the potential and the monitoring of the kinetic of
the reaction.
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1.4 Catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction
Today, an improvement of the oxygen reduction reaction is a key to enhance the performance of
the PEMFC. The catalyst deposited at the surface of the electrodes are constituted by materials
that possess favorable chemical properties towards the improvement of the ORR, with a higher
reactivity and a faster kinetic, enabling the development of efficient cells. The platinum, a
gray-white transition metal (atomic number Z = 78, block d, group 10 and a molar mass of
195.084 g mol−1 ) with a face-centered cubic (fcc) crystalline structure shows the best catalytic
properties for the reactions in fuel cells (hydrogen, formic acid, methanol oxidation and oxygen
reduction).[17, 24] In combination with the chemical properties for the reduction of oxygen,
the physical characteristics of the material are important. Rough and nanostructured surfaces
with different morphologies are reported to be more active than flat surfaces.[25] A porous
and nanostructured material possesses a larger chemical surface, with more active sites for
the reaction, than for a macrostructured material with the macroscopic area. Hence, catalytic
nanoparticles with a high surface area are ideal for fuel cells. Several types of nanoclusters
with different sizes, shapes and materials are used, with a thin layer of the catalyst deposited
on the electrodes. The crystalline structure and the shape of the Pt nanoparticles, with highly
faceted orientation, is reported to affect their catalytic properties, whereas the Pt orientated
(111) surface is the most stable and is present in many Pt and Pt-based nanoparticles.[26]
Thus, it is very important to develop new methods to control the crystalline structure, the
size and the morphology of the nanoparticles to prepare efficient catalysts. In parallel to pure
systems, bimetallic (or trimetallic) particles are prepared and tested in fuel cells.[27] Bimetallic
nanoparticles with different structures and sizes represent promising catalysts to improve the
efficiency of the ORR. A different chemical composition, with two (or more) metals can
conduct to new chemical properties like the selectivity for the chemical reaction and better
catalysis, mostly due to a ligand effect. The most common metals used to prepare the Pt-based
nanoparticles are Ru, Pd, Ni, Fe, Cu and Co.[28–33]
Synthesis of the Pt and Pt-based nanoparticles
Two distinct ways exist to prepare the nanoparticles. Firstly by physical methods via the
fragmentation of bulk metals. Secondly by chemical process through the formation of the
particles from molecular or ionic precursors.
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The laser ablation is a physical method used to synthesize nanoparticles. To prepare the particles,
a metallic precursor immersed in a liquid (water, acetone, methanol) is ablated by laser pulses at
different frequencies and intensities, for a variation of the size and the shape of the particles.[34]
Nanoparticles, directly coated on a support (graphene oxide), with high catalytic activities, are
also produced by laser ablation.[35] The laser vaporisation on metallic (alloy) rod is done in an
evaporation chamber. The presence of a helium or argon gaseous flow permits a deposition of
well-formed Pt-Pd nanoparticles, directly on the support (α-Alumina).[36]
The chemical methods to prepare nanoparticles are mainly based on the reduction or oxidation
of metallic precursors, electrodeposition and galvanic replacement in order to create particles
with different structures (core-shell, alloys), size and chemical composition.[37–40] Contrary
to the physical method (laser ablation), after the nucleation of the atoms of metal coming from
the ionic or molecular precursors, the particles are growing. The usage of salts (hexachloroplati-
nate acid H2PtCl6, potassium hexachloroplatinate K2PtCl6, ammonium hexachloroplatinate
(NH3)2PtCl6, sodium hexachloroplatinate Na2PtCl6, potassium tetrachloroplatinate K2PtCl4...)
or organic precursors (platinum acetylacetonate, Pt(acac)2) and their oxidation or reduction in
different solvents (aqueous or organic) is possible. The polymers (hexadecyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide (CTAB), poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)) that are usually present in the solvents
are used as capping agent to stabilize and to prevent the agglomeration of the particles during
the synthesis. A supplementary addition of ionic halides (bromide Br−, iodine I−) as shape
controlling agent is also possible to receive variation of a specific crystalline surface orien-
tation.[38] The time, the pH value, the concentrations of the different chemical species in
solution, and the synthesis temperature enable to obtain different morphologies and composi-
tions. Furthermore, there are differences between particles synthesized in a solution heated on
an electric plate and the particles prepared using a microwave assisted heating method.[41]
For the methods based on the reduction of metallic precursors, different reducing agents, like
ascorbic acid, citric acid and sodium borohydride (NaBH4) are used.[37, 42, 43] After their
reduction, the nucleation of the metals atoms begins and the particles grow. Depending of the
experimental conditions (temperature, presence of halide, capping agent, stirring, and synthesis
time), different structures are generated.
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Preparation of Pt-based bimetallic particles based on the reduction of a
metallic precursor
Bimetallic nanostructures revealed a high potential towards the development of less expensive
catalysts with better performance and stability than the pure Pt. Using the density functional
theory (DFT) and experimental tests, different bimetallic structures with several transition
metals were investigated namely gold, rhodium, ruthenium, palladium, iron, copper, silver, and
nickel.[31, 44–51] Thus, the usage of different experimental methods combined by chemical
models (mostly created using DFT) is necessary to gain a better understanding of the chemical
mechanisms during the synthesis, like the modification of the electronic structure induced
by addition of a second metal, and during the catalysis (by the variation of the molar ratio
between the metals, the properties of the catalyst change).[7, 52] Depending on the method
of synthesis, different architectures are obtained for the bimetallic particles based on Pt. The
principal structures are briefly presented below:
Heterogeneous structures
Heterostructures like dendrites are mainly prepared following the method based on the reduction
of a metallic precursor and show a high catalytic activity. They are principally constituted of
a dense array of Pt branches with the second metal as a core. Lim et al. synthesized Pt-Pd
nanoparticles consisting of a core of Pd and dense branches of Pt with a catalytic performance
five times higher than commercial Pt coated on carbon catalyst.[42]
Core-shell structures
Core-shell structures based on Pt are constituted by a core of metal surrounded by a Pt or
Pt-rich active shell. The synthesis of such catalysts can be realized in one step by a co-reduction
reaction. This method is based on the difference of the reduction potentials of the two metals.
The reduction of the first metal cations is followed by the nucleation and growth of the core.
With the reduction of the second metal, the growth of the shell is induced and the Pt-metal
core-shell nanoparticle is structured. A well-controlled kinetic of the reaction is necessary to
generate homogeneous and well structured core-shell nanoparticles.
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These particles can also be prepared in two steps by successive reduction reactions like the
seed-mediated growth method with a first synthesis of the core and the addition of a second
metal to form the Pt-shell.[53] For a two-step approach, the galvanic replacement represents
an attractive method: The first step is the synthesis of a seed with a less noble metal than Pt
via the reduction of the metallic precursor (Pd, Ag or Cu) in a solution containing a reducing
agent (ascorbic acid) and a capping agent (polyvinylpyrolidone, PVP) with a possible addition
of halides.[40, 54, 55] With the halides, the seeds are covered by anions, attracted by the high
electronegativity of the fresh core metal. The presence of a surfactant (like PVP) prevents the
formation of agglomerates. During the second step of the synthesis, the formation of a metallic
shell begins after the introduction of the second metallic precursor. Two phenomena occur in
parallel namely the dissolution of the first metal and the growth of a shell covering the core of
the particles by deposition of the second metal. Specific surfactants and the presence of halides
during the synthesis enable the selection of the chemical sites for the deposition of the second
metal and so the preparation of clusters with a well controlled size, shape and crystallographic
structure.[49, 56]
Alloys
Today, most of the alloys used as catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction are binary, based
on Pt and another transition metal, like Cu, Co, Ni, Pd and others.[57, 58] The preparation of
an alloy is possible using a strong reducing agent (like sodium borohydride) to simultaneously
reduce both metals, with a well-controlled kinetic for the reaction and with the selection of the
right surfactant (like CTAB).[59]
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Among the different methods to prepare PdPt bimetallic nanoparticles, the synthesis based
on the reduction of metallic precursors is of high interest. Controlling the morphology, the
size and the chemical composition of the particles is essential for the creation of new catalysts
for the ORR. The chemical composition and the presence of halides (Br −, Cl−, I−) have a
significant influence on the size and shape of the particles.[9, 38, 60] The stability of the
material in acidic conditions is also important for an application in PEMFCs. Following a facile
method supported by the reduction of Pt and Pd precursors, the particles were synthesized under
different experimental conditions, aiming at the production of efficient and stable catalysts.
Their morphology and chemical composition was studied by TEM-EDS correlated to their cat-
alytic performance and stability (determined with electrochemical methods). Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy permitted a complementary study of the degradation phenomena.
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2.1 Synthesis and physical characterization of the PdPt
nanoparticles
Based on different articles, the particles were synthesized in aqueous solutions at low tempera-
ture avoiding a large amount of organic waste.[12, 61–63] For a typical preparation, an aqueous
solution containing Pt and Pd metallic precursors ( K2PtCl4 and Na2PdCl4) and a surfactant
(hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromine, CTAB) to prevent the formation of agglomerates
during the synthesis was used. After homogenization by sonication, the L-ascorbic acid was
added as reducing agent and the solution was heated at90◦C under magnetic stirring for 3.5
hours. The clusters prepared with this method are the reference sample, called 30 NPs. The
reaction time was experimentally adjusted to prevent the formation of agglomerates. To study
the influence of halides as shape control factor, potassium bromide (KBr) was added to the
solution before the addition of the L-ascorbic acid and the synthesis was extended to 17 h.
These particles are denoted as 60 NPs. To investigate the formation of particles with two
metallic phases (labeled 45 NPs), a two-step method was used with the same reactants and
concentrations. During the first step, the L-ascorbic acid was added to the solution with bromide
and without Pt to reduce the Pd precursor. In a second step, the addition of the Pt metallic
precursor (K2PtCl4) led to the reduction of the Pt precursor and to the formation of a shell of
Pt over the Pd particles. The time of the reaction, as for the particles prepared in one step with
bromide, was also 17 h. For all the electrochemical experiments, a typical powder with 20
wt. % of catalyst was made by a combination of a commercial black carbon powder and the
particles.
Investigations on the structures of the particles (Figure 2.1) were realized by electronic mi-
croscopy. The observations made with a high resolution TEM coupled to a X-ray analyzer
revealed different sizes nanostructured objects. For all the samples, the clusters morphology is
similar to nanoflowers: A rough porous corona formed with an interconnection of Pt grains (size
≈ 3 nm) is covering a core, mainly constituted of Pd. The particles prepared without bromide
and with simultaneous reduction of platinum and palladium (30 NPs) possess a cubic structure
with an average size of 30 nm. With addition of bromide and a longer time of synthesis (60
NPs), the size of the particles increased to 60 nm. They also feature a more spherical shape and
a more compact structure, with a more pronounced connection of the Pt grains. Agglomeration
of the particles appeared after coating on the carbon support. The shape of the 45 NPs, prepared
via the two-step method, is close to shape of the clusters fabricated in one step with bromide
(60 NPs) but with an increased formation of large agglomerates.
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Figure 2.1 a) TEM images of the particles on carbon support: 30 NPs (left), 45 NPs (middle),
60 NPs (right). The insets (with a high magnification)show the pure particles. b) Typical EDS
spectrum for the 45 NPs.
Concerning the morphology of the clusters, no significant impact of bromide was observed
besides a shape that is a little bit more spherical. The density of particles is affected by the
bromide with more compact nanoflowers. Similar structures were reported by other groups.[64]
EDS measurements confirmed the presence of Pt and Pd for all the particles (Figure 2.1),
with the core mainly constituted of Pd and the corona formed by Pt grains. Some trace of
bromide coming from the synthesis and a copper contamination due to the TEM support were
also detected. The EDS mapping on individual particles revealed the following chemical
compositions: 60 wt. % of Pt and 40 wt. % Pd for the 30 NPs, 55 wt. % Pt and 45 wt. % Pd for
the 45 NPs and 67.5 wt. % Pt and 32.5 wt. % Pd for the 60 NPs. With a theoretical weight ratio
Pt:Pd of 1, the particles 45 NPs were the closest to the aspired stoichiometry. The different
chemical compositions for the 30 NPs and the 60 NPs could be due to the precipitation of small
particles (≈ 5 nm) only composed of Pt (Figure 2.1).
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2.2 Catalytic performances and stability of the particles
Electrochemically active surface area and mass activity for the oxygen-
reduction reaction
The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) of the particles was determined following
the method of the deposition of hydrogen under potential. This method is based on the
adsorption/desorption of the hydrogen in dependence of the potential applied to the system.[65]
The charge of the monolayer of hydrogen, varying with the adsorption/desorption on the
metallic surface, was calculated by the integration of the peak between 0.05 and 0.4 V visible
in the cyclic voltammograms (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2 Cyclic voltammograms to measure the ECSA of the catalysts before (left) and after
the degradation (right): 30 nm (red), 45 nm (green), 60 nm (blue).
The charge of the hydrogen activity was calculated according to the equation:
QH =
R
idE
ν (2.1)
where i is the current (A), E the potential (V), and ν is the scan rate (20 mV s−1 here).
Additionally, the chemically active surface area (m2 g−1) was determined by comparison of the
experimental catalysts (nanoparticles) and the theoretical charge of the hydrogen adsorption on
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polycrystalline Pt (2.1×10−4 C cm−2) and normalized to the mass of deposited metal on the
electrode. The following equation was used to determine the electrochemical surface area of
the nanoparticles:
ECSA = 1
2.1×10−4 .
QH
m(PdPt)
(2.2)
with mPdPt is the mass of the catalyst deposited on the glassy carbon electrode and QH is the
previously calculated charge of the hydrogen (Eq 2.1).
The ORR measurements were performed by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) using a rotational
disk electrode (RDE, with a geometric area of 0.196 cm 2) and a rotation speed of 1600
rpm. After the experiments, three characteristic regions, representing the principal chemical
phenomena controlling the system, were visible in the voltammograms (Figure 2.2): from 0.35
to 0.7 V, the mass transport is dominant, followed by a mixed mass transfer-kinetic between
0.7 and 0.85 V, and a pure kinetic-controlled region above 0.85 V. With the rotation of the
electrode, the resulting convection ensures a fast transport of the redox active species from the
electrolyte to the surface of the electrode.
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Figure 2.3 Linear sweep voltammograms before (left) and after (right) stability tests for the
oxygen reduction reaction (1600 rpm): 30 NPs (red), 45 NPs (green) and 60 NPs (blue) and the
different area controlling the reaction: (1) Mass transfer, (2) mixed mass transfer-kinetic and
(3) kinetic.
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The mass activity (the kinetic current density normalized to the mass of catalyst, A .g−1) was
calculated using the Koutecky-Levich equation (neglecting the Nafion film diffusion-limited
current density):
1
j
= 1
jk
+ 1
jd
(2.3)
with j as total current density, jd the diffusion limited current density (mass transport) and jk
the kinetic current density.
Considering the evolution of the current density with the potential (Figure 2.3), the mass activity
was calculated using the values of the current density measured at 0.85 V and the diffusion
limited current density at 0.4 V.
The ECSA and the mass activity of the different particles were compared to a commercial
catalyst (Pt coated on carbon XC72R powder, 20 wt. % Pt). The stability of the particles was
studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV), via measurement of the ECSA before and after 2000
cycles. The voltammograms of the ECSA (Figure 2.2) showed a well-defined peak between
0.05 to 0.3 V corresponding to the adsorption/desorption of the hydrogen on the surface of the
catalyst (Pt and Pd surface). The intensity of the peak depends on the size of the particles, with
the higher ECSA for the largest particles (60 nm). The ECSA measured for the synthesized
particles was similar to the ECSA of 30 nm pure Pt nanoparticles but lower than the commercial
Pt catalyst (Pt/C) used for comparison (formed with small nanoparticles, ≈ 5 nm).[66] After
the stability test, a degradation of the performance was visible, excepted for the 45 NPs which
possessed an ECSA significantly higher after 2000 cycles (Table 2.1). This increase may be
attributed to modifications at the surface of the electrode during the electrochemical cycling
with an "electrochemical cleaning", washing the CTAB surfactant still present at the surface of
the particles. The degradation of the particles can be explained by the dissolution of Pt and the
agglomeration of metals (Ostwald ripening) created by the electrochemical scanning with a
potential higher than 1.2 V.[67] The results after the stability test (Table 2.1) showed a smaller
decrease (19.5 %) for the small particles (30 nm), while the particles with a size of 60 nm lost
60 % of the ECSA under the same chemical conditions. Concerning the size effect, opposite
results could be expected, considering a faster dissolution of Pt for the small nanoparticles.[68]
However, also the formation of Pt oxide (PtO), Pt hydroxide (PtOH) and Pt dioxide ( PtO2)
occurred and the accompanying passivation of the surface tended to be higher for the larger
particles.
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It is commonly admitted that the position of the peak corresponding to the reduction of the
Pt-O has an influence on the ORR. When the peak is shifted to higher potentials, it signifies
a weakening of the bonding between the catalyst and the oxygen species and, therefore, an
increase of the ORR specific activity. Furthermore, an impact of the chemical composition
(particularly at the surface) on the Pt dissolution was observed during the study. A correlation
between a higher content of Pd for the 60 NPs (Pd:Pt = 67.5:32.5) and the faster degradation
for the 60 NPs was indicated. This can be due to a faster electrochemical dissolution in the
presence of Pd at the surface of the particles during the anodic part of the scan, at potentials
lower than 0.8 V.[69]
The 45 NPs (Pt:Pd = 50:50) were not expected to be the most stable (Table 2.1). Their high
stability could come from a restructuring at the surface of the catalyst upon polarization under
acidic conditions (with a positive effect here) or the electrochemical reduction of the oxidized
metal at the surface which was generated during the synthesis due to a long time at high
temperature.[70] Furthermore, the passivation of the surface (and not the bulk), a reverse
process confirmed by the highest initial mass activity for the 45 NPs, may be the reason.
Moreover, the ECSA of the 45 NPs was also associated with the synthesis method, with a
primary step to form a colloid constituted of Pd, forming nucleation centers for the Pt atoms in
a second step. These conditions could also lead to the formation of Pt-Pd alloys at the surface
of the particles stabilizing the clusters.[71] In addition to the highest stability, the fresh 45 NPs
had also the best mass activity for the ORR. This indicates the presence of possible alloy, with a
higher catalytic performance than pure Pt.[72] The enhancement of the mass activity in a Pt-Pd
alloy comes from the electronic effect, associated to a different electronic distribution for the Pt
and Pd atoms or by a geometric effect with different interatomic distances between the Pt and
Pd atoms.[73] For a cluster constituted by an alloy, charges appear, with negatively charged Pt
atoms in combination with positively charged Pd atoms. This is due to a shift of electrons from
the Pd to the Pt, with a higher electronic density around the Pt atoms and, hence, an increasing
vacancy of the Pt d-band orbital.[74, 75] Consequently, the adsorption and dissociation of the
molecular oxygen is easier on the Pt surface leading to a faster oxygen reduction.[72] Taking
into account the mass activity and the stability of the 45 NPs, a full protection of the Pd by
the Pt atoms is indicated, blocking access to catalytic sites of the particles for the redox-active
species. Recent theoretical calculations demonstrated that only two atomic layers of Pt on the
surface of another metal are sufficient to prevent the electrochemical cleaning.[76]
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Kinetic study
As demonstrated in Chapter 1, the ORR is a multi-electron process divided in elementary steps
through different reaction intermediates.[3] Concerning the kinetic, we assumed that one single
step is slower than the others, and controls the rate of the overall reaction. This rate determining
step (RDS) is most likely a heterogeneous electron transfer which is strongly influenced by the
surface of the particles. For potentials higher than 0.8 V, a mix of Pt and Pt oxide is formed
while at lower potentials an oxide-free surface is present.
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Figure 2.4 Tafel plots for the 30 NPs (red), 45 NPs (green) and 60 NPs (blue) as prepared (left)
and after degradation (right).
So, the potential affects the kinetic of the reaction. The kinetic can be studied via the determi-
nation of the exchange current density on an electrode, which can be realized by monitoring
the relation between the potential E, and the logarithm of the current density j,E = f (log| j|)
using the simplified Tafel equation (Chapter 1):
E = a+b×log| j| (2.4)
The exchange current density, j0, is determined with the experimental Tafel plot (E = f (log| j|))
by extrapolation of the Tafel line to the equilibrium potential (Figure 2.4). There are two
different current exchange densities one at low and the one at high potentials. The values of the
exchange current densities on Pt reported in the literature show large variations and depend
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primarily on the structure of the clusters. On a surface constituted of Pt and Pt oxide, the RDS
of the reaction is a pseudo two-electron transfer with a Tafel slope of 60 mV dec−1. For the
oxide free surface, only constituted of Pt, the RDS is the first electron transfer, with a Tafel
slope of 120 mV dec−1. With our bimetallic PdPt samples, the Tafel slope was close to 120
mV dec−1 (Figure 2.4), suggesting a first transfer reaction as the RDS:
O∗2 +H++e− → HO∗2 (2.5)
The initial higher value for the 45 NPs indicates a possible influence of the mass transport,
maybe induced by changes and restructuring at the surface of the catalyst. However, this did
not affect the mass activity. After the degradation test, the values of the Tafel slopes were
similar, indicating no change of the ORR process. The highest values of the exchange current
density for the 45 NPs, fresh and degraded, agreed with the best mass activity calculated at
0.85 V (Table 2.1). This allowed the hypothesis of a faster electron transfer rate, favored by a
possible formation of an alloy for the 45 NPs.
Table 2.1 Electrochemical surface area and kinetic parameters: Mass activity, exchange current
density and Tafel slope for 30 NPs, 45 NPs, 60 NPs samples together with the commercial Pt/C
reference.
Sample ECSA(m2 g-1)
ORR mass
activity at 0.85
V (A g-1)
Tafel slope
(mV dec-1)
j0×10-4
(A cm-2)
Fresh samples
30 NPs 16.22 3.18 116.30 3.81
45 NPs 7.57 4.14 252.60 5.21
60 NPs 10.70 3.24 93.70 4.71
commercial Pt/C 32.60 2.80 - -
Degraded samples
30 NPs 13.05 2.19 151.60 2.21
45 NPs 11.01 4.55 151.00 4.25
60 NPs 4.42 2.10 151.10 2.01
commercial Pt/C 26.30 2.30 - -
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2.3 Study of the mass transport phenomena by
impedance spectroscopy
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out to study the mass transport
at 0.5 V, in the region where the mass transport is predominant. The measurements were
performed using a RDE (1600 rpm) to ensure a defined transport of the reactants to the surface
of the electrode. In the resulting Nyquist diagrams, the shape of the curves suggested the
theoretical shape corresponding to a Randles electric equivalent circuit.[77, 78] This circuit
(Figure 2.5, left) is used to model the phenomena of transfer, accumulation, and diffusion of
charges, in particular when the mass transport is predominant.
Figure 2.5 Theoretical Nyquist diagram with equivalent circuit (left) and experimental plot
(right), (0.508 V, 1600 rpm), fresh (red) and after degradation (black).
For the theoretical Nyquist diagram, an arc at high frequencies is characteristic for the resistance
of the electrolyte (Rs) in serie with the combination of the resistance (Faradic) to the charge
transfer (RCT), a Warburg element (W0) representing the diffusion of the charges and a non
ideal capacitor (CPE), to model the ionic accumulation at the electrolyte/electrode interface. A
line starting at about 50 Ohms with an angle close to 45 °, indicates the predominance of the
mass transport phenomena.
Depending on the diffusion of charges, Wo-R, a parameter of the Warburg element, is the elec-
trical component used to represent the diffusion phenomena and the resistance of the diffusion.
As represented in the Figure 2.5, when the resistance of the diffusion is smaller than the charge
transfer, the straight vertical line at low frequencies represents an accumulation of charges
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(capacitor). In the opposite case, a semi-circle, appears at low frequencies, corresponding to a
finite diffusion of the charges.
The experimental EIS spectra were fitted with the Randles circuit as equivalent circuit, providing
the values of the electrical components for the different samples. The fitting was done assuming
a homogeneous structure for the film of catalyst deposited at the surface of the electrode, with
the key role of the interface electrolyte-film (macroscopic boundary). The ionic transport was
modeled by diffusion along the bulk, without separation of the different fractions (Nafion,
carbon, catalyst). In the Nyquist diagram, for all samples, the principal shape of the curves stay
the same, either unchanged or modified at low frequencies, from capacitive loop (straight line
at 90 °) to finite-length diffusion (semi-circle) after the degradation. The plot of the admittance,
Y, the inverse of the impedance (Y = Z−1) is useful to graphically separate the kinetic and
diffusion phenomena.
Figure 2.6 Admittance (a-c) and impedance (d-f) recorded at 0.5 V, 1600 rpm, with Warburg
phenomena. Experimental scatter (black) and fitting (red and blue). 60 NPs: Plot (a) and (d),
30 NPs: Plot (b) and (e), 45 NPs: Plot (c) and (f).
In the first part of the Figure 2.6 (a, b and c), with the admittance of the samples (black points)
and the fitting (red lines) an easy separation of the kinetic and diffusion was visible. The
second part of the Figure 2.6 (d, e, f) shows the impedance for a restricted frequency range
corresponding to the predominant role of the Warburg impedance.
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The total impedance of the equivalent circuit, Zt is defined by
Zt = ZRs +Z(CPE,RCT ,W ) (2.6)
where Rs is the resistance of the solution, RCT the resistance of the charge transfer, W0 is the
Warburg element, and CPE the non ideal capacitor, representing the ionic accumulation at the
interface electrode-electrolyte.
The resistance of the solution can be estimated from the Nyquist diagram at the intersection
between the semi-circle and the abscissa (left part of the graph). It was the same for all the
samples, without any changes after the degradation test. The charge transfer resistance was
determined from the width of the semi-circle (Figure 2.5). The numerical values determined by
fitting for all the components of the equivalent circuit are presented in Table 2.2. Before the
degradation, the resistances for the charge transfer, linked to the rate of oxygen reduction, were
similar for the 30 NPs and 45 NPs but higher for the 60 NPs. The chemical composition of the
particles, with a higher content of Pt for the 30 and 45 NPs decreased the resistance for the
charge transfer.
At 0.5 V, the diffusion was the rate determining step and the number of exchanged electrons
(calculated by Levich equation) was close to one, indicating that the reactions 2.11 and 2.12
were dominant and the process fully depends of the rate of the oxygen at the surface of the
electrode in the multi-step process controlled by the diffusion.[3]
O2 (gas) → O2 (ads) (2.7)
O2 (ads) +e− → [O2 (ads)]− (2.8)
[O2 (ads)]− → O−2 (ads) (2.9)
O−2 (ads) +H2O → HO2 (ads) +OH− (2.10)
HO2 (ads) +e− → HO−2 (ads) (2.11)
HO−2 (ads) → HO2
− (2.12)
The charge-transfer rate for each step (i), R CT (i) is defined as RCT (i)= ni· νi where ni is the
number of electrons exchanged and νi the reaction rate for each step (mol cm−2 s−1).
Based on this hypothesis, it can be established that for the smallest value of RCT, the number of
exchanged electrons should be close to one for the reaction 2.10.[79]
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impedance spectroscopy
The constant of the reaction rate was evaluated following the mathematical model defining the
diffusion resistance, ZWo by:
ZWo = RWo·
coth( j· τ · ω )P
( j· τ · ω )P (2.13)
where P is a dimensionless factor,ω the angular frequency and τ the surface relaxation time,
linked to the different steps of the oxygen reaction (Equation 2.9 to 2.12), dependent on the
potential. τ depends on the diffusion coefficient D and the diffusion length L:
τ =L
2
D
(2.14)
τ−1, the inverse of the coverage relaxation time, is equivalent to the first order rate constant for
the desorption of the ORR intermediates, depending on the potential.[80] The different values
of the diffusion parameters are presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Values for the different electrical components of the equivalent circuit after the fitting
to the experimental spectra and derived kinetic parameters (0.5 V, 1600 rpm).
Sample RCT (Ω )
T (F)
×10-3
RWo (Ω )
τ (s)
×10-3
Wo-P (/) τ-1 (s-1)
L (cm)
×10-4
Fresh samples
30 NPs 1.86 1.35 2.78 16.1 0.41 62.11 5.88
45 NPs 2.11 2.63 2.81 1.57 0.42 636.94 1.83
60 NPs 4.33 4.54 7.34 12.8 0.45 78.12 5.24
Degraded samples
30 NPs 1765.00 1.48 3.99 28.00 0.42 35.71 7.75
45 NPs 23.32 3.22 5.22 1.72 0.43 581.39 1.92
60 NPs 2231 1.63 5.10 92.80 0.43 10.77 14.1
All the particles possessed similar and small values for the mass transport resistance, which are
close the charge-transfer resistance. This demonstrates that the accessibility of the catalytic
active sites was similar for all the samples, confirming that the morphology of the particles (size,
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shape, and distribution on the carbon support) were not critical. In contrast, the relaxation time
constant for the 45 NPs was almost one order of magnitude smaller than for the other samples,
accompanied by a higher effective diffusion length. For the higher values of the reaction rate
constant, the surface relaxation time was shorter, revealing that the surface recovery for the
reaction intermediates was fast.
Comparing the structures of the particles, in particular the surface roughness (visible on TEM
pictures, Figure 2.1), the sample 45 NPs was more compact, which most likely led to a lower
ECSA compared to the other particles (Table 2.1). However, the reaction rate constant was the
highest and the relaxation time the shortest for this sample. As a consequence, for the 45 NPs,
a stronger electronic effect for the O2 adsorption and dissociation is expected. [72, 81] As a
result of the analysis of the diffusion parameters, we assumed that the mechanism of the mass
transport was similar for all the samples but favored for the 45 NPs due to a possible Pd-Pt
alloy on the nanoparticles.
The pseudo capacitance (T), is defined by
ZCPE = T−1· (j· ω)−n (2.15)
where T is the pseudo capacitance, n is a dimensionless factor (between 0 < n < 1, with 1 for
the perfect capacitor, between 0.95 to 0.98 here). [82] The pseudo capacitance is directly linked
to the ECSA and, therefore, to the size and structure of the particles. After the synthesis, like
for RCT, T evolves with the size of the particle, increasing with the size of the cluster. The size
of the particles is not the main factor for the ECSA with the smaller value for the 45 NPs.
2.4 The degradation
Different mechanisms are proposed to explain the electrochemical instability of the particles (cf
Table 2.1 and 2.2). Theoretical and experimental studies suggest the degradation of the particles
is linked to the mechanisms of the dissolution of the Pt layer at the surface of the particles
in solution. These mechanisms, governing the reduction of the ECSA, are the most accepted
ones.[83] They are based on the formation of Pt oxide between 0.9 and 1.2 V, followed by the
dissolution of the oxidized Pt.[84]
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For the 45 NPs, in the Figure 2.3, for the degraded samples, the peak related to the reduction
of the PtO was at a higher potential after the degradation, conducting to a stable mass activity
and/or higher ECSA (Table 2.1). This was again indicating that a different electronic structure
for these clusters (modification of the orbital d for the atoms of the bimetallic particles)
controlled the adsorption of the oxygen species.[85] The introduction of Pd, leading to the
formation of bimetallic particles, can diminish the oxidation of the Pt, thus reducing its
dissolution and finally increase the stability of the clusters.[86] For the impedance parameters,
significant changes for RCT and the Warburg parameters (Table 2.1) occurred, with a really high
increase of the RCT for the 30 NPs and 60 NPs. No critical changes for the pseudo capacitance
of the CPE appeared, revealing that the morphological changes for the particles are negligible,
despite of the decrease of the ECSA for the 30 and 60 nm clusters. To sum up, the 45 NPs
had the best electrochemical stability under the accelerated degradation tests, again a possible
indication of a Pt-Pd alloying.
Briefly, for the electrochemical stability, the critical factor is apparently the chemical composi-
tion of the surface of the catalysts. There is a better stability when the quantity of Pt within the
surface increases, protecting the Pd from leaching out (with a confirmation of the distribution
of the Pt and Pd resolved by EDS mapping). Furthermore, the catalyst curvature and the degree
of alloying have a significant influence.
2.5 Conclusion
Regarding the ECSA, the size of the particles, between 30 and 60 nm, had no influence while
the curvature and the chemical composition of the particles (particularly at the surface of
the catalyst) was an important factor. The 45 NPs with a nanoflower structure were the best
catalysts for the ORR, possibly favored by a Pt-Pd alloy formation, permitting an enhance-
ment of the O2 adsorption and dissociation, explained by the electronic effect. The kinetic
experiments confirmed these results with higher exchange current densities for these particles.
The electrochemical impedance studies demonstrated that the 45 NPs possessed the shortest
effective diffusion length and the highest reaction rate constant among all the morphologies,
agreeing that the curvature of the catalyst supports the transfer of the reactant to the chemical
active sites (for the fresh and degraded samples).
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The charge transfer resistance, RCT, of the 45 NPs remained small after the degradation test,
showing a great stability of the clusters, due to its rigid and active structure with a surface rich
in Pt. Regarding the other samples, a significant increase of the RCT appeared after the stability
test, revealing a degradation potentially explained by a smaller quantity of Pt at the surface of
the clusters.
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Chapter 3
Core-shell palladium-platinum
nanoparticles synthesized
by galvanic replacement
Parts of this Chapter have been published in:
S. Tymen, A. C. Scheinost, M. J. Lozano-Rodriguez, C. Friebe and U. S. Schubert,
J. Electrochem. Soc. 2018, 165 (3) H67-H77. DOI: 10.1149/2.0021803jes.
—————————————————————————————-
Besides PdPt nanoparticles with a structure of nanoflowers (Chapter 2), core-shell nanoparticles,
are the most promising catalysts fo fuel cells. With a method based on the galvanic replacement,
we followed the evolution of the structure, size, nature of the chemical Pt-Pd bond, chemical
composition and catalytic activity in function of the time of synthesis. Pure Pd nanocubes and
PdPt clusters with an increasing time of synthesis are compared. X-ray diffraction spectroscopy
(XRD) and extended X-ray adsorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements permit to deter-
mine the crystalline structure and the chemical binding between the Pt and Pd atoms for the
different particles.
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3.1 The galvanic replacement: an innovative method for the
synthesis of PdPt NPs
The galvanic replacement is particularly attractive for the synthesis of PdPt core-shell nanopar-
ticles. Controllable by the capping agent and the presence of halides, different structures
(core-shell, nanorods , nanocages ...) of PdPt nanoparticles can be prepared.[8, 12, 87] Inspired
by the method of Zhang et al., the Pt metallic precursor, the potassium tetrachloroplatinate
(K2PtCl4) was used. After a first preparation of Pd nanocubes, PdPt core-shell nanoparticles
were prepared using different times of synthesis. To control the chemical sites for the adsorption
of Pt, KBr was present in the solution of sodium tetrachloropalladate (Na2PdCl4) used as Pd
precursor and the polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as capping agent. After the synthesis of the
Pd cluster, the Pt precursor (K2PtCl4) was progressively added (1 mL min
−1) to the solution
and the different synthesis times of were selected (0.6 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, 8 h and 17 h) to follow
the evolution of the physical and chemical properties of the particles. After the synthesis, the
particles, collected by centrifugation, were rinsed several times with water and ethanol and
then coated on carbon (Chapter 2).
3.2 Evolution with the time of synthesis
Changes in morphology: TEM and EDS study
The particles were studied by TEM and the chemical composition was estimated with EDS
(mapping and local) (Figure 3.1, Table 3.1). For all the samples, with a size around 20 nm, a
pure Pd cubic core was visible. From this well-defined structure, the addition of Pt leads to the
formation of a thin Pt-rich layer, confirmed by EDS, and the modification of the shape of the
clusters. The layer was already visible after 0.6 h (Figure 3.1 and 3.2) with the formation of the
shell on the corners of the Pd nanocubes to form a layer all over the core. For the particles with
a synthesis time longer than 4 h, concavity appeared and increased, without significant change
of the size. Homogeneous particles were prepared, excepted for the particles synthesized in 6
and 8 h, with octahedron-like agglomerates and core-shell flowers (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.1 Principal steps for the evolution of the particles: Pd nanocubes (left), formation of
a Pt thin shell in (particles prepared in 0.6 h, middle) and apparition of a concave structure
(particles synthesized in 4 h, right).
The EDS measurements also revealed a local presence of bromide, in particular for the samples
with a short time of synthesis, due to an incomplete galvanic replacement. The evolution of the
chemical composition of the clusters was apparent (Table 3.1); the Pt:Pd ratio increased until 4
h of synthesis (35 wt % Pt) but decreased to 22 % and 9 % for the particles prepared in 6 and 8
h, respectively. Finally after 17 h, the PdPt clusters had a chemical composition equivalent to
the PdPt nanoparticles fabricated in 4 h.
Figure 3.2 Evolution of the structure of the particles with the time of synthesis (TEM).
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The crystalline structures of the particles followed with the X-ray diffrac-
tion spectroscopy
XRD measurements (from 30 to 90 °, 0.02 ° s−1) allowed to determine the crystallographic
structure of the particles and to calculate an estimation of the chemical composition. The
face-centered cubic (fcc) structure was confirmed for all the particles, with the presence of the
characteristic peaks corresponding to the planes (111), (200), (220), and (333) for the Pt and
Pd crystals in the XRD spectra (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3 XRD spectra of the different catalyst (shift corrected and normalized). Insert:
Magnification of the (111) peak. Pd nanocubes (black) and PdPt NPs: 0.6 h (red), 2 h (green),
4 h (orange), 6 h (violet), 8 h (brown), 17 h (blue); pure Pt (pink) and pure Pd (marine).
The form of the spectra revealed similarities for all the particles, expressing comparable bulk
compositions. No peaks corresponding to Pt or Pd oxides were visible. After the normalization
of the spectra, based on the intensity of the well-defined (111) peak, the interplanar distances d
for all the particles were determined using Bragg’s law:
2 ·d ·sin(θ ) =n · λ (3.1)
where n is the integral factor, θ the Bragg’s angle and λ the wavelength of the X-rays (Cu-Kα1
radiation, 1.54184 Å).
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The size of the particles, S, was calculated from the widths of the (220) diffraction peaks using
the Scherrer’s equation, valid for the nanometer-scale:
S = K · λβ · cos(θ) (3.2)
K is the shape factor which is 0.94 here, regarding a fcc isotropic structure and β (radians) is
the line broadening at half the maximum intensity (or full width at half maximum, FWMH).
To complete the analysis after the XRD measurements, an estimation of chemical composition
of the different samples was realized according to Vegard’s law, considering the system as a
solid solution with a combination of two components, Pt and Pd, pure before their mixture,
with the same crystalline structure (fcc) and at the same temperature.[88] It enables to obtain
an approximation of the Pt:Pd ratio. Considering x the molar fraction of Pd,
a(Pt(1−x)Pd(x)) = (1−x) ·aPt +x ·aPd (3.3)
The lattice parameters of the solid solution, the nanoparticles, a(Pt.(1-x)Pd(x)) were measured by
XRD and the lattice parameters of Pt aPt (3.923 Å) and Pd, aPd (3.891 Å) are theoretical values
coming from the crystallographic open database (C.O.D).[89]
The analysis of the XRD spectra (Table 3.1) revealed changes for the structure and composition
of the particles. The lattice parameters, 3.894 Å for the Pd and 3.913 Å for the Pt are close to
the theoretical values, with deviations due to inhomogeneities in the crystals. For the particles,
the lattice parameters and the inter-planar distances are between those of pure Pd and pure Pt.
The lattice parameters and d-spacing values were larger for the Pt-rich particles, which is in
accordance with the replacement of Pd atoms by Pt atoms, causing an expansion of the crystals.
The different sizes of the particles, revealed by XRD, were comparable to the sizes estimated
from the TEM images (with the software ImageJ). With an initial size of 19.2 nm for the Pd
nanocubes and 20 nm for the PdPt nanoparticles synthesized in 0.6 h, the size decreased to
13.6 nm for the particles prepared in 6 h. For the longer synthesis times, the size increased
again. The diminution of the size could lead to a faster dissolution of Pd and desorption of
Br compared to the formation of the Pt shell until 6 h. After this, the increase of the size can
be explained by a slowed or stopped dissolution of Pd, protected by the Pt deposited on the
core. The chemical composition of the particles, determined by Vegard ’s law, varied following
different steps.
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The molar fraction of Pt increased in the particles, with 35 wt. % of Pt for the samples prepared
in 4 h. Subsequently, while the XRD analysis showed a reduction of the quantity of Pt, with
the molar fraction of Pt equal to 0.2 for the particles synthesized in 6 h and 0.1 for the particles
prepared in 8 h, the EDS measurements indicated a constant quantity of Pt for both samples
and the same Pt:Pd ratio for the catalysts prepared in 4 and 17 h.
Table 3.1 Summary of the results from the XRD measurements (error≃ 10%) and composition
of the particles measured by EDS.
Sample
Lattice
parame-
ter
(Å)
d-
spacing
(Å)
size
(nm)
(XRD)
Pd molar
fraction
(%)
(XRD)
Pd molar
fraction
(%)
(EDS)
size
(nm)
(TEM)
Pd
weight
(wt.%)
(EDS)
Pt
weight
(wt. %)
(EDS)
Pd
nanocubes 3.891 2.2468 19.24 100 100 16.1 100 0
PdPt 0.6 h 3.892 2.2471 20.03 94 96 17.2 91 9
PdPt 2 h 3.894 2.2482 15.53 88 87 16.2 81 19
PdPt 4 h 3.900 2.2517 14.39 70 70 14.6 65 35
PdPt 6 h 3.897 2.2496 13.43 78 80 14.7 78 22
PdPt 8 h 3.893 2.2479 16.74 91 80 16.4 74 26
PdPt 17 h 3.896 2.2498 16.06 82 71 15.7 65 35
The deviation between the two experimental methods comes probably from the restrictive
application of Vegard’s law, already observed by researchers working on alloys, but also
from chemical heterogeneities in the particles, which were not detected by EDS.[90, 91] The
chemical composition and its evolution needs to be studied with high-precision instruments,
like the mass-spectrometry (ICP-MS), to follow the changes in details.
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Atomic study of the particles by extended X-rays absorption fine structure
The X-rays absorption fine structure, (XAFS) measurements represent a powerful technique to
study the materials at the atomic scale. Based on the absorption of monochromatic X-rays by
the atoms at energies near and above their core-level energy, important information about the
physical and chemical properties of the material can be studied. The analysis of XAFS spectra
provides the chemical state and the local atomic arrangement for the selected element and
the surrounding atoms, with a high sensitivity to the oxidation state, the chemical and atomic
coordination, and the inter-atomic distances. The XAFS spectra are divided in two parts: The
X-rays near edge absorption fine structure (XANES) and the extended X-rays absorption fine
structure (EXAFS). While the XANES region of the spectrum is more sensible to the oxidation
state and the coordination chemistry of the absorbing atoms, the EXAFS region is better to
learn more about inter-atomic distances, coordination number (CN), atomic arrangement and
elements surrounding the absorbing atom. The configuration of the experimental system and
the analysis of data are detailed in the article. Before data fitting, models with theoretical phase
shifts and amplitude functions for the shell fit were developed with FEFF 8.2 based on pure Pt
and Pd and PdPt metallic clusters with a fcc crystallographic structure.[92] After analysis and
fitting of the EXAFS spectra at Pt-LIII edge, a comparison was possible between the pure Pt
commercial and the different samples.
Figure 3.4 Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of the NPs at Pd-K (left) and Pt-L III (right)
edges. Pure Pt or Pd metal (black), Pd nanocubes (marine) and PtPd NPs: 0.6 h (red), 2 h
(green), 4 h (orange), 6 h (violet), 8 h (brown), 17 h (blue). Insets: PtPd 2h NPs experimental
(red line) and fitted (dotted blue line) Fourier- transformed EXAFS spectra (R range 1.7-3, k3
weighted, S20 = 0.8).
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On the normalized and Fourier-transformed spectra, (Figure 3.4), at the Pd-K edge (left), the
main peak at R ≃ 2.74 Å (Figure 3.4b) advocated the preponderance of one type of neighbors,
expected to be Pd and confirmed by the shell-fill fit of the data (Table 3.2 and 3.3). At the
Pt-LIII edge (right), a well-defined double peak was visible between 2 and 3 Å for all the
particles. The models confirmed that this double peak originates from the presence of both Pt
and Pd neighbors in nearly equal proportions within the first shell. By contrast, only one peak
was present in the spectra of the Pt commercial sample, as expected from the presence of only
one type of neighbors. After analysis at Pt-LIII, the results demonstrated for all the particles a
structure with Pt atoms surrounded by Pt and Pd atoms at distances of 2.72 to 2.74 Å, in line
with the crystallographic value of 2.74 Å.[93]
Table 3.2 Coordination numbers (CN), interatomic distances R, Debye Waller factors (σ2), and
energy shifts (∆E0) at the Pt-LIII edge.
Pt-LIII edge
Sample
Pt-Pt shell Pt-Pd shell ∆E0
[eV]
Rfactor2
res (%)CN R (Å) σ2 (Å2) CN R (Å) σ2 (Å2)
PdPt 0.6 h 6.7 2.72 0.0058 4.8 2.72 0.0058 5.9 5.4
PdPt 2 h 6.2 2.73 0.0057 5.1 2.73 0.0057 7.1 4.0
PdPt 4 h 8.7 2.75 0.0055 3.5 2.74 0.0055 8.3 2.3
PdPt 6 h 6.7 2.74 0.0061 4.8 2.74 0.0061 7.8 3.3
PdPt 8 h 7.3 2.74 0.0056 4.8 2.74 0.0056 7.7 2.2
PdPt 17 h 7.6 2.74 0.0056 4.3 2.74 0.0056 7.8 2.7
Based on the measurements realized at Pt-LIII, the small Debye-Waller factors indicated a small
static and vibrational disorder. The sum of the coordination numbers (CN) for both Pt-Pt and
Pt-Pd was close to 12, considering a relatively high error of 25 %, and the Pt:Pd ratio was
close to 1. All these results, according to the analysis of the spectra at Pt-L III, agreed with a fcc
structure (also validated by XRD) composed of Pt and Pd with Pt atoms in a local environment,
surrounded by Pt and Pd. Spectra at the Pd-K edge (Table 3.3) revealed a Pd-Pd distance of
2.74 Å , as expected for a fcc structure.[61] The length of the Pt-Pd bond was slightly but
significantly smaller than the length measured for the Pd-Pd pairs. Contrary to the values
based on the measurements at Pt-LIII, the coordination numbers of the spectra at Pd-K edge
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were between 9.5 to 11.2 and suggested that the Pd was mainly enclosed by Pd atoms and a
smaller number of Pt atoms (CN between 0.6 and 1.8), with a statically insignificant variation
among the different samples. The analysis of the EXAFS results suggested a well-structured
Pd metallic core, where the majority of Pd atoms possess Pd neighbors surrounded by a thin
Pt shell, where most of the Pt atoms have Pd neighbors. In accordance to TEM and EDS
observations, the higher coordinations numbers for the Pt-Pt bond (Table 3.2) indicate an
aggregation of Pt on the surface of the particles, with a small increase after 8 and 17 h of
synthesis.
Table 3.3 Coordination numbers (CN), interatomic distances R, Debye Waller factors (σ2), and
energy shifts (∆E0) at the Pd-K edge.
Pd-K edge
Sample
Pd-Pt shell Pd-Pd shell ∆E0
[eV]
Rfactor2
res (%)CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2]
PdPt 0.6 h 0.6 2.71 0.0051 11.2 2.74 0.0009 9.1 0.3
PdPt 2 h 1.4 2.71 0.0054 10.7 2.74 0.0054 5.4 1.6
PdPt 4 h 1.7 2.71 0.0053 10.5 2.74 0.0053 5.6 1.7
PdPt 6 h 1.7 2.72 0.0053 9.5 2.74 0.0056 8.7 4.2
PdPt 8 h 1.7 2.70 0.0053 10.2 2.74 0.0053 5.1 1.3
PdPt 17 h 1.8 2.71 0.0052 10.2 2.74 0.0052 5.3 1.5
3.3 Chemical properties and catalytic activity
Electrochemically active surface area and catalytic performances
As for the study of PdPt nanoflowers (Chapter 2), the electrochemically active surface area was
calculated using the charge transfer during the adsorption/desorption of hydrogen on the surface
of the catalyst, between 0.05 and 0.30 V. The charge transfer was calculated by integration
of the experimental curves (Figure 3.5) and the resulting ECSA was based on a reference
charge density of 2.4×10−4 C cm-2 for Pd and 2.1×10−4 C cm-2 for Pt for the oxidation of a
monolayer of hydrogen.
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The geometric area, A geometric, geometric area of the working electrode (0.1963 cm 2), was
compared to the chemical active area, A real, by introduction of the roughness factor, r f (Eq
4.4)[66]:
r f = ArealAgeometric with Areal =
QH
2.1×10−4 (3.4)
The determination of the ECSA was based on measurements with three samples per particle
batch and the total error was estimated higher than 10 %, including the experimental (reference
electrode, potential shift and homogeneity of the deposition), the chemical (reference charge
density) and the mathematical errors (integration of the curves).
All the values (Table 3.4) are in the same range as in the literature for PdPt nanoparticles coated
on carbon.[86] In the experimental curves (Figure 3.5), three regions could be distinguished:
Between 0.05 and 0.30 V, the chemical adsorption (from 0.05 to 0.075 V) and the desorption of
hydrogen (until 0.30 V) was apparent.
Figure 3.5 Voltammograms used for the determination of the ECSA: Pure Pd (black), PdPt
NPs: 0.6 h (red), 2 h (green), 4 h (orange), 6 h (violet), 8 h (brown), 17 h (blue).
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Afterward, the charging process of the double layer (0.30 to 0.65 V) was followed by the
adsorption of hydroxide anions and oxygen on the catalyst as well as their reduction. The
particles prepared in 4 h possessed the best ECSA (100.6 m2 g-1), higher than for the commercial
Pt sample (84.04 m2 g-1) while the ECSA of the particles synthesized in 2 h was almost the
same. A significant increase of the ECSA occurred for the PdPt core-shell NPs 0.6 h compared
to the Pd nanocubes (Figure 3.6). Higher values of ECSA were observed for the particles with
a concave shape and a thin layer of Pt on the surface (TEM images, Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).
For the particles synthesized in 6 and 8 h, the ECSA decreased with values smaller than for the
pure Pd nanocubes. The formation of agglomerates for these particles may contribute to the
reduction of their chemical activity.
Figure 3.6 ECSA (red) with error (black) and roughness factor (blue) for the different particles.
The particles synthesized in 17 h showed an ECSA (69.3 m 2 g-1) similar to the particles
prepared in 0.6 and 2 h (80.8 and 86.6 m2 g-1 respectively). Different factors explain the higher
ECSA (Table 3.4) for the PdPt core-shell NPs (except for the particles synthesized in 6 and
8 h) compared to the pure Pd nanocubes. With the galvanic replacement, the formation of
a thin layer of Pt or Pd-Pt alloy on a Pd core improved the chemical activity. The thickness
of the shell is a main parameter for the catalytic activity of the core-shell nanoparticles.[94,
95] The shape and the electronic structure of the core have also an influence on the catalytic
performance. Depending of the time of synthesis, major changes in the shape and the structure
of the particles appear, with variation of the thickness of the Pt-rich shell and development of
concave structures. During the galvanic replacement, with the deposition of Pt by replacement
of Br atoms and the formation of a Pt and/or Pd-Pt alloy shell, the crystallographic and the
atomic structure were modified as it was confirmed by XRD and EXAFS, leading to additional
chemical active sites, which may contribute to a higher ECSA (Table 3.4).[96] Additionally,
the ratio Pt:Pd has a high influence on the chemical activity of the particles.[97–99]
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The catalytic activity
As for the study about PdPt nanodentrites (Chapter 2), the catalytic activity of the particles was
determined in function of the mass of catalyst, applying the Koutecký-Levich equation. After
the measurements, the voltammograms could be divided in three different regions (Figure 3.7).
Until 0.60 V, the reaction on the surface of the electrode was controlled by chemical diffusion
processes (the mass transport). From 0.60 to 0.85 V, the increasing potential induced diffusion
and kinetic processes, with adsorption/desorption of the oxygen and hydroxide radical on the
surface of the electrode as well as with a possible formation of H2O2. Up to 0.85 V, the main
processes were pure kinetic phenomena. In the voltammograms, the onset of the ORR, 0.75 V
for the pure Pd nanocubes, increased gradually to 0.87 V for the PdPt nanoparticles and the
commercial Pt catalyst.
Figure 3.7 Characteristic voltammograms for the ORR of NPs and pure Pt coated on carbon in
O2 saturated HClO4 aqueous solution (1.2 to 0.4 V, 5 mV s
−1 , 1600 rpm)..
The rotation of the working electrode (1600 rpm) during the experiments guaranteed a fast
transport of the chemical active species by convection. The catalytic activity was reported to the
mass of catalyst and so defined as mass activity. A clear evolution of the mass activity for the
different samples was observed (Table 3.4). The Pd nanocubes showed the lowest mass activity
(4.8 A g-1), confirming the importance of Pt to increase the performance of the catalysts.[100,
101] The addition of a second metal, with the modification of the electronic structure and a
presence of more chemically active sites, improved the catalytic activity.[102, 103]
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The mass activity of the PdPt clusters prepared in 0.6 h (17.6 A g-1) was twice as high as the
pure Pd and close to the commercial Pt catalyst (17.9 A g-1). From 0.6 h to 4 h, the particles
featured mass activities superior to the commercial Pt (24.7 A g-1 after 2 h and 33.4 A g-1 after
4 h).
Table 3.4 Evolution of the catalytic properties of the particles for the oxygen reduction reaction.
Sample
ECSA
(m2 g-1)
Roughness
factor
n (e-)
exchanged
ORR (0.85 V) A g-1
Fresh Degraded Change
Pd pure 33.3 3.7 1.95 4.8 4.7 2 %
PdPt 0.6 h 80.8 7.9 2.57 17.6 15.1 14 %
PdPt 2 h 86.8 8.4 1.58 24.7 19.1 22 %
PdPt 4 h 100.6 8.5 1.93 33.4 32.7 2 %
PdPt 6 h 34.7 3.4 1.45 6.7 5.5 18 %
PdPt 8 h 22.6 2.2 1.25 8.1 9 2 %
PdPt 17 h 69.3 6.7 1.78 16.8 16.5 2 %
commercial Pt 84.0 7.1 4.06 17.9 15.4 14 %
The galvanic replacement created more chemically active sites with the removal of Br atoms,
replaced by Pt atoms and the formation of one thin Pt/PdPt alloy into the shell. The most
promising particles were prepared in 4 h with a Pd molar fraction of 0.7.[104–106] The
Pt:Pd ratio also influences the electronic structure of the shell of the particles, with an easier
adsorption/desorption of the oxygen atoms at the surface of the particles and a reduced amount
of H2O2 produced during the ORR for the particles with a higher Pt content (Chapter 1). In
accordance with the ECSA, the mass activity of the particles synthesized in 6 and 8 hours
was small, in the range of the pure Pd nanocubes. For the particles prepared in 17 h, the
catalytic properties were better (17.9 A g-1), close to pure commercial Pt catalyst. An evident
correlation existed between the catalytic properties (ORR) and the chemical active sites (ECSA),
confirming the mass activity of the particles was not only controlled by the Pt content but also
by the shape, the structure (thickness of the shell), and the crystallographic properties of the
particles.
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Stability of the catalysts
For an application in fuel cells, stability of the particles is required, without degradation of
their catalytic activity after a long time of use. The stability of the particles was tested by
measurements of their electrochemical properties after 2000 CV (from 0.05 to 1.20 V). The
comparison of the catalytic performance (Table 3.4) revealed different stabilities. Considering
the experimental error (≃ 10 %), the mass activity for the pure Pd and the PdPt core-shell
nanoparticles synthesized in 4, 8 and 17 h was stable. The remaining samples, prepared in 0.6
h (14 %), 2 h (22 %), 6 h (18 %) and also the commercial Pt (14 %) showed a decreasing of
their catalytic performance. The number of electron exchanged during the ORR is also reduced
after the stability test, confirming the reduction of the catalytic performances. The stability
is strongly affected by the chemical composition and the structure of the particles. The main
process leading to a degradation of the particles with a core-shell structure is the depletion of
the atoms from the core to the shell of the cluster, with the formation of a thicker shell and a
modification of the chemical composition. In combination to this process, a redeposition and
aggregation of the metallic atoms on the surface of the particles is possible. Moreover, the
formation of hollow nanoparticles by degradation of the core-shell structure and dissolution of
Pt and Pd atoms can occur. For the particles studied here, the particles with a molar fraction of
Pd of 0.7 were the most stable and revealed a high chemical activity.
Kinetic of the reaction with the catalyst
The oxygen reduction reaction in an acid environment is a multi-electronic process, divided in
elementary steps, with different chemical intermediates with an associative mechanism or a
dissociative one (Chapter 1 and 2).[7, 107]
The dissociative mechanism represents the break of the O-O bond by adsorption ofO2 molecules
on chemically actives site (M) in the surface of the catalysts and the formation of oxides (Pt or
Pd oxide) (3.5). The reaction of the oxide with a proton and one electron creates a hydroxide
(3.6) and the Pt (or Pd)-OH bond dissociates leading to the formation of water (3.7).
1
2
O2 +M → O−M (3.5)
O−M+H+ +e− → HO−M (3.6)
HO−M+H+ +e− → H2O+M (3.7)
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The associative mechanism includes the oxygen reduction via the formation of peroxide
intermediates:
O2 +M → OO−M (3.8)
OO−M+H+ +e− → HOO−M (3.9)
HOO−M+H++e− → H2O+O−M (3.10)
O−M+H+ +e− → HO−M (3.11)
HO−M+H+ +e− → H2O+M (3.12)
The formation ofH2O2 is also possible in step (3.11) via the desorption of HO2 from the surface.
The presence of hydrogen peroxide as a stable compound in the acidic solution indicates an
incomplete electron transfer.
The kinetic of the ORR was studied assuming the presence of a rate determining step (RDS),
controlling the global chemical reaction which can be the initial step or a heterogeneous electron
transfer. Depending on the potential, rapid changes occur at the surface of the electrode, with
adsorption/desorption of chemical intermediates, formation and dissolution of oxides etc.. At
high potentials (E> 0.8 V), the surface of the catalyst is a mixture of Pt and Pt oxide, whereas
at low potentials, a free oxide surface is awaited. By Levich and Tafel analysis, the RDS of
the reaction can be studied. The number of exchanged electrons (n,) during the ORR can be
estimated by the value of the diffusion current (or Levich current, iL) measured at 0.5 V for
different rotational speeds of the RDE (100, 400, 900, 1600, 2500 rpm). The Levich equation
represents the relation between the Levich current, the rotational speed ( ω, rad s-1) and the
number of electrons (n):
iL = 0.602 ·n ·F ·A ·C0 ·D
2
3 · γ−16 · ω12 (3.13)
where F is the Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1), A the geometric area of the electrode (0.196
cm2), C0 the concentration of the molecular oxygen in saturated solution, (1.26×10−6 mol
cm-3), D the diffusion coefficient of the oxygen in the solution (1.67×10−5 mol cm-2), γ the
kinetic viscosity of the electrolyte (1.009×10−2 cm2 s-1). The Levich current is proportional
to the square roots of the rotational speed of the RDE and so, n can be determined by the slope
of the linear plot of iL−1= f(ω
1
2 ) in a Levich diagram (Figure 3.8).[12, 108]
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For all the samples, the number of electrons exchanged was close to 2 for the PdPt nanoparticles
and close to 4 for the pure Pt (Table 3.4). The exchange of two electrons revealed the formation
of H2O2 during the reaction, reducing the catalytic activity. The presence of bromide at the
surface of the nanoparticles is poisoining the ORR, with a diminution of the number of chemical
active sites (ECSA) and the catalytic properties of the clusters.
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Figure 3.8 Levich diagrams for the different samples. Intensity measured at 0.4 V at different
rotational speeds (black points), and red lines linearization following the Koutecky Levich
equation. The green lines correspond to an exchange of two electrons and the blue lines to a
transfer of 4 electrons during the ORR.
With the Tafel analysis, the exchange current density of the ORR (j0) was estimated using the
simplified Tafel equation (Chapter 1):
E = a+b · log | j| (3.14)
Extrapolating the Tafel line to the value of the potential of the equilibrium for the ORR provides
the value of the exchange current density.
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Table 3.5 Evolution of the kinetic parameters determined by Tafel analysis.
Tafel analysis
Sample
1st Tafel
slope
(V dec-1)
2nd Tafel
slope
(V dec-1)
j0
(10-7 A cm-2)
Fresh samples
PdPt 0.6 h 0.058 0.110 4.35
PdPt 2 h 0.073 0.154 42.6
PdPt 4 h 0.058 0.122 31.6
PdPt 6 h 0.053 0.104 0.2
PdPt 8 h 0.053 0.106 0.4
PdPt 17 h 0.057 0.134 18.6
commercial Pt 0.052 0.133 4.9
Degraded samples
PdPt 0.6 h 0.053 0.109 0.8
PdPt 2 h 0.060 0.148 13.2
PdPt 4 h 0.054 0.131 17.4
PdPt 6 h 0.050 0.096 0.2
PdPt 8 h 0.053 0.107 0.4
PdPt 17 h 0.061 0.127 6.3
commercial Pt 0.054 0.105 1.3
Previous theoretical and experimental studies established two different Tafel lines for the ORR
on Pt and PdPt catalysts in acid conditions: Around 0.120 V dec-1 at higher overpotential and
0.06 V dec -1 at low overpotential.[105, 109, 110] The received Tafel plots of the particles
revealed two pseudo-linear regions (Figure 3.9), namely between 0.75 and 0.9 V, with slopes
between 0.052 and 0.073 V dec-1, for the low current densities and between 0.104 and 0.154 V
dec-1 at high current densities, in line with literature data.[64, 111]
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Figure 3.9 Tafel plots before (left) and after (right) stability test for commercial Pt and PdPt
nanoparticles (NPs).
The Tafel slope close to 0.06 V dec-1 is attributed to a pseudo two electrons process on the
surface covered by Pt and Pt oxide (Equation 3.8 or 3.11) while the higher Tafel slope indicates
a first electron transfer as RDS on a pure Pt surface.[111, 112] The concurring values of the
exchange current density and the catalytic activity was not totally verified, with a higher current
density for the particles prepared in 17 h compared to the particles synthesized in 6 h and the
commercial Pt with higher catalytic activity. The same phenomena is visible for the particles
prepared in 2 h with an higher exchange current density than the PtPd 4 h NPs. After the
stability test, the exchange current density decreased for the majority of the sample, indicating
a slower reaction and degraded catalytic properties.
3.4 Studies via impedance spectroscopy
The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was done under a constant polarization,
at 0.5 V, with the RDE at 1600 rpm in aqueous HClO4 saturated with oxygen to guarantee
negligible migration phenomena and a constant oxygen concentration at the surface of the
electrode.[82] At this potential, the dominant chemical processes are related to the mass
transport. The spectra were analyzed assuming no space between the support, the particles and
the Nafion layer. The Nyquist diagrams revealed the typical shape of diffusion phenomena
(Figure 3.10).
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They can be separated in two areas at the frequency ωD: at high frequencies (left part of the
diagram), a straight line with an angle close to 45° is present for all the samples while two
different cases appear at lower frequencies: the particles synthesized in 6 and 8 h show a
degenerated arc whereas a quasi-vertical line emerges for the other samples.
Figure 3.10 Experimental (black dots) and fitted (red lines) Nyquist diagrams.
These diagrams fit to the theoretical diagrams of the Randles circuit (Chapter 2, Figure 2.5) and
can be interpreted as finite diffusion with transmissive or reflective boundaries. An inductor,
L, was added to the classical Randles circuit (Figure 3.11) to represent the experimental noise
(cable connection, instabilities in frequencies and potential, external electromagnetic noise,
etc..).
Figure 3.11 Electric schema of the Randles equivalent circuit.
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With this electrical circuit, the fitting of the curves was done to determine the values of the
components and to compare the different samples.
The total impedance of the system, combination of the individual impedances of the electrical
components present in the equivalent circuit is defined as:
ZTOTAL = ZRs +ZL +Z(CPE,RCT ,W ) (3.15)
with the impedance of the resistors ZRs for the resistance of the electrolyte and ZRCT for the
charge-transfer resistance, the inductor ZL = jωL (with the inductance L), and the CPE, ZCPE =
1
Q(jω)n (with 0≤n≤1).
The impedance of the Warburg element, ZW can be described by:
ZW = RD√ jωτ.tanh(
p
jωτ)for a transmitting diffusion (3.16)
and
ZW = RD√ jωτ.coth(
p
jωτ)for a reflective diffusion (3.17)
RD is the diffusion resistance, D is the diffusion coefficient,ω is the radial frequency (ω =2πf),
τ the time constant for the diffusion layer of thickness L and diffusion coefficient D (τ =L2D ).
After fitting, small differences appeared among the samples (Table 3.6). The values for the
resistances of the electrolyte (≃ 30 Ω) and the charge transfer (between 0.2 and 1Ω) confirmed
an easy migration of the charges for all the samples. With a dimensionless factor (n) close to
1, the CPE was considered as capacitor, with a capacitance Q, indicating an accumulation of
charges at the interface electrode/electrolyte.[113] The capacitance, influenced by different
parameters, varied from 4×10−6 (PdPt 4 h) to 1.4×10−3 (pure commercial Pt). According
to these values, a restricted ionic and charge accumulation was present at the interface, in
particular for the PdPt NPs prepared in 4 and 6 h.
The finite diffusion with transmitting boundary observed in the Nyquist diagrams for the
particles synthesized in 6 and 8 h (Figure 3.11) may indicate a low adsorption of chemical
active species in the diffusion layer and at the surface of the particles, confirming the low
catalytic performance of these samples. The high Warburg diffusion resistance, reflecting a
slower diffusion of the charged species for the particles prepared in 8 h, also validate the low
catalytic activity.
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For the other samples, the reflective diffusion apparent in the Nyquist diagrams, can be attributed
to the adsorption of the chemically active species on the particles and explain the better catalytic
properties but without clear relation between these values and the catalytic performance of the
particles.
Table 3.6 Characteristics of the equivalent circuit after fitting of the impedance spectra for the
different NPs.
Sample RS(Ω)
RCT
(Ω)
L (H)
×10−5
Q (F)
×10−4 n
RW
(Ω)
τ (s)
×10−3 WN
L
(µm)
commercial Pt 24.6 0.16 1.4 13.9 0.85 17.9 37.8 0.47 7.95
Pt-Pd 0.6 h 30.3 1.01 1.6 1.13 0.94 11.4 7.6 0.47 3.56
Pt-Pd 2 h 30.5 0.78 1.6 5.60 0.84 49.6 42.1 0.47 8.38
Pt-Pd 4 h 28.0 0.53 1.7 0.04 0.90 11.3 12.7 0.47 4.61
Pt-Pd 6 h 23.7 0.48 1.4 0.30 0.80 14.2 13.7 0.46 4.78
Pt-Pd 8 h 34.8 0.88 1.9 3.86 0.94 73.8 10.2 0.47 4.13
Pt-Pd 17 h 31.4 0.52 1.7 1.88 0.93 18.7 4.9 0.48 2.86
Furthermore, the thickness and the time constant of the diffusion layer were determined to
characterize the catalyst. For the ORR, the diffusion constant can be assigned to the different
chemical steps of the reaction (adsorption of O 2, dissociation of the O-O bond, reduction),
depending on the applied potential. The inverse of the diffusion time constant, τ−1, can be
associated with the desorption rate constant of the different chemical intermediates of the ORR.
At 0.5 V, the particles synthesized in 17 h possess the highest desorption rate, followed by the
particles synthesized in 0.6, 8, 4, 6 h, the pure commercial Pt and the particles prepared in 2
h. These last two samples had also a thick diffusion layer. The values obtained by analysis of
the EIS spectra using the Randles circuit as equivalent circuit, especially the small Warburg
diffusion and charge transfer resistances, indicated nanostructured PdPt particles with a high
number of chemically active sites with a composition improving the charge transfer and the
mass transport. However, the comparison of the results for the different samples revealed no
clear relations among the catalytic activity, the physico-chemical properties, and the values
of the electrical components of the equivalent circuit. New EIS measurements with a higher
frequency range and an electromagnetic protection may support the characterization.
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3.5 Conclusion
The core-shell Pt-Pd nanoparticles prepared by galvanic replacement with different times of
synthesis revealed an evolution of their structure, size, and physico-chemical properties. A
clear relation between the properties of the particles and their catalytic performances, with an
evolution with the time of synthesis, appeared. The TEM experiments allowed the monitoring
of the evolution of the size and the structure of the particles, from pure cubic nanocubes to
core-shell cubic concave PdPt nanoparticles. A variation of the chemical composition, with an
increasing concentration of Pt from the PdPt NPs prepared in 0.6 h to the NPs synthesized in
4 h (Pt molar fraction 0.3), and a subsequent decrease until 8 h, followed by a final raise for
the particles synthesized in 17 h was observed. Nevertheless, complementary experiments are
required: A high-precision quantification of the Pt and Pd forming the particles by ICP-MS
could help to investigate the influence of the chemical composition. The formation of a Pd-Pt
alloy present in the shell of the particles with modification of the structure of the particles was
revealed by EXAFS and XRD measurements. XPS spectroscopy, as a surface sensitive and
semi-quantitative technique would be useful to finish the characterization of the particles. The
electrochemically active surface area and the oxygen reduction reaction, were studied by CV
and LSV to compare the catalytic performances as well as the stability of the particles. As
expected, the addition of Pt, with variation of the molar fraction and the formation of a Pd-Pt
alloy in the shell of the particles clearly influence the catalytic performances and the stability
of the particles. After 0.6 h of synthesis, PdPt particles, mainly constituted of Pd (95% Pd, 5%
Pt) with catalytic activity and stability close to the pure Pt powder were produced. With longer
synthesis times, the catalytic activities of the particles improved and were superior to the pure
Pt, with the best performances after 4 h of synthesis. These stable particles present a catalytic
activity two times higher than pure Pt, with a lower amount of the expensive Pt metal (Pt molar
fraction of 0.7).
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Chapter 4
Characterization and comparison of the
particles via in-situ XAFS
Part of this chapter have been published in: S. Tymen, A. C. Scheinost, C. Friebe and U. S.
Schubert, Adv. Nanoparticles, 2017, 6, 75-91. DOI: 10.4236/anp.2017.62007.
After the synthesis, the characterization via XRD, TEM, EXAFS and the determination of the
catalytic activity of the different particles as already described in Chapter 3, complementary
studies were realized to follow the oxygen reduction reaction for different particles and to
explain the catalytic performances. The particles with three different times of synthesis were
studied: Particles with a high Pd molar fraction (0.95) prepared in 0.6 h, and particles with less
palladium prepared in 2 h (Pd molar fraction 0.87) and 8 h (Pd molar fraction of 0.8). The aim
was to follow the evolution of the surface of the particles, with the formation and dissolution of
oxides at the different steps of the oxygen reduction reaction through the observation of the
Pt-Pd and Pt-O bonds. The use of in-situ XAFS allowed the investigation of the surface of the
particles and the evolution when the characteristic potentials of the ORR are applied between
the electrodes (Figure 4.2).[114–116] The analysis of XANES and EXAFS spectra measured at
the Pt-LIII-edge in fluorescence mode enabled to investigate the transformations occurring at
the surface of the particles.
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However, to separate the species present in the system and compare the particles via their
spectra and catalytic properties at different potentials (Figure 4.2), the iterative transformation
factor analysis (ITFA) was used to analyze the results.[117]
4.1 Structure of nanoparticles after different times of syn-
thesis
The evolution of the structure, previously studied by TEM (Chapter 3), indicated a progressive
transformation of the shape of the PdPt nanoparticles with the time of synthesis. For the
particles prepared in 0.6 h, the TEM observations revealed a cubic shape and the formation of a
very thin layer covering the core of the cubes with clearer edges visible in the TEM images
(Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1 TEM images revealing the evolution of the particles with the time of synthesis: a)
0.6 h, b) 2 h and c) 8 h.
The composition of the particles, with a core of Pd and a shell mainly constituted of Pt,
was validated by EDS. The measurements revealed particles mainly composed of Pd with an
augmentation of the Pt content from 9 to 26 % in with the increasing time of synthesis (Table
4.1). After 2 h, the development of concave particles was accompanied with a higher content
of Pt, reducing the contrast between the core and the thicker shell. For the longest time of
synthesis, 8 h, the particles were richer in Pt, without significant evolution of the shape, similar
to the clusters prepared in 2 h. Nevertheless, additional larger particles, with a cubic dark core
covered by a lighter layer were observed.
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Table 4.1 Evolution of the amount of Pt and Pd in function of the time of synthesis (measured
by EDS).
Sample Pt (wt.%) Pd (wt. %) Pt/Pd error (%)
0.6 h 8.6 91.4 9.9/2.8
2 h 19.1 81.0 5.9/8.3
8 h 26.4 73.6 8.1/7.6
4.2 EXAFS measurements
For all the particles, the ex-situ EXAFS measurements were realized under the same experimen-
tal conditions as the EXAFS studies in Chapter 3. The particles coated on carbon powder and
stabilized by BN were characterized at the Pt-LIII and Pd-K edges. The in-situ experiments were
realized in a home-made electrochemical cell filled with aqueousHClO4 (1×10−1 mol L−1)
with a Pt wire as counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The in-situ measure-
ments were performed at different key potentials for the ORR: 0.65 and 0.85 V to follow the
oxidation, 1.20 V the vertex point, 1.00, 0.85 and 0.35 V the re-reduction (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2 Cyclic Voltammogram of the ORR and the different potentials used for the EXAFS
in-situ measurements.
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The analysis of the EXAFS spectra at Pt-LIII (Table 4.2) allowed to gain information about the
Pt-Pt and Pd-Pt bonds in the particles, while the spectra taken at the Pd-K edge provided details
about the Pt-Pd and Pd-Pd bonds (Table 4.3).
Table 4.2 Coordination numbers (CN), interatomic distances (R), Debye Waller factors (σ2),
and energy shifts (∆E0) at the Pt-LIII edge.
Pt-LIII edge
Sample
Pt-Pt shell Pt-Pd shell ∆E0
(eV) Rfactor
2
CN R (Å) σ2 (Å2) CN R (Å) σ2 (Å2)
0.6 h 6.7 2.72 0.0058 4.8 2.72 0.0058 5.9 5.4
2 h 6.2 2.73 0.0057 5.1 2.73 0.0057 7.1 4.0
8 h 7.3 2.74 0.0056 4.8 2.74 0.0056 7.7 2.2
Using different processes (already described in Chapter 3), Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra
were obtained and used to investigate and to compare the different particles. With an equal
distance between the Pt atoms and their neighbors (of 2.72 to 2.74 Å) in line with the crystallo-
graphic data, a Pt:Pd ratio close to 1, and a sum of the coordination numbers (CN) close to 12
(with an estimation of a 25 % error), a structure with Pt atoms surrounded by Pt and Pd atoms
was apparent.[89]
Table 4.3 Coordination numbers (CN), interatomic distances R, Debye Waller factors (σ2), and
energy shifts (∆E0) at the Pd-K edge.
Pd-K edge
Sample
Pd-Pt shell Pd-Pd shell ∆E0
(eV) Rfactor
2
CN R (Å) σ2 (Å2) CN R (Å) σ2 (Å2)
0.6 h 0.6 2.71 0.0051 11.2 2.74 0.0009 9.1 0.3
2 h 1.4 2.71 0.0054 10.7 2.74 0.0054 5.4 1.6
8 h 1.7 2.70 0.0053 10.2 2.74 0.0053 5.1 1.3
This information combined to the small Debye-Waller factors, indicating a small static and
vibrational disorder, confirmed PdPt core-shell nanoparticles with a shell possessing a fcc
structure constituted by Pt atoms that are surrounded by Pt and Pd atoms.
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In contrast to the Pt atoms, the high coordination numbers of the Pd-Pd bonds, between 10.2
and 11.2, indicate the predominance of Pd atoms surrounded by other Pd atoms with a minor
presence of Pt atoms (CN between 0.6 and 1.7). Finally, the combination of the results of
the EXAFS spectra at the Pd-K and Pt-LIII edges revealed the structure of the particles as a
well-structured metallic core, where most of the Pd atoms have Pd neighbors, covered by a thin
shell of Pt atoms where the majority of Pt atoms still possesses Pd neighbors.
4.3 In-situ measurements
The dependence of the chemical processes of the ORR on the potential creates changes at the
surface of the electrode, with creation and degradation of oxides, inducing a modification of the
structure of the catalysts.[118] The Pt-LIII XAFS measurements at different potentials (cf Figure
4.2), allowed the characterization of the particles providing information about the Pt-Pt and
Pt-Pd chemical bonds and the monitoring of the creation or degradation of oxides at the surface
of the catalyst by comparison with standard EXAFS spectra. The iterative transformation factor
analysis, with Varimax and iterative target test (ITT), was employed to study the evolution of
the XAFS spectra with the potential. The analysis was performed on normalized k3-weighted
spectra after dead-time correction (Chapter 3) using a program developed by A. Rossberg, A.
C. Scheinost et al.[119, 120] The first step of the ITFA, the Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) aims to identify the number of independent components required to reconstruct the
experimental spectrum and does not require any structural model.[121] To achieve this purpose,
the eigenvectors (equivalent to abstract spectra) and the factor loadings (abstract concentrations
of the components) have to be set to represent the data in a n-dimensional space factors with
an orthogonal basis formed by the eigenvectors. The eigenvectors and factor loadings are
abstract objects not physically interpretable. The PCA works with the theoretical root mean
square functions: Real error (RE), embedded error (IE), and semi-empirical indicator functions
(IND) developed by Malinowski.[122] For each sample, with measurements at seven different
potentials (cf Figure 4.2), the PCA started with a factor loading of seven, the maximum
number of components to reconstruct the experimental spectra. Subsequently, the reduction
of the dimensional factors was performed by PCA using the program: After the elimination
of factors corresponding to the noise and the experimental error, the number of dimensional
factor was reduced and differences between the spectra (reconstructed and the experimental)
corresponding to the different components appeared.
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After the analysis of the EXAFS spectra, a final dimensional factor of two was revealed: Two
main spectra, corresponding to the two different components, were sufficient to reconstruct the
experimental spectrum of a sample. In a second step, comparing the standard EXAFS spectra
with the in-situ XAFS and theoretical spectra of different structures (composed of Pt, Pd, and
Pt oxide; modeled with FEFF 8.2), the two components were assigned to a component based
on a Pt-O bond and to a component based on a Pt-Pt or Pt-Pd bond (these two bonds possess
quasi-similar values).[123]
Table 4.4 Coordination numbers (CN), interatomic distances (R), Debye-Waller factors (σ2)
and energy shift ∆ E0 from the Pt-LIII-edge spectra at 0.35 V determined by curve fitting.
Pt-Pt shell Pt-Pd shell
Sample CN R(Å)
σ2
(Å2) CN
R
(Å)
σ2
(Å2)
∆E0
(eV)
Rfactor2
res
(%)
0.6 h 6.9Pt-Pt 2.70 0.0021
5.1
Pt-Pd 2.70 0.0030 5.0 1.4
2 h 7.4Pt-Pt 2.72 0.0019
4.6
Pt-Pd 2.71 0.0022 6.4 2.3
8 h 7.6Pt-Pt 2.72 0.0015
4.4
Pt-Pd 2.71 0.0030 6.3 2.1
Commercial
Pt
12
Pt-Pt 2.74 0.0080 7.2 4.6
Applying the IFTA, the experimental spectra were reconstructed by a linear combination of the
two components using a FEFF model, with a higher weight for the first component, suggesting
a combination of Pt-O and Pt-Pd bonds within the samples. The experimental spectra of the
particles prepared in 8 h could be reconstructed with one component and a negligible amount
of the second one, which is assigned to the Pt-O bond. The small residuals after the fitting
of the experimental spectra confirmed the FEFF model was appropriate for the analysis. The
values were similar to ex-situ EXAFS spectra, and the small Debye-Waller factors confirmed
a well-organized structure (Table 4.2 and 4.4). For both ex-situ and in-situ EXAFS at 0.35 V
spectra, the peak corresponding to the Pt-O bond (R ≈ 1.8 Å) was not visible and the spectra
could be fitted only with Pt-Pt and Pt-Pd metallic bonds in cluster with a fcc crystalline structure.
Therefore, the oxide was not present when the applied potential is 0.35 V.
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4.4 Evolution of the structure in function of the potential
After the PCA analysis revealed the experimental EXAFS spectra can be reconstructed by
a combination of two components, the evolution of the structure of the particles at different
potentials was investigated (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3 Experimental (red) and reconstructed (black) XANES (left), EXAFS (insert) and
Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra for the nanoparticles: (1) 0.6 h, (2) 2 h, (3) 8 h and (4) the
commercial Pt.
With the FEFF-based model including a Pt-oxide cluster, a characteristic peak at ≈ 2 Å,
corresponding to the theoretical length of the Pt-O bond was visible. For all the samples
(except for the particles synthesized in 8 h), a peak appeared and disappeared at ≈ 1.8 Å on
the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra at different potentials while the opposite phenomena
occured for the double peak between 2 and 3 Å, which was attributed to the Pt-Pt and Pt-Pd
bonds (only Pt-Pt for the commercial Pt). When the potential decreased, from 0.85 to 0.35
V, the peak at ≈ 1.8 Å vanished while it reappeared when the potential attained 0.85 V again.
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With this results and the Pt oxide model based on the FEFF and EXAFS database, this peak
was attributed to the Pt-O bond. It permitted the proposition of the formation of a thin layer of
Pt oxide, with the adsorption of oxygen atoms at the surface of the particles at potentials higher
than 0.85 V, confirmed by a clear peak at 1.0 and 1.2 V, except for the particles prepared in 8 h.
These results were validated by analysis of the experimental spectra made with a FEFF model
based on Pt-Pt, Pt-Pd and Pt-O clusters (Table 4.5).
Table 4.5 Structural parameters of the particles and the commercial Pt (Ptcom) at 1 V, PtIII-edge.
Pt-Pt shell Pt-O shell Pt-Pd shell
Sample CN R(Å)
σ2
(Å2) CN
R
(Å)
σ2
(Å2) CN
R
(Å)
σ2
(Å2)
∆E0
(eV)
Rfactor2
res
(%)
Ptcom
path 1
6
Pt-Pt 2.74 0.0091
0
Pt-O 0.00 0.0000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 9.49
5.43
Ptcom
path 2
7
Pt-Pt 3.08 0.0275
2.2
Pt-O 1.99 0.0046 0.0 0.00 0.0000 9.49
5.43
0.6 h 7.4Pt-Pt 2.66 0.0129
3.6
Pt-O 1.98 0.0065
1.7
Pd-Pt 2.70 0.0065 6.26
4.43
2 h 9.7Pt-Pt 2.69 0.0178
2.4
Pt-O 1.99 0.0022
2.7
Pd-Pt 2.75 0.0092 6.64
3.76
8 h 7.6Pt-Pt 2.74 0.0040
0.0
Pt-O 0.00 0.0000
4.0
Pd-Pt 2.74 0.0041 6.92 0.23
For the commercial Pt catalyst, two Pt-Pt bonds were assumed: One for the pure Pt nanoparticles
and the second one for the Pt particles containing Pt oxide. At 1.00 V like at 0.35 V, the small
Debye-Waller factors of the EXAFS spectra indicated well-structured particles. The increasing
of the factors value at 1.00 V for the Pt-Pt shell (except for the particles synthesized in 8 h) can
be explained by the presence of oxide, inducing disorder for the structure of the shell. Taking
in account the experimental error, the lengths of the Pt-Pd and Pt-Pt bonds are in line with the
theoretical values (2.807 Å) and to the values found by analysis of the EXAFS spectra at 0.35
V. A slight asymmetry is visible in the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra for the particles
prepared in 0.6 and 2 h, with a higher peak height at 2.2 Å at small potential, decreasing
progressively when the potential increases. This was also observed by other researchers
working on PdPt nanoparticles.[124]
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With no significant changes and a possible reproduction with one component for the particles
synthesized in 8 h, the formation of an oxide layer is not plausible for these particles.
4.5 The relative concentrations and their changes followed
by the ITFA
The last step of the ITFA procedure was the determination of the relative concentrations of
the components and their evolution with the potential. This was done considering a system
based on two components (assigned to the metal and the oxide), using the Varimax and the ITT
methods.[117, 125] The Varimax method permitted to identify the spectra with the highest or
lowest amount of a component, and, via the ITT, the relative concentrations of the components
were calculated. They were normalized using the data of the commercial Pt sample, assuming
the presence of a unique metallic component, with a surface composed of pure Pt metal at 0.35
V and fully covered with oxide when the applied potential is 1.00 V, as reported in literature.[3,
107, 110]
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Figure 4.4 Evolution of the relative concentrations of metal (black) and oxide (red) with the
potential.
As apparent in the curves (Figure 4.4), the concentration of metal increased when the potential
decreased. The reverse phenomenon was visible for the oxide with a quasi symmetry for the
relative concentrations. This confirmed the previous results of Nagamatsu et al.[124]
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Transformation of the particles with the potential and ORR
Two main mechanisms are suggested for the ORR: An associative and a dissociative one as
presented in Chapter 3.[3, 7, 107]
In case of the associative mechanism, the O-O bond is not broken before the adsorption at the
surface of the particle. After the adsorption and when the potential increases, the different steps
of the reaction are the same for both mechanisms. The results of the in-situ measurements
demonstrated the presence of Pt-O bonds for the potentials higher than 0.85 V. Up to 1.00 V,
according to the ITFA analysis, the relative concentration of the oxide was close to 1 when it
was 0 for the metal. This could be due to an increasing of the quantity of oxide and a high
degree of oxidation for potentials up to 1.00 V.[126]
The last steps of both mechanisms (Chapter 3, equations 3.2, 3.3, 3.7 and 3.8) are equal and,
at higher potentials, both mechanisms can occur. As already stated, above 0.85 V the XAFS
in-situ measurements suggested the presence of Pt-O bonds. Up to 1.00 V, the amount of oxide
increased, accompanied by a high degree of surface oxidation [126], the relative concentration
of the oxide determined using the Varimax method for our experimental data analysis was close
to 1 while it is 0 for the metal.
4.6 Catalytic performances of the particles
As already described in Chapter 3, the catalytic performances of the particles are different, de-
pending on the time of synthesis, as well as on their shape, structure, and chemical composition.
After the measurement and calculation of the activity of the particles (Table 4.6), the different
mass activities were similar to reported values in literature.[72, 127] The particles synthesized
in 2 h were the best for the ORR with a mass activity higher than the commercial Pt. The
performances of the particles prepared in 0.6 h were close to the pure Pt, while for the particles
made in 8 h, the electrochemical measurements revealed a low catalytic activity (Chapter 3).
This was confirmed by in-situ XAFS measurements, where no significant changes and no Pt-O
bonds were visible in the spectra when the potential increased. Without Pt-O bonds, there was
no adsorbed of the oxygen (or not detected) at the surface of the particles causing a really bad
oxygen reduction reaction.
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Table 4.6 Catalytic activity for the different samples.
Sample 0.6 h 2 h 8 h Commercial Pt
Mass activity
(A g−1)
17.4 25.9 8.8 18.7
As previously discussed in Chapter 3, the mass activity is highly influenced by the morphology
and the chemical composition of the particles. The composition of the PdPt alloy composing
the shell of the particles and the cubic shape may explain the high chemically active surface
and catalytic performances of the particles. The influence of the composition of the alloy on the
catalytic performances of the particles was already described by other researchers.[12, 109]
4.7 Conclusion
The investigation of the evolution of the structure of the of core-shell PdPt nanoparticles
depending of the applied potential was realized by in-situ XAFS measurements and the results
were compared to their catalytic activity. The application of different potentials, related to
the different steps of the ORR, revealed differences in the XAFS spectra. The analysis of the
experimental data was carried out by the ITFA. After the first step of the analysis, the PCA,
two main components, Pt or PdPt in metallic and in oxide form were indicated, allowing to
reproduce the experimental spectra. In a second step, applying the Varimax method and the
ITT, the evolution of the relative concentrations of the two components, metal and oxide, was
monitored. The oxide appeared for the potential higher than 0.65 V and was the main form
at 1.00 V. The relative concentration of the metallic species increased with the decreasing
of potential and was predominant at 0.35 V. The structural parameters of the particles (CN,
σ2, R), were determined by analysis of the experimental curves using WinXAS software and
models with PdPt and α-PtO developed through the FEFF code. After analysis of the data, an
accordance of the results with the ITFA was visible. New in-situ measurements to characterize
all the particles synthesized by galvanic replacement (Chapter 3) at Pt-L III and Pd-K edge
would be useful to have more information about the formation of oxide (Pt and Pd oxide)
during the ORR. After the measurement of the catalytic activity, new characterization of the
particles by XPS and ICP-MS could help to link the structure and the chemical composition of
the particles to their catalytic performances.
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Abstract
The high price of platinum currently employed as catalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction
in fuel cells represents an obstacle for a widespread usage of these cells. The development of
bimetallic particles, reducing the quantity of platinum is a promising solution to increase the
viability of the cells and to reduce their price. In this doctoral thesis, palladium was used as a
second metal to synthesize bimetallic particles with easy methods. The role of bromide on the
properties and performances of the palladium-platinum clusters with a nanoflowers structure
was investigated (Chapter 2) and the effect of the time of synthesis on particles prepared by
galvanic replacement was analyzed (Chapters 3 and 4). In the end, the formation/dissolution of
oxide at the surface of core-shell palladium-platinum nanoparticles was examined (Chapter 4).
First of all, the particles were prepared with or without bromide, using a one step method or via a
two steps method with bromide. Different structure and shape were revealed: Without bromide,
rough cubic-like shape clusters with a size of 30 nm were formed. With the addition of bromide,
larger particles (60 nm) appeared. The particles synthesized in two steps possessed a more
spherical shape and a dense corona of platinum became visible. All these particles are composed
of a palladium rich core and a surface constituted by interconnected platinum grains, with an
higher density of platinum for the 45 nm clusters. After measuring the electrochemical surface
area (inferior to pure platinum nanoparticles) and the mass activity, no apparent influence
of the size was detected. The chemical composition, in particular the density of platinum at
the surface of the catalysts and the curvature of the particles were important regarding their
performances. The particles synthesized in two steps (45 nm) revealed the best catalytic activity
and stability. These catalytic properties, combined with a high current exchange density for
these clusters, suggested the formation of a palladium-platinum alloy at the surface of the
particles. The alloying enhances the adsorption and dissociation of O2 at the surface of the
catalyst and conduct to better performances.
Additionally, the impedance study demonstrated that the 45 nm nanoparticles have the shortest
diffusion length and the highest reaction rate. For all the particles, a low resistance for the
charge transfer indicated an easy transport of the reactant to the chemically active sites, in
particular for the 45 nm nanoparticles. All these results confirmed the influence of the curvature
and the chemical composition on the catalytic properties of the particles. The alloying effect
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was also verified with the highest performance for the 45 nm clusters, with a platinum rich
surface and a compact porous structure.
Beside nanoflowers, core-shell nanoparticles were synthesized using the galvanic replacement
method and the influence of the time of synthesis studied. From pure palladium nanocubes to
core-shell palladium-platinum nanoparticles, an evolution of the physico-chemical properties of
the particles got visible. Different times of synthesis were used: 0.6 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, 8 h and 17h.
A formation of a platinum-rich shell and concave nanoparticles appeared with the increasing
times of synthesis. Until 4 h, the molar fraction of platinum and the size of the particles
increased, while after 6 and 8 h it decreased. Finally, after 17 h, the size and the platinum molar
fraction of the particles were similar to the particles synthesized in 4 h. An evolution of the
fcc structure of the particle was visible with the variation of the platinum molar fraction. The
EXAFS measurements confirmed well-structured particles with a shell composed of a platinum
rich alloy. The electronic effect induced by the formation of the platinum-palladium alloy
enhanced the catalytic performances, as well as the stability of the particles. For the clusters
prepared in 6 and 8 h, with a lower quantity of platinum, a reduction of the catalytic activity
was observed. The impedance measurements confirmed the accessibility of the reactants to
the chemical active sites. The transmissive diffusion profile revealed by this measurements for
the particles synthesized in 6 and 8 h is in accordance with their low catalytic performances.
All these results confirmed that the galvanic replacement is a viable method to synthesize high
performances low platinum content core-shell nanoparticles.
Furthermore, the formation/dissolution of oxide at the surface of the catalyst during the oxygen
reaction was studied using in-situ XAFS measurements. Three platinum-palladium core-shell
nanoparticles synthesized in 0.6 h, 2 h and 6 h were used and seven characteristic potentials of
the oxygen reduction reaction were applied. The EXAFS spectra were analyzed to characterize
the particles and the IFTA allowed the comparison of the particles at different potentials. A
two components FEFF model, based on palladium-platinum in metallic form and the related
oxide, was created. The reconstruction of the experimental spectra with this model permitted
to follow the evolution of the formation/dissolution of oxide at the surface of the particles.
The presence of oxide was also visible on the EXAFS experimental spectra with the apparition
of a peak at ≈ 2 Å, theoretically attributed to the Pt-O bond.
Afterward, the change of the relative concentrations of the two components, metal and oxide
was monitored. Their evolution was in accordance with literature reports, with an increasing
concentration of oxide with an increasing potential and, an increasing concentration of metal
when the potential decrease.
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Figure 5.1: Bimetallic catalysts for the ORR: PdPt nanoflowers (left), PEM fuel cell, PdPt
core-shell nanoparticles.
To conclude, palladium-platinum bimetallic nanoparticles with high catalytic performances
were synthesized. The simple method used to prepare the clusters and the reduction of the
quantity of platinum represent an advantage for a possible application as efficient and less
expensive catalysts. Further experiments and utilization in a real fuel cell will be useful to
measure the performance of these materials in real conditions (Figure 5.1). The coating of the
catalyst on structured carbon (nanocubes) could also enhance the oxygen reduction reaction. A
new project aiming the replacement of palladium by a cheaper metal (iron, nickel or copper)
with catalytic properties with the established methods, could also contribute to the development
of new material with a potential application in fuel cells.
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Zusammenfassung
Die hohen Kosten des Platins, das als Katalysatormaterial für die Sauerstoffreduktionreaktion
(ORR) in den gegenwärtigen PEM-Brennstoffzellen verwendet wird, stellen ein Hindernis für
deren breiten Einsatz dar. Bimetallische Nanopartikel sind hierbei eine vielversprechende Al-
ternative, um die Wirksamkeit der Zellen zu verbessern und ihren Preis zu senken. Im Rahmen
dieser Promotion wurde Palladium, als zweites Metall neben Platin, für die Katalysatorsyn-
these verwendet. Dabei wurde der Einfluss von Bromid auf die Form der synthetisierten
Palladium-Platin-Nanoteilchen untersucht (Kapitel 2). Zudem wurde die erforderliche Zeit
für die Synthese der Partikel erforscht, die über das Verfahren des galvanischen Austausches
hergestellt wurden (Kapiteln 3 und 4). Des Weiteren wurden in-situ-XAFS Messungen durchge-
führt (Kapitel 4), um die Bildung und Zersetzung der Oxide auf der Oberfläche der Partikel mit
sich änderndem angelegten Potential zu studieren.
Im ersten Teil der Promotion wurden Partikel mit und ohne Kaliumbromid, welches die Form
der Teilchen beeinflusst, hergestellt. Namentlich wurden verschiedene Partikeltypen durch eine
Ein-Schritt-Methode mit und ohne Bromid, sowie durch eine Zweischritt-Synthese mit Bromid
hergestellt. Ohne Bromid bildeten sich raue Partikel mit einer quasi-kubischen Struktur und
einer Größe von 30 nm aus. Durch Zugabe von Bromid enstanden größere Partikel (60 nm) mit
einer größeren, platinreicheren Oberfläche. Diese Partikelform war sphärischer als der Partikel
von einer größe von 30 nm und wies eine kompakte “Korona” auf. Mit Ausnahme der Größe
(etwa 45 nm) zeigten die in zwei Schritten mit Bromid hergestellten Partikeln keine signifikanten
Unterschiede in der chemischen Zusammensetzung. Alle Partikel hatten eine an Platin reiche
Oberfläche, insbesondere jene mit einer Größe von 45 nm. Die durch CV bestimmte ECSA
war für alle Partikel niedriger, verglichen mit kommerziellen Pt/C-Katalysatoren. Jedoch
wurde eine höhere Katalysatoraktivität festgestellt. Die chemische Zusammensetzung und die
Krümmung der Oberfläche im Vergleich zu kommerziellen Katalysatoren war ähnlich. Die in
zwei Schritten synthetisierten Partikel besaßen die größte katalytische Aktivität und Stabilität.
In Kombination mit dem hohen Wert der Austauschstromdichte lässt dies auf eine mögliche
Platin-Palladium-Metalllegierung schließen. Diese verbessert die Adsorption/Desorption des
Sauerstoffs an der Oberfläche des Katalysators und damit die katalytische Aktivität für die
ORR. Impedanzexperimente zeigten außerdem, dass diese Partikel die kürzesten effektivsten
Diffusionswege und die größten Reaktionsratenkonstanten aufwiesen. Niedrige und stabile
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Widerstandswerte zeigten einen einfachen und schnellen Ladungstransfer und Transport der
Reaktanten auf die chemisch aktiveren Stellen. Dies gilt insbesonders für die 45 nm Cluster.
Die mögliche Platin-Palladium-Metalllegierung auf der Oberfläche der Partikel könnte die hohe
Stabilität der Cluster erklären.
In Kapitel 3 wurde der Einfluss der Synthesezeit auf die physikalischen und chemischen Eigen-
schaften der platin- und palladiumhaltigen Partikel studiert. Nach der Präparation von reinen
Palladiumkuben wurden Partikel mit Palladiumkern und Platinschale durch die Zugabe von
Platinsalzen in die Lösung der Palladiumcluster hergestellt. Dabei wurden unterschiedliche
Reaktionszeiten angewendet, um so die Entwicklung der Partikel bezüglich ihrer Struktur und
chemischen Eigenschaften verfolgen zu können. Mit steigender Synthesedauer findet eine
Entwicklung von Palladiumwürfeln zu konkav-kubischen Nanopartikel mit Palladiumkern
und Platinschale statt, wobei längere Präparationszeiten zu konkaveren Partikeln mit dickeren
Platinschalen um dem Palladiumkern führten. Zeiten von 0.6 bis 4 h resultierten in einen
steigenden Platinanteil. Für Partikel, die in 6 und 8 h hergestellt wurden, sank der Platinanteil
wieder. Die Cluster mit einer Synthesezeit von 17 h hatten den selben Platingehalt wie die
Partikel mit einer Syntheseszeit von 4 h. Die Kristallstruktur der Partikel besteht aus Platin-
und Palladiumatomen in einem kubisch-flächenzentrierten (fcc) Gitter. Diese änderte sich
ebenfalls mit der Synthesedauer, genauer mit dem sich ändernden Platingehalt der Teilchen.
Die Analyse der EXAFS-Spektren bestätigte die Kern-Schale-Struktur und das Vorliegen eines
fcc-Kristallgitters. Außerdem zeigte sich, dass ein definierter metallischer Palladiumkern
vorhanden ist, der von einer Platinschale umgeben ist, in der der Großenteils der Platinatome
Palladiumnachbarn besitzt. Wie schon für die Palladium-Platin-Nanoblüten, verbessern sich
sowohl die ORR als auch die ECSA durch Einführung des Platins. Die Stabilität der Palladi-
umwürfel und der Palladium-Platin-Nanopartikel legt nahe, dass es sich um definierte Cluster
mit einer stabilen Palladium-Platin-Schale handelt. Impedanzmessungen bestätigten die hohe
katalytische Aktivität. Die Analyse der EIS-Spektren zeigte kleine Ladungstransferwiderstände,
die auf eine gute Zugänglichkeit der chemisch aktiven Plätze auf der Katalysatoroberfläche hin-
weisen. Lediglich die Partikel mit 6 und 8 h Synthesedauer zeigten eine geringere katalytische
Aktivität, die mit den entsprechenden experimentellen Ergebnissen übereinstimmt.
Um die Bildung und Zersetzung der Oxide auf der Oberfläche der Partikel mit sich änderndem
angelegten Potential zu studieren, wurden in-situ-XAFS-Messungen durchgeführt (Kapitel
4). Dabei konnte herausgefunden werden, dass alle experimentellen XAFS-Spektren mit nur
zwei simulierten Spektren reproduziert werden können. Die beiden Spektren repräsentierten
dabei zum Einen die Pt-Pt und Pt-Pd Metallbindungen, zum Anderen die Pt-O-Oxidbindungen,
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mit einem größeren Anteil der Metallkomponenten. Wie für die ex-situ-EXAFS-Messungen
zeigte die Analyse der Spektren die Existenz definiert strukturierter Partikel. Außerdem konnte
gezeigt werden, dass die Spektren bei einem Potential von 0.35 V den ex-situ-Spektren gleichen.
Dies bestätigt die Abwesenheit von Oxiden bei 0.35 V und zeigt, dass es in Abhängigkeit des
angelegten Potentials zur Bildung und Auflösung einer Oxidschicht auf der Partikeloberfläche
kommt.
                                              Elektrolyt
 Anode                Kathode
überschüssiger  
Brennstoﬀ und 
Gasprodukte
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Ungenutzte 
Luft, Wasser 
und Wärme 
Luft (O2)  
Figur 5.1: Bimetallische Katalysatoren für die ORR. PdPt „Nanoflowers” Partikel (links),
PEM-Brennstoffzelle (Mitte), Kern-Schale-Palladium-Platin-Nanopartikel (rechts).
Zusammenfassend konnte gezeigt werden, dass erfolgreich nanoblütenartige und Kern-Schale-
Palladium-Platin-Nanopartikel synthetisiert wurden, die eine ausgezeichnete katalytische Aktiv-
ität hinsichtlich der Sauerstoffreduktionsreaktion aufweisen. Diese neuartigen, bimetallischen
Partikel können mit einfachen Methoden preisgünstig präpariert werden und übertreffen die
Katalyseleistung von reinem Platin. In weiteren Studien sollte der Einsatz dieser Katalysatoren
in Brennstoffzellen untersucht werden (Figur 5.1). Auch könnte das verwendete Kohlen-
stoffpulver durch nanostrukturierte Kohlenstoffspezies (z.B. Nanoröhren) ersetzt werden, um
die chemische Aktivität noch weiter zu verbessern. Des Weiteren wäre es sinnvoll in der
beschriebenen Syntheseprozedur Platin und/oder Palladium durch alternative, preiswertere Met-
alle (z.B. Eisen, Nickel, Kupfer) zu ersetzen, um kostengünstige, leistungsfähige Katalysatoren
für kommerzielle Brennstoffzellen zu entwickeln.
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List of Abbreviations
AFC Alkaline Fuel Cell
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy
COD Crystallographic Open Database
CN Coordination Number
CTAB HexadeCylTrimethylAmmonium Bromide
CV Cyclic Voltammetry
DMFC Direct Methanol Fuel Cell
DFT Density Functional Theory
DLS Dynamic Light Scattering
ECSA Electro Chemically active Surface Area
EDS Electron Diffraction Spectroscopy
EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
EXAFS Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
fcc face-centered cubic
FWMH Full Width Half Maximum
ICP-MS Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
ITFA Iterative Transformation Factor Analysis
ITT Iterative Target Test
LSV Linear Sweep Voltammetry
MCFC Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell
MEA Membrane Electrode Assembly
NP NanoParticle
PAFC Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell
PCA Principal Component Analysis
PEM Proton-Exchange Membrane
PEFMC Proton-Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell
PVP PolyVinylPyrrolidone
List of Abbreviations
ORR Oxygen Reduction Reaction
RDE Rotational Disk Electrode
RDS Rate-Determining Step
rpm rotation per minute
SHE Standard Hydrogen Electrode
SOFC Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
TEM Transmission Electron Microscope
XAFS X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
XANES X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure
XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
XRD X-Ray Diffraction
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This work aims to synthesize PtPd catalytic clusters and to study the eﬀect of the particle size, the
curvature and possible alloying on the catalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction,electro-
chemical stability,the mass-transfer of redox active species toward catalytic sites and the
electro-kinetic of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) process.The curvature and the chemical
composition of the catalyst surface signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the electrochemically active surface
area and catalytic activity toward oxygen reduction, regardless the particle size. The best catalytic
activity was accomplished for 45 nm clusters due to possible alloying that enhance the O2
adsorption and dissociation.The complementary impedance studies demonstrated that 45 nm
cluster has also the shortest eﬀective diﬀusion length and the highest reaction rate constant among
all morphologies,indicating on superior reactant transport to the catalytic sites.In addition,the
45 nm clusters showed improved electrochemical stability that is believed to be the combined
eﬀect of alloying and the compactness of the structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among various noble metal catalysts, platinum (Pt)-based
materials are of special importance owing to their superior
catalyticactivity towardprocesseslike hydrogenation,1
electrode reactions in many types of fuel cells,2–4meta -air
batteries,5 waterelectrolysis6 or sensorapplications.7 The
activity ofPt can beimproved by modiﬁcation ofits
electronic,physical,and geometricalstructures in presence
of other elements.8–10One of the most important in tuning
the catalytic activity of Pt-based clusters is their size, shape,
and the composition.11–13For bimetallic nanoparticles, three
categories can be deﬁned depending on the distribution of
individual atoms, which are a core–shell, alloy, and hetero-
structures.14 Concerning the application ofPt-based cata-
lysts,one ofthe mostserious barriers forthe large-scale
production remains the prohibitive cost of highly Pt-loaded
components.This willbe criticalfor scaling-up electrodes
for fuelcells and metal-airbatteries.Generally,there are
three waysto reduce the Ptcontent,which are (i)Pt
electrodes with an expanded electrochemically active surface
(Pt particles ofnanosize),(ii) a partialsubstitution ofPt
atoms with cheaper metals,such as transition metalPt–M
(M 5 Fe, Co, Ni, Cr, etc.)in alloy catalysts15–17or
(iii) designing so called the Pt-skin core–shell morphologies
with Ptmonolayer(PtML) deposited onto the surface of
cheapermetal(e.g.,transition metal).18–20Regardlessof
lowering the cost,such PtM clusters beneﬁtin improved
activity for electrochemical oxygen reduction in comparison
to a pure Pt.21–24Although,the activity enhancementis
accomplished, these types of bimetallic catalysts suﬀer from
a poor durability under high positive potential and at low pH
(as in caseof cathodiconditionsin proton exchange
membrane (PEM) fuel cell).25The dissolution of transition
metals at operating cathode conditions signiﬁcantly reduces
durability of the catalyst. To minimize this eﬀect, one of the
mostpromising (although notthe cheapest)will be the
Pt-based alloy,e.g.,PtPd.Palladium possessesimilar
electroniconﬁguration and crystallographicfeaturesto
Pt,26 more importantly,the stability of Pd in acidic media
is comparable to Pt.27,28The cost of palladium is about two
times less than thatof Ptsince the Pd resources are more
abundant.With respectto the activity of PtPd cluster,th
enhancement of oxygen reduction process catalyzed by the
PtPd alloy has been reported and demonstrated as so called
electronic eﬀect and related to the shifting of negative charge
(electrons from Pd orbitals) toward the Pt.The negatively
charged Pt atoms in PtPd cluster facilitate the dissociation of
molecularoxygen on thePt surfaceresulting in faster
electrochemical reduction of oxygen atoms.29,30
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The mostcriticalin tuning the PtPd particle size and
shape are the preparation conditions,f r thisvarious
approaches were proposed including the co-precipitation,
impregnation,microemulsion,polyol,microwave-assisted
polyolmethods,and c-irradiation.31–34 Recentstudies
showedmore sophisticatedprocessesuch as the
ultrasound-mediated chemicalreduction ofPt cation by
borohydride,resulting in very smallnd uniform PtPd
alloy clusters,35or the two-step synthesis that relies on the
electroless deposition of Pt onto Pd surface.36Also,very
promising is a microwave-assisted solvothermal synthesis
thattakes advantage ofb th the microwave and solvo-
thermaleﬀectsand deliversPtPd clusterswith a high
degreeof alloyingand controlledparticlesize.This
process takes less than 15 min and does notrequire the
postannealing in reducing atmosphere (which is an advan-
tage in terms ofenergy savings),while delivering PtPd
catalyst with signiﬁcantly improved activity in comparison
to the same formulation synthesized by the conventional
method (e.g., borohydride reduction).36A very promising
results (two and a halftimes betteractivity foroxygen
reductionthanthe state-of-the-artPt/C catalyst)are
reported forPtPd nanodendritesconsisting ofa dense
array ofPt brancheson a Pd core.37 Following this
structure-related activity improvement,the carbon sup-
ported Pt-on-palladium bimetallic structures composed
of ultra-small(3 nm)Pt particles thatwere decorated
onto larger (5 nm) Pd surfaces38 showed better activity
for electrochemicaloxygen reduction.Also,these mor-
phologiesdemonstrated avery good stability under
operating cathode conditions.A Pt monolayer(PtML)
deposited on a suitable metaln nocore also demon-
strated excellentactivity toward oxygen reduction re-
action (ORR) at reduced total Pt loading.39,40Although,
all listed morphologiesare promising with respectto
catalytic activity,theirelectrochemicalstability under
cathode potentials in acidic electrolyte does notsatisfy
application demands.Regarding the oxygen reduction
catalysis,the earliestresearch centered around reducing
the metalparticle size resulting in betterP utilization
and the reductionof overallcost of the fuel cell
technology.41 Soon afterthe stabilityinvestigations
revealedthatsmallermetalparticlesundergofaster
degradation,42 owing to the accelerated metaldissolu-
tion, especially for the PtM (M 5 Cu, Ni, Co) clusters.43
The numerous research devoted to address this problem
oﬀers eithercheaperlow Pt loaded clusters (also with
ultrasmall particle size to improve the Pt utilization),or
morestablehoweverexpensivethe Pt-platedmem-
branes,44or a very challenging from the synthesis point
of view, the PtML core–shell structures.45Unfortunately,
both the nanosized catalyst and the metal-plated electro-
desarenot stableenough to considerthe fuel cell
technology as an aﬀordable and reliable power source,
especially for PEM fuel cell automotive applications.
This work aims to study PtPd clusters of bigger size and
speciﬁc shape (“nanoﬂowers”) synthesized using chemical
reduction ofmetalprecursorin aqueousphaseat low
temperature.The proposed synthesisroute islesstoxic
and is easy to scale up while generating signiﬁcantly less
organic waste in comparison to some methods discussed
above. In our approach, we change the sequence of mixing
of metalprecursorsto inﬂuence the particle size/shape/
surface composition. The transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) morphology observations will be correlated with the
electrochemicalactivity and long term stability toward
xygen reduction.The cyclic voltammetry (CV)will be
used to calculate the electrochemically active surface area
(ECSA) using hydrogen under potential deposition method
and the linearhydrodynamicvoltammetryappliedto
Koutecky–Levich analysis willprovide the necessary ki-
netic parameters, such as the exchange current density, mass
activity, and Tafel parameters. Furthermore, the impedance
spectroscopy will complement the degradation studies and
will be correlatedwith interplayof the size,surface
composition,and curvature to search for the morphology
with desired electrochemical stability.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Materials
Sodium tetrachloropalladate (Na2PdCl4, 98%), potas-
sium tetrachloroplatinate (K2PtCl4, 98%),ascorbic acid
(AA, 98%), potassium bromide(KBr, 99%) and
NaﬁonÒ perﬂuorinatedresin solution(5 wt%) and
perchloricacid (HClO4, 67% analyticalgrade)were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich, isopropyl alcohol (IPA,
99.5%) from Merck and cetyl-trimethylammonium bro-
mide (CTAB,98%) from Alfa Aesar.The commercial
carbon black Vulcan XC-72R was supplied from Cabot
Inc. All the solutions forthe synthesis were prepared
using ultrapurewater(18 M Ohms). High purity
nitrogen and oxygen (both 99.999%)wereused for
purging the electrolyte.
B. Characterization
TEM–energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) observation were
carried out using a high resolution transmission electron
microscope JEOL JEM-3010 operating at300 kV cou-
pled with a x-ray analyzerOxford.Electrochemical
experimentswere carried outon a Princeton Applied
Research VersaSTAT MC potentiostatand an electro-
chemicalcell containing aPt counterelectrode,Hg/
HgSO4 (654 mV in saturated K2SO4) as a reference
electrodeand PtPd/C ink casted onto glassy carbon
rotatingdisk electrode(PrincetonAppliedResearch,
RDE 0008)with a geometric area of0.19635 cm2 as
a working electrode.All electrochemicalmeasurements
were carried out in 0.1 M HClO4 purged with N2 or O2
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for 30 min priorto experiments.Before casting,the
glassy carbon disk of 0.5 cm diameter (PINE Instrument
Company)was mechanically polished with 0.05 lm
Al2O3 slurry (CypressSystems,Inc.), then rinsed in
deionized water, cleaned ultrasonically in ultrapure water
for 5 min,followed by rinsing in ultrapure isopropanol
and acetone.A standard ink containing PtPd/C catalyst
powder(9 mg),0.25 mL of water,and 2.25 mL of
isopropyl alcohol was sonicated for 15 min and 12 lL of
ink was deposited on RDE glassy carbon. 7 lL of diluted
NaﬁonÒ solution (volumetric ratio of NaﬁonÒ t  meth-
anolwas 1:100) was casted onto the catalystlayer and
dried in ambientconditions.The electrochemicalelec-
trode conditioning was conducted by scanning potential
from 50 to 1200 mV (versus standard hydrogen elec-
trode) at the scan rate of 200 mV s1 until reproducible
voltammogram was obtained.The CV was applied to
estimate the electrochemicalactive area ofthe metallic
fraction by applying theydrogen under-potentialde-
position method in a N2-purged 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte
in the potentialrange from 50 to 1200 mV and a scan
rate of50 mV s1 . The catalytic activity forxygen
reduction was investigated using linear scan voltamme-
try (LSV)applied to the rotating disk electrode in the
potential range from 250 to 1200 mV with the scan rate
of 5 mV s1 and the rotation speed of 1600 rpm in O2-
saturatedelectrolyte.A long-term stabilitytestwas
performed by scanning potentialfrom 50 to 1200 mV
at 200 mV s1 using electrolyte with an N2 blanket
(typically2000 CV scans withoutrotationof the
electrode).The CV and LSV voltammogramswere
recorded afterach degradation testand compared to
the same scans for the fresh electrode.The degradation
studieswere carriedout using the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy atthe frequency range from
0.01 Hz to 100 kHz by applying the potential amplitude
of 10 mV at the constant polarization of 508 mV for the
fresh and degraded samples.The impedance modeling
was carried outsing ZView software (Scribner Asso-
ciation Inc.).All experimentsweredoneat ambient
temperature (20 °C).
C. Synthesis of PtPd catalytic clusters
In a typical synthesis route, 1 mL of a K2PtCl4 aqueous
solution (5 ·102 mol L1 ) and 1 mL ofNa2PdCl4
(5 ·10 2 mol L1 ) were mixed with 10 mL of aqueous
solution CTAB surfactant(3 ·10 2 mol L1 ) and
homogenized under sonication for 2 min.The  10 mL
of 0.1 mol L1 ascorbicacid (reducing agent)was
introduced and the solution washeated at90 °C for
3.5 h under magnetic stirring (dark brown color of the
reaction mixture indicated the colloidal metal formation).
The reaction time was adjusted experimentally to gener-
ateparticleswith desired size;an extended timeof
reactionleadsto a signiﬁcantmetalagglomeration.
The PtPd cluster fabricated using this recipe is denoted
as 30NP and is the control sample. Following the method
proposed in literature46 we studied the eﬀectof KBr as
a shape controlling agent and introduced 0.833 g of KBr
to the mixture of Pt and Pd precursors (before adding the
ascorbic acid reducing agent) following the same steps as
for the controlsample.The productgenerated in the
presence of KBr was denoted as 60NP.In addition,we
generated PtPd clusterin the presence ofKBr shape
controllingagentin two-step synthesisaccording to
Ref.47 where Pd seeds were ﬁrstfabricated following
the same procedures as for60NP and the Ptprecursor
(K2PtCl4) was introduced allowing to generate second
metal fraction (shell) over the Pd (the sample is denoted
as 45NP). For the samples 45NP and 60NP, the synthesis
was carried out for 17 h.This will give some indication
with respectto the preference of the particle shape and
composition (alloying/core–shelltructure)on the cata-
lytic activity and electrochemicalstability.To generate
a high surfaceareacatalyst,bimetallic lusterswere
decoratedon a commercialcarbonblack Vulcan
XC72R.To accomplish PtPd–C with the 20 wt% of
 total metal content, the stoichiometric amount of carbon
was mixed with a suspension ofPtPd clusters atpH 1
(adjusted by 2 M HCl) and leftunder magnetic stirring
for 20 h. Afterward, the mixture was washed in ultrapure
water under vacuum ﬁltration and dried at55 °C over-
night.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Materials characterization
Figure1 representsTEM images of nanoﬂowers
supportedon a high surfacearea carbonVulcan
XC72R (lower magniﬁcation image) and without carbon
(high magniﬁcation inserts).Figure 1(a)shows catalyst
syn sized withoutKBr and with simultaneous reduc-
tion ofPd and Ptmetals (precursors mixed before the
reduction isinitiated,30NP),Fig. 1(b)representshe
sample generated in subsequentmixi g of Pd and Ptin
the presence of KBr (45NP) and in Fig. 1(c) nanoﬂowers
were fabricated by simultaneous mixing of Pt,Pd, and
KBr (60NP).An averagesize of metallicclusters
decorated on carbon was estimated using ImageJ soft-
ware giving the particle size distribution from atleast
200 countsfrom the correspondingTEM image.
Regarding the30NP sample[Fig. 1(a)],theaverage
particle size is 30 nm and the majority of particles have
a square-like shape while other morphologies are rather
spherical[Figs.1(b)and 1(c)inserts].We can easily
recognizea diﬀerencein surfaceroughnessfor all
structures.For instance,the sample 30NP in Fig.1(a)
showsa poroussurfaceconsisting ofinterconnected
smaller Ptgrains (;3 nm size) decorated onto Pd core.
The interesting is a compactness of the Pt “corona” that
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for 30NPsare lessdensewhen comparing to other
structures, especially sample 45NP [Fig. 1(b)]. Although,
KBr was introduced forthe synthesisof 45NPs,we
predict that the extended synthesis time results in bigger
grain size for45NPs.The density of“corona” willbe
then also aﬀected by the annealing time leading to more
interconnected Pt structure for 45NP. A similar compact-
ness is observed forthe 60NP sample.Concerning the
eﬀectof KBr, we do not observeany signiﬁcant
structuraldiﬀerences exceptthatboth KBr-assisted syn-
theses deliver more dense (compact) nanoﬂowers.Com-
parable morphologieswere recently reported by other
group.48
EDX elementalmappingof individualparticles
revealed thefollowing compositions,for the sample
30NP [Fig.1(a)] itis 60 wt% of Ptand to 40 wt% of
Pd, for sample 45NP [Fig.1(b)]it is 55 wt% Pd and
45 wt% Pt and for sample 60NP [Fig. 1(c)] it is 67.5 wt%
Pd and 32.5 wt% ofPt. With respectto theoretically
assumed composition of Pt to Pd (i.e.,1:1 weight ratio),
the sample 45NP isthe closesto the stoichiometric
formulation.The diﬀerence in chemical composition for
30NPs and 60NPs is a resultof he Ptprecipitation,as
conﬁrmed by a spot-resolved EDX mapping [e.g.,in
Fig. 1(c),smallindividualparticles of;5 nm size are
composed ofpure Pt].The distribution ofPt and Pd
atoms in a single particle according to EDX mapping
(also example in Fig.S2) is included in a graphical
abstract together with the corresponding TEM images of
30NP,45NP,and 60 NP.
B. Electrochemical studies
1. ECSA and mass activity for oxygen reduction
The ECSA of the catalystswas determined using
hydrogenunderpotentialdepositionmethod.49 The
charge of hydrogen monolayer adsorption/desorption on
the metalsurface was determined by the integration of
relevant peaks identiﬁed in the potential range from 0.05
to 0.4 V in cyclic voltammograms (Fig. 2). The charge of
hydrogen activity on PtPd is further calculated according
to the Eq.(1):49
QH ¼
RidE
m ; ð1Þ
where i is the current (A), E is the potential (V) and m is
the scan rate (in this study 20 mV s1 ).
FIG. 1. TEM image of (a) 30NP, (b) 45NP,(c) 60NP supported on carbon (low magniﬁcation) and without carbon (inserts) together with EDX
spectrum [(d); an example for 45NP].
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Furthermore, the surface area (m2 g1 ) was calculated
by comparing the charge of hydrogen evolution (QH) on
in-housemadecatalyststo the theoreticalchargeof
hydrogen adsorption on polycrystalline Pt(i.e.,2.1·
104 C cm2 )49and normalized to the total metal loading
per geometric area of the working electrode:
ECSA ¼ 12:1  104
QH
mPdPtð Þ
; ð2Þ
wherem(g) is the massof PtPd on glassycarbon
electrode and QH 5 2.1 ·10 4 C cm2 is the reference.
Figure 2 represents voltammograms ofall samples as-
prepared (a) and after the degradation tests (b).
The mass activity for electrochemicaloxygen reduc-
tion was analyzed using linearsweep voltammograms
and correspondingmathematicalmodelsappliedto
rotating disk electrode (in our study the electrode rotation
speed is 1600 rpm) in the range of 0.35–0.7 V, where the
process is controlled by mass transport and it can be well
resolved from a mixed mass-kinetic control (between 0.7
and 0.85 V) and pure kinetic region above 0.85 V (Figs.
3 and 4).The electrode rotation ensures fastconvective
transport of redox active species from bulk electrolyte to
the electrode surface.Due to the complexity ofmor-
phologies,the mass activity i.e.,kinetic current normal-
ized to the metalload,A g 1 , will be corrected as
follows:50
1
i ¼
1
id þ
1
ik ; ð3Þ
where i is a total current density recorded in LSV (Fig. 3),
id is the diﬀusion (mass-transport) limited current density
at 0.5 V and ik is the kinetic current density. Furthermore,
the kinetic current is deﬁned as:
ik ¼id  i 0:85id  i 0:85 ; ð4Þ
where i0.85is the currentdensity at0.85 V,the mass-
normalized (mPtPd) ORR activity will be:
imass¼ ikmPtPd : ð5Þ
The calculated surface area and massactivitiesare
summarized in Table I.In the potential range from 0.05
to 0.3 V, we observeweakly-resolvedfeaturesof
hydrogen adsorption on polycrystallinePt (and Pd).
The intensity ofthesebroad wavesdependson the
particle size with generaltrend for bigger particles and
smallerare peaksof hydrogen evolution (blue curve
denoted to 60NP,sample with the biggestparticles of
60 nm).Surprisingly, although the 45NP has an average
particle size smallerthan 60NP,the calculated surface
area is lower for the fresh 45NP sample and signiﬁcantly
higherafterdegradation.This increaseof ECSA for
45NPsafterelectrochemicalaging isan eﬀectof the
surface cleaning from CTAB surfactant (i.e., leached out
during the electrochemicalcycling).The ECSA forall
in-house made nanoﬂowers is similar to the reported for
pure Pt catalyst with 30 nm particle size (i.e., 8 m2 g1 )30
and,as expected,lowerthan ECSA of the baseline
(commercialPt/C catalyst;Table I) due to a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in metal particle size (Pt particle of 3–5 nm is
typicalfor the commercialproduct).Although there are
FIG. 2. Cyclic voltammograms (a) for fresh catalyst and (b) after degradation.
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minordiﬀerences in the surface area for fresh samples,
signiﬁcantvariations are observed during an accelerated
degradation test.In this respect,the surface area lost
caused by Ptdissolution51 or metalagglomeration (also
called Ostwald ripening51) after long-term potential scan-
ning up to 1.2 V. The ECSA results of degraded catalysts
(TableI) revealed thatthe samplewith thesmallest
particle size (30NP) has 19.5% of ECSA lostwhile the
catalystwith 60 nm clusters (60NP) shows over 60% of
ECSA lost under the same conditions. Regarding the size
eﬀect,we could expectthe opposite since the electro-
chemical dissolution of Pt is faster for smaller particles.52
Also, it is importantto consideris thatthe process is
determined by net competition between Pt dissolution and
the surface passivation (in this case protection by PtO)
with the generaltrend thatbigger the particles are more
PtO is generated on metallic surface (also PtOH, PtO2).52
Therefore,thestability forsamples30NP and 60NP
contradicts with the corresponding mechanism of cathodic
Pt dissolution.Considering the nanoﬂower curvature,we
could also expect that less “dense” 30NP structures should
dissolve faster than 60NPs,which is notobserved here.
This again indicatesthatthedegradation ofin-house
generatedmorphologiesshouldbe aﬀectedby other
parameter,e.g.,their chemicalcomposition (in particular
surface composition).Overall,for clusters synthesized in
this work the morphology is not the critical factor (unless
surface composition is the same for all samples),leading
to the conclusion thatfasterdegradation of60NPsis
associated with higher Pd content(in this case Pd:Pt5
67.5:32.5).Thatmeansthe electrochemicaldissolution
proceeds faster due to the surface Pd anodic stripping at
potentialsas low as 0.8 V53 (themostlikely when
comparing Pd contenti  30NP and 60NP).Regarding
the 45NPs(Pd:Pt5 50:50), surprisingly,these nano-
ﬂow rs are the moststable as revealed by variations of
ECSA (Table I). This can be due to the surface restructur-
ing of the catalyst54upon polarization at low pH (in our
case thismightbe the positive eﬀect)or the electro-
chemicalreduction of oxidized metalsurface (generated
during the synthesis as a result of long temperature dwell).
Likely,it is the surface (notbulk)passivation and is
a reversible process since the initialcatalytic activity of
45NP is the highestthatmeans the catalytic interface is
activated as soon as an initial cleaning/conditioning step is
completed (in our work carried out by CV). Furthermore,
the ECSA stability of 45NP is associated with synthesis
method, in this case the Pd seeds were generated ﬁrst and
acted as nucleation centers for the Pt atom (in other words,
the Pt precursor was added to the colloidal Pd as indicated
by light-brown color of reaction mixture). A spot-resolved
elemental mapping conﬁrmed a higher density of Pt atoms
on the catalyst surface (Fig. S2). Such conditions favor the
Pt–Pd alloying process in 45NPs (and were not generated
for 30NP and 60NP). X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) studies and
the lattice constantcalculation (included into supporting
information) however do not deliver meaningful informa-
tion in this respectdueto similaritiesof Pd and Pt
crystallographic features.The relevantx-ray absorption
near edge structure (XANES) or near edge x-ray absorp-
tion ﬁne structure (NEXAFS) studies will provide impor-
tant information regarding possible alloying, which is the
subjectof our future study.This exceptionalstability of
the 45NP mustbe then related to the mixing on atomic
level (alloying),which stabilizes the bimetallic cluster.
The ECSA lost aﬀects the catalytic activity as follows:
the 30NP and 60NP showed signiﬁcantdecrease of the
catalytic activity in comparison to 45NP.In addition,
FIG. 3. Linear sweep voltammogram atelectrode speed 1600 rpm for electrochemicaloxygen reduction wave for (a) fresh and (b) degraded
catalysts.
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45NP has the highest initial activity for oxygen reduction,
which also indicates on PtPd alloy formation resulting in
betterORR kineticsin comparison to pure Pt.29 This
catalytic activity improvementoriginates from so called
an electronic eﬀectand is associated with an electron
distribution: Pt atom bears a negative charge while Pd is
positively charged in PtPd clusters (electron shift from Pd
orbitals to Pt orbitals). As the consequence, the negatively
charged Ptatoms in PtPd facilitate the adsorption and
dissociation ofmolecularoxygen on thePt surface,
resulting in fasterreduction ofatomic oxygen.29 With
respect to the mass activity and the stability achievement
for 45NP case, we predict that Pd is fully protected by Pt
atoms thatblock an access ofxidizing species to the
catalyticsitesof PtPd cluster(as provenby recent
theoreticalcalculation—only two Pta omic layerson
the surfaceof othermetalare necessary to prevent
electrochemicalleaching out55). By selecting a proper
atomic-scale particle design, such Pt skin-type cluster will
resultin an improved oxygen reduction process (due to
the Pt–Pd electronic interaction) and better electrochem-
icalstability (from the protective Ptskin).This is pre-
sumablythe atomic-levelstructureof 45NPs. This
electronic eﬀectdue to Pt–Pd alloying in our cluster is
particularly noticeable when comparing to pure Ptwith
30 nm particle sizes supported on carbon. This reference
system showed slightly highermass activity at0.85 V
(i.e.,8.9 A g1 Pt),30 howeversmallerthe exchange
current density,(i0 5 1.37  10 4 A cm2)30 in compar-
ison to PtPd nano-objects generated in this work (Table I).
C. Electro-kinetic studies
The electrochemicaloxygen reduction is a multielec-
tron processwith a numberof elementary steps,in-
volving diﬀerent reaction intermediates [Eqs. (6)–(10)]:56
O2þ ! O 2 ; ð6Þ
O2 þ Hþ þ e ! HO 2 ; ð7Þ
HO2 þ Hþ þ e ! H 2O þ O ; ð8Þ
O þ Hþ þ e ! OH ; ð9Þ
OH þ Hþ þ e ! H 2Oþ ; ð10Þ
where * represents the active site on Pt surface.
In the study of ORR kinetics,we deﬁne and assume
that one single step is more sluggish than others, so that it
controls the rate of overall reaction. In case of ORR, this
rate-determining step (RDS)can be a heterogeneous
electron transfer.The electrode potentialcan play a sig-
niﬁcantrole in changing the Ptsurface structure in the
presenceof O2 at higherpotentials(.0.8 V); the
electrode surface is a mixture ofPt and PtO,while at
lower potentials the oxide-free surface is expected. Thus,
the kinetics of O2 reduction on Pt will not be the same at
diﬀerent potentials.
The ORR exchange currentdensity on a Ptelectrode
can be obtained by extrapolating the E 5 f[log(i)] plot
along the Tafel line to the thermodynamic potential. Two
Tafel slopes give two exchange current densities,one n
the range of high potentials and second at low potentials.
The values of the ORR exchange current densities on Pt
reported in literature signiﬁcantly vary,depending pri-
marily on the morphology of the catalyst.On a Pt/PtO
surface,the RDS is a pseudo 2-electron process,which
gives a Tafel slope of 60 mV dec1 . However, on a pure
Pt surface, the ﬁrst electron transfer is the RDS, resulting
in a Tafel slope of 120 mV dec1 . In our case, the Tafel
FIG. 4. Tafel plots for 30NP (red),45NP (green),and 60NP (blue) (a) as-prepared and (b) after degradation.
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slope is close to 120 mV dec1 indicating a rate-limiting
primary one electron transfer [Eq.(7)].An initial higher
valuefor the45NP suggestsomemasstransferin-
ﬂuence, perhaps due to the surface cleaning/restructuring,
although thisdid not aﬀecttheobserved high mass
activity ofthe fresh catalyst.The Tafelslopes forall
samples remain on similar level after the degradation test
revealing thatthe mechanism ofORR process did not
changeupon thedegradation.More importantis the
kineticparametercalled exchangecurrentdensity,i0
(Table I):
E ¼ a þ b  log i0 : ð11Þ
Regardless the particle size,both fresh and degraded
45NP shows the highest value and is also consistent with
bestmass activity calculated atthe kinetic regime (at
0.85 V; Table I). This suggests faster electron transfer rate
due to possible alloying in PtPd clusters for 45NP sample.
The activity enhancement that occurs for Pt-based alloys
is explained by the change in electronic structure (the
increased Ptd-band vacancy) or as the geometric eﬀect
(Pt–Pt interatomicdistanceas it is in PtCu). The
populations of d-band vacancies can increase after alloy-
ing,generating a strong metal-O2 interaction,which,in
consequence, weaken the O–O bonds. The corresponding
kinetic studies of PtFe alloy catalyst show similar trend,
although the reported Tafelslopes(;120 mV dec1 )
were close for both the Pt and PtFe, the exchange current
density was much higher for alloyed PtFe system (several
orders of magnitude higher).57
D. Mass-transport studies by impedance
spectroscopy
Electrochemicalimpedance spectroscopy was exclu-
sively applied atthe potentialwhere mass-transportis
predominant (onset potential of ORR peak) and at RDE
rotationspeedof 1600rpm (thisensuresthe most
eﬀective transportf reactantto the electrode surface).
Figure5 representsthe theoreticalNyquistdiagram
where the imaginary componentof impedance (Z0)is
plotted as function of realimpedance (Z9) (a),together
with an electricalequivalent circuit(b) and examples of
experimental data for the fresh and degraded catalysts (c).
The impedance plotis composed ofa high frequency
semicircle(beginning ofimpedancespectrum)corre-
sponding to series of solution resistance (Rs) and faradaic
charge transfer resistance (Rct) in parallelwith nonideal
capacitors (CPE element). This arc deﬁnes the interfacial
resistance ofORR. The linearpartof spectrum with
a slope of 45° starting at about 50 Ohms indicates that the
mass-transportis predominantprocess atthis potential,
and, depending on the interplay between Rctand diﬀusion
resistance (Wo-R) values at low frequencies, it will generate
the chargeaccumulationat the electrode–electrolyte
interface (represented by straightline,capacitor)or as
the resemble semicircle associated with the ﬁnite diﬀu-
sion, as shown in Fig. 5. The electrical equivalent circuit
presentedin Fig. 5(b) was usedfor the ﬁttingof
experimental data (ZView software) and to calculate the
numerical values of circuit elements. The model assumes
that th  electro-active ﬁlm is a homogeneous structure, in
which the macroscopic boundary between the ﬁlm and the
electrolyte plays a centralrole.In this view,ionic trans-
portis modeled by means ofdiﬀusion along the com-
posite bulk (withoutdiﬀerentiation of metal,carbon and
NaﬁonÒ fractions).The importantgeneralization is that
the shape of Nyquistplots of all samples remains either
unchanged oris modiﬁed atlowestfrequency from
capacitive loop (straightline at 90°)to ﬁnite-length
diﬀusion after degradation test (arc). This simpliﬁes the
subtraction ofimportantnumericalvaluesof circuit
elemen s.For clarity,Figs.6(a)–6(c) represents admit-
tance spectra of allsamples together with ﬁtting plots
(in the admittance conﬁguration kinetics and diﬀusion
proc sses are graphically wellseparated in comparison
to Nyquist plot in Fig. 5, keeping in mind that Y 5 1/Z,
the shape of admittance willbe modiﬁed accordingly).
The second partof Figs.6(d)–6(f) represents a narrow
frequency range corresponding to Warburg impedance
that was analyzedto subtractimportantdiﬀusion
parameters.The total impedance deﬁned by Eq.(12):
Zt ¼ Rs þ Rctþ Wo þ 1jx CPEð Þdl
; ð12Þ
where Zt is a total impedance, Rs is the solution resistance
and can be also estimated graphically as the left( igh
frequency) intercept of semicircle (remains similar for all
samples and unchanged after the degradation test), Rct is
the charge transfer resistance and corresponds to the right
interceptof semicircle presented in Fig.5(a),Wo is the
diﬀusion (Warburg) resistor, j is the imaginary number, x
is the angularfrequency and (CPE)dl is a nonideal
TABLE I. Electrochemical surface area and kinetic parameters: mass
activity, exchange current density, and the Tafel slope for 30NP, 45NP,
60NP samples together with the commercial Pt/C baseline.
Sample
ECSA
(m2 g1 )
ORR mass activity
at 0.85 V (A g1 )
Tafel slope
(mV dec1 )
i0  10 4
(A cm2 )
Fresh sample
30NP 16.22 3.18 116.30 3.81
45NP 7.57 4.14 252.60 5.21
60NP 10.70 3.24 93.70 4.71
Pt/C commercial32.60 2.8 ... ...
Degraded sample
30NP 13.05 2.19 151.60 2.21
45NP 11.01 4.55 151.00 4.25
60NP 4.42 2.10 151.10 2.01
Pt/C commercial26.30 2.30 ... ...
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capacitor of ion accumulation at the electrolyte–electrode
interface in total.The numericalvalues ofcircuitele-
ments are presented in Table II.
With respect to the catalyst before degradation, the Rct
associated with a rate of oxygen reduction is similar for
30NP and 45NP and bigger for 60NP (this is related to
the chemical composition of the metallic clusters, smaller
Rct is expected forthe Pt-rich surfaces).At measured
potential,the diﬀusion isa RDS and the numberof
electronsexchanged calculated by Levich equation is
close to one [Eq.S1; calculation provided in supporting
information],indicating thatreactions15 and 16 are
predominantand the process is fully controlled by the
rate ofoxygen supply to the electrode surface in the
multistep diﬀusion controlled process:56
O2 ! O 2 adsð Þ ; ð13Þ
O2 adsð Þþ e ! O 2 adsð Þ ; ð14Þ
O2 adsð Þ ! O 2 adsð Þ ; ð15Þ
O2 adsð Þ þ H2O ! HO 2 adsð Þþ OH ; ð16Þ
HO2 adsð Þþ e ! HO 2 adsð Þ ; ð17Þ
HO2 adsð Þ ! HO 2 : ð18Þ
Accordingly,for the electro-reductionf oxygen
expressed as a multistep process using parallel reactions,
the charge transfer rate at each step, Rct(i)(i 5 1, 2, . . .,3),
is determined as Rct(i)5 n imi, where ni is the number of
electrons exchange and mi is the reaction rate at each step
(mol cm2 s1 ).
Based on this assumption,58it can be concluded that for
the smallest Rctvalue the number of electrons exchanged
(n) should be close to one for the reaction 14 (Table S1;
supporting information).I  the following section,the
reaction rate constantwill be evaluated from the mathe-
matical models of diﬀusion resistance deﬁned by:59
Wo ¼ Rcoth jsxð Þ
P
jsxð ÞP ; ð19Þ
where P is the dimensionless factor,s epresentthe
time constantassociated with the potential-dependent
evaluation of intermediates on Pt (in reactions 13–18) and is
the function of the eﬀective diﬀusion thickness, L, and the
eﬀective diﬀusion coefﬁcient, D, according to:59
s ¼L
2
D : ð20Þ
Thus, s1 (inverse coverage relaxation time) is equiv-
alentto the ﬁrst-orderrate constantfor the potential-
dependentdesorptionof ORR intermediate.The
relevantnumericalvaluesof all diﬀusion parameters
are presented in Table II.With respectto the diﬀusion
resistance,Wo-R, all samples showed very similar and
smallvalue of the mass transport,which are close the
charge transfer Rct, indicating that an accessibility of the
reactant to/from the catalytic sites are comparable or, in
other words, the morphological eﬀects such as particles
size, shape, and catalysts distribution on carbon support
are not critical in this respect. Regarding the relaxation
time constant,an interesting observation was thatfor
the 45NPs the s was almostone orderof magnitude
smallerthan for othersamples(also an eﬀective
diﬀusion thickness). The corresponding rate of surface
recovery (s1 , Table II) changesas follows:higher
valueof reaction rateconstantis accomplished for
shortersurfacerelaxationtime, indicatingthat the
surface recovery from reaction intermediates is faster.
FIG. 5. (a) TheoreticalNyquistplot,(b) electricalequivalentcircuit
and (c) impedance spectra of fresh (black) and degraded (red) sample
recorded at 1600 rpm at 0.508 V.
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With correlation to the catalyst morphology,in partic-
ularthe surface roughness (Fig.1), we observe that
45NP is rather compact—this apparently delivers lower
ECSA (Table I) in comparisonto othercatalysts.
However,even with thatthe average diﬀusion thick-
ness for the 45NPs is the smallest, thus the reaction rate
constantis the highestand the relaxation time is the
shortest.Thus,for 45NPs a strongerlectronic eﬀect
on the O2 adsorption and dissociation from Pt–Pd
alloying is expected.29,30In summary,from the anal-
ysis of diﬀusion parameters,we concludethatthe
mechanism of the mass transportis similar with some
beneﬁts for the 45NPs due to the presence of possible
PtPd alloy clusters (although notdiscriminating with
respecto ECSA).
Regarding the pseudo-capacitance,deﬁn d as:59
CPE ¼ T1 jxð ÞP ; ð21Þ
where T is the pseudo-capacitance (Farads) and P is the
dimensionless factor(0 , P , 1, in this study in the
range of0.95–0.98),the values are very similar.Since
pseudo-capacitanceis directlyrelatedto the active
surface area (ECSA)and thus to the size ofbimetallic
Pt–Pd clusters,this conﬁrms previous observations that
the particle size is nota criticalfactor in our study and
FIG. 6. Admittance spectra (a)–(c) and impedance with Warburg phenomena (d)–(f) recorded at1600 rpm 0.508 V.An experimental
data (black scatter) are projected with ﬁtting result (red and blue lines). The 60NP is represented in plots (a) and (d), 30NP (b) and (e) and
45NP (c) and (f).
TABLE II. Electrical equivalent circuit elements obtained from the ﬁtting of spectra in Figs.5 and 6 .
Sample Rct (X) CPE1-T (/)  103 Wo-R (X) Wo-s (s)  103 Wo-P (/) s1 (s1 ) L (cm)  104
Fresh sample (1600 rpm,0.508 V)
30NP 1.86 1.35 2.78 16.1 0.41 62.11 5.88
45NP 2.11 2.63 2.81 1.57 0.42 636.94 1.83
60NP 4.33 4.54 7.34 12.8 0.45 78.12 5.24
Degraded sample (1600 rpm,0.508 V)
30NP 1765 1.48 3.99 28.0 0.42 35.71 7.75
45NP 23.32 3.22 5.22 1.72 0.43 581.39 1.92
60NP 2231 1.63 5.10 92.8 0.43 10.77 14.1
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complementthe analysisof ECSA, which otherwise
shouldbe the smallestfor sampleof 60NPs size
(Table I).As the conclusion,we observe that regardless
the diﬀerence in particle size (thus in ECSA), the double-
layercapacitance associated with nonfaradic processes
during the electrode polarization isnotdiscriminating
parameter.
E. Electrochemical degradation
Concerning the degradation process,there are several
mechanismssuggested to explain theelectrochemical
instability ofPt-based electrocatalysts.Thi  aspectwas
discussed in detailsand supported by theoreticaland
experimentalstudy.One of the mostaccepted isthe
submonolayer dissolution of Ptnanoparticles leading to
the ECSA loss.60This originates from the formation of
Pt–O atthe potentialrange of0.9–1.2 V and further
chemical dissolution of oxidized Pt (also supported by
theoretical predictions61). It is generally acknowledged
thatthe speciﬁc ORR activity can be aﬀected by the
position of PtO reduction peak62 (when PtO reduction
peak is shifted toward positive potentialit means the
catalystbinds oxygen species more weakly and thus
the speciﬁc ORR activity is higher).As observed in
Fig. 3 (ORR LSV degraded),the PtO reduction peak
for 45NPs appearsat morepositivepotentialafter
degradation,resulting in a stable mass activity and/or
improved ECSA (Table I). This is again correlated with
the electronicstructureand d-bandcenterof the
catalyst surface that controls the adsorption of oxygen
species.63 The introduction ofPd can alleviatethe
oxidation of catalyst,reduce its dissolution and ﬁnally
improve the durability.28 There are also other possible
explanations,e.g.,impactof particle size distribution
on the degradation rate.64 This correlation states that
largerparticles are more stable due to lowerGibbs–
Thomson energy64 therefore adding the Pd generates
largerPtPd clustersin comparison to purePt, but
withoutobviousdeteriorationof ORR activity. In
summary,the 45NPsshow the bestelectrochemical
stability under accelerated degradation test(and again
this indicates on some degree of Pt–Pd alloying).This
is also conﬁrmed by the stability of impedance param-
eters before and afterd gradation test(Table II).For
45NPs, there are almost no changes in Rctand Warburg
parameters comparing to othersamples thatundergo
rapid degradation (signiﬁcant increase of Rct) and thus
loss of mass activity (Table I).
The CPE-T remains unchanged afterthe accelerated
electrochemicaldegradation,which indicates thatmor-
phologicalchangesdue to agingcan be neglected,
although ECSA drops for 30 and 60 nm PtPd catalysts.
In summary,for the electrochemicalstability the most
importantfactors are the chemicalomposition ofthe
catalysts surface (more Pt on the surface generates more
stable catalyst that protects Pd from leaching out; the Pt
and Pd atoms distribution was also conﬁrmed by a spot-
resolved EDX mapping,Fig.S2),the catalystcurvature
and the degree of alloying.
IV. CONCLUSION
This work aimsto synthesizePtPd “nanoﬂower”
structures and to study the eﬀectof particle size,the
curvature,and possible alloying on the catalytic activ-
ity for the electrochemicaloxygen reduction,electro-
chemicalstability,the mass-transferof redox active
speciestoward thecatalyticsites,and theelectro-
kinetics ofORR process.Regarding the ECSA,there
is no inﬂuence of the cluster size in the range between
30 and 60 nm,butsigniﬁcantinﬂuence ofcurvature
and the chemicalcomposition of the catalystsurface.
The best electrochemical activity was accomplished for
45 nm nanoﬂowers;owing to possible alloying that
enhancethe O2 adsorption and dissociation viaso
called an electronic eﬀect.The electro-kinetic studies
revealedthe highestexchangecurrentdensityfor
oxygen reduction processin this system,indicating
on possible PtPd alloying for the 45NP cluster resulting
in the kinetic currentenhancement.The complemen-
tary impedance studies forthe process controlled by
mass-transporta 0.508 V demonstrated that45NP
sample has the shortestthe eﬀective diﬀusion length
and the highestreactionrate constantamongall
morphologies,leadingto the conclusionthat the
catalystcurvature favors the reactantransporto the
catalytic active sites (for a fresh and degraded sample).
In addition,the 45 nm-size nanoﬂower showed supe-
rior electrochemicalstability thatis believed to be the
combined eﬀect of alloying and the compactness of the
structure. This cluster possesses the Pt-rich surface that
protects underlying Pd atoms againstleaching outat
high potentialand at low pH. For the remaining
samples,Pd atoms are likely located near the surface,
resulting in a rapid Pd dissolution under cathode operating
conditions—thisdestabilizethe entirestructure.The
charge transfer resistance Rctof the 45NP cluster remains
very smallaftera long term degradation revealing out-
standing stability ofthis catalystowing to its rigid and
active structure with Pt-skin (opposite,the Rct increased
severalorders ofmagnitude for30NP and 60NP in the
same degradation regime).
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Fig. S1 XRD patterns of Pt/C commercial catalysts and 30NP, 45NP and 60 NP supported 
on carbon. 
 
Table  S1.  Lattice  constant  calculated  for  the  face-centered  cubic  structure  of  PtPd 
clusters. 
 
Sample Lattice constant (Å) 
Pt reference 3.920 
Pd reference 3.890 
Pt/C 3.917 
30NP 3.907 
45NP 3.908 
60NP 3.904 
 
The number of electrons exchanged in mass-transport limited potential range (0.508 V) 
was calculated according to Levich equation of the diffusion current dependence on the 
rotation speed: 
𝑖𝑑 = 0.602 ∙  ∙  ∙  ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑐  𝐹 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑐  𝐴 ∙ 𝑐  𝑐𝑂2 (𝐷𝑂2)2/3 ∙ 𝛾−1/6 ∙ 𝜔1/2 
Where id is the diffusion current (or Levich current) (A), n is the number of electrons, F is 
the Faraday constant (96485.34 C mol-1), A denotes to the area of the RDE (0.1963 cm-2), 
cO2 is  the  concentration  of  oxygen  in  electrolyte  (1.146.10 -6 mol  cm-3),  D  oxygen 
diffusion  coefficient  in  0.1  M  HClO4  (1.930.10-5  cm-2  s-1),  γ  is  viscosity  of  electrolyte 
(1.01*10-2  cm2  s-1),  ω  RDE  rotational  speed  (1600  rpm  or  167.55  rad  s -1),  values 
according to [S1]. 
 
 
Fig. S2. Spot-resolved EDX mapping of catalytic nanoflowers (example 45NP): Pt and 
Pd  mapping  (left  top)  and  a  relevant TEM  image  (right  top);  bottom  images  represent 
distribution of individual Pt and Pd atoms in this sample. 
 
Table S2. Mass transfer-controlled current and number of electrons exchanged at 0.508 V. 
Sample id ×10-4 (A) n (/) 
30NP (as-prepared) -3.38 1.17 
45NP (as-prepared) -2.61 0.91 
60NP (as-prepared) -2.84 0.99 
30NP (degraded) -2.53 0.88 
45NP (degraded) -2.52 0.87 
60NP (degraded) -2.44 0.85 
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Pd–Pt Alloy Hollow Nanostructures with Enhanced Catalytic Activities for Oxygen 
Reduction. ACS Nano. 2012 Mar 27;6(3):2410-9.  
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The PtPd nanoparticles are synthesized following different methods and intensively investigated for their catalytic properties oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR), with a potential application in fuel cells. The galvanic replacement is an attractive method to prepare
bimetallic particles with high catalytic activity and a high control of the morphology and chemical composition, varying with the
experimental conditions during the synthesis. The influence of the time with the transformation from pure Pd nanocubes to concave
core-shell PtPd nanoparticles synthesized by galvanic replacement is examined: after different times of preparation, the morphology
of the particles was monitored by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS). Via X-Ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD), the crystallographic structure and the variation of size, lattice parameters,
d-spacing, and composition were determined. The extended X-ray fine structure (EXAFS) measurements show the formation of
a PtPd alloy at the surface of the particles for all samples. Finally, the electrochemical determination of the catalytic activity and
stability tests revealed two different particle types as candidates to replace pure Pt as catalyst in the proton exchange membrane fuel
cells (PEMFC) due to their enhanced stability, higher catalytic activity, and lower Pt content.
© 2018 The Electrochemical Society. [DOI: 10.1149/2.0021803jes]
Manuscript submitted August 28, 2017; revised manuscript received January 25, 2018. Published February 8, 2018.
Today, the problems of climate change and the environmental pol-
lution necessitate the replacement of fossil fuels by means of new
energy sources and sustainable technologies. In this regard, proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEFMCs) with their high efficiencies
at ambient temperature represent highly promising alternatives. One
of the main chemical reactions in PEFMCs, the oxygen reduction re-
action (ORR), depends strongly on the usage of suitable catalysts and,
thus, many researchers are working on the development of new mate-
rials with a higher catalytic activity for the ORR. Unfortunately, most
of the catalysts are based on platinum, a transition metal that does
not occur abundantly and is, hence, too expensive for a large scale
utilization. Different approaches are tested aiming at the reduction of
the cost of the cells and the improvement of their performances. The
diminution of the amount of platinum via bimetallic catalysts (core-
shell, alloys. . . )1,2 and nanostructured materials with different shapes
and sizes of particles3,4 is an essential step to succeed. Different tech-
niques exist to prepare the catalysts with one or more components,
like nickel,5 copper,6 and iron7 to obtain particles and study their cat-
alytic activity. During our work on platinum and palladium core-shell
nanoparticles (NPs), we followed the evolution of the structure via
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with energy Dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) observations and extended X-ray
fine structure (EXAFS) measurements and confirmed the results via X-
Ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) after different times of synthesis.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) permit
the calculation of the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA)
and the catalytic activity for ORR. After Tafel and Kouteck y´-Levich
analysis, the electrochemical properties of the particles (catalytic ac-
tivity, kinetic, stability) are compared trying to link the structure and
the physical properties of the particles to their performances. The
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiments complete
the particles characterization. With all these information, high perfor-
mance and stable bimetallic core-shell PtPd nanoparticles are prepared
by galvanic replacement. Furthermore, in-situ XAFS measurements
are carried out to study the formation of oxides on the surface of the
electrode during the oxygen reduction reaction. Our experiments were
based on in-situ XAFS measurement at different potentials and, via
the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra, we observed an evolution
zE-mail: simon.tymen@uni-jena.de
of the particles (with and without oxide). With the iterative transfer
factor analysis (IFTA), we followed the relative concentration of the
oxide at different potentials.8
Method
Synthesis of PtPd nanoparticles.—Depending on the particle’s
type, size, shape, and composition, different methods were used to syn-
thesize PtPd nanoparticles (NPs) in aqueous or organic solution. 9–11
Inspired by the method of Zhang et al., using galvanic replacement
for the synthesis of bimetallic core-shell nanoparticles 12 or PtPd al-
loy nanocages,13 the hexachloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6) was replaced
by potassium tetrachloroplatinate (K 2PtCl4), Sigma Aldrich, 98%),
which possesses platinum(II) instead of platinum(IV). The particles
were prepared in two steps by galvanic replacement: Firstly the syn-
thesis of cubic Pd nanoparticles, followed by the preparation of the
core (Pd)-shell (Pt) nanoparticles. The synthesis of the Pd NPs was
performed in aqueous solution: 0.6 g of ascorbic acid (AA, Sigma
Aldrich, 98%), 3 g of potassium bromide (KBr, Sigma Aldrich, 99%),
1.85 g of potassium chloride (KCl, Sigma Aldrich, 99%), and 1.05 g of
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP, Alfa Aesar, 98%) were added to 80 mL
of distilled water. The solution was sonicated for 2 min and heated to
80◦C. After 10 min, 30 mL of sodium tetrachloropalladate (Na2PtCl4,
6.5 × 10−2 mol L−1, Sigma Aldrich, 98%) were added with a sy-
ringe (1 mL min−1). Afterward, the solution was maintained at 80◦C
under magnetic stirring for 3.5 h. The PtPd NPs were prepared in a
second step: 10 mL of the solution containing Pd nanoparticles were
mixed with 70 mL of an aqueous solution composed of 3 g of KBr and
0.333 g of PVP. The solution was heated to 90◦C and 30 mL of K2PtCl4
(3 × 10−3 mol L−1, Sigma Aldrich, 98%) were added (1 mL min −1)
under magnetic stirring. Different times of synthesis were used to
study the evolution of the particles: 0.6 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, 8 h, and 17 h.
After the synthesis, the particles, collected by centrifugation, were
washed and rinsed several times with water and ethanol. Afterwards,
the solution containing clean particles was dried in the oven at 70◦C.
Coating the particles on carbon powder.—For a sample, com-
posed of 40% particles and 60% of carbon, 40 mg of particles were
added to 25 mL of ethylene glycol (VWR), and the mixture was
sonicated for 15 min. A mixture of 60 mg of Vulcan XC-72R car-
bon powder in 25 mL of ethylene glycol at pH 2 (adjusted with
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nitric acid solution, 2 mol L −1, Sigma Aldrich, 70%, purified by re-
distillation) was sonicated for 30 min. After sonication, both mixtures
were merged, sonicated for 1 h and stirred for one night with a mag-
netic stirrer. Afterwards, the mixture was heated to 40◦C and filtrated.
The resulting particles were collected by microfiltration and dried for
5 h at 70 ◦C in an oven. The analogous method was used for all the
particles.
TEM-EDS characterization.—The nanoparticles were character-
ized with a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-
TEM) JEOL JEM-3010 operating at 300 keV and equipped with an
X-Ray analyzer Oxford. Before the experiments, the aqueous solution
containing the nanoparticles was homogenized by sonication and dis-
persed on a TEM grid (copper covered by a carbon film). The sample
was subsequently dried under vacuum before the introduction in the
main chamber of the TEM.
EXAFS measurements.—The Pt-L III and Pd-K edges EXAFS
measurements were performed at the Rossendorf Beamline (BM20A)
at the European Synchrotron X-Ray Facility (ESRF, Grenoble,
France). The synchrotron beam was monochromatized using a water-
cooled Si(111) double-crystal monochromator (DCM). A first, 1.4 m
long, Pt-coated, meridionally bent Si mirror was used before the DCM
for collimation, and a second, 1.3 m long, Pt-coated, toroidal Si mir-
ror after the DCM was used for vertical and horizontal focusing. The
rejection of higher harmonics of the complete setup is better than
104. The measurements were done at room temperature, either in
transmission or fluorescence mode, using ionization chambers and a
13 elements high-purity Ge detector (Canberra) with a digital spec-
trometer (XIA X-Map). Before measurements, the particles coated
on carbon (40 wt% particles) were compressed to form pellets (1 g)
with addition of boron nitride powder (BN, Sigma Aldrich, 98%) for
a better stability. Energy calibration, averaging of several scans, and
dead-time correction of fluorescence signals were done with the soft-
ware SixPack.14 Subsequent data reduction steps were performed with
the WinXAS software. 15 The spectra were normalized using a first-
order polynomial function fitted through the pre-edge region, and a
second order polynomial function fitted through the post-edge region.
Spectra were then converted from energy into photoelectrons kinetic
energy units (k-space) by arbitrarily assigning the first inflexion point
of the absorption edge to zero energy. The EXAFS oscillations were
extracted by a spline fit to the post-edge region using the auto-spline
algorithm of WinXAS. The such-obtained EXAFS functions were
k3-weighted and then Fourier-transformed to R-space using a Bessel
window function across a k range of 2 to 15 Å −1. Theoretical phase
shift and amplitude functions for the shell fits were calculated with
FEFF 8.2 16 based on Pt, PtPd, and Pd metal clusters with a face-
centered cubic (fcc) crystallographic structure. The shell fit was then
performed with WinXAS to derive coordination numbers (CN), in-
teratomic distances (R), Debye-Waller factors (σ2), and phase shift
correction ( E0). The amplitude reduction factor (S 02) was fixed at
0.8, and the spectra were fitted in R-space (R range of 1.7 to 3 Å).
X-Ray diffraction.—The XRD experiments were done using a
Rigaku Miniflex600 diffractometer equipped with an energy disper-
sive D/teX Ultra silicon strip detector. For XRD measures, Cu-Kα1
radiation (wavelength: 1.54184 Å) was used at 40 kV and 15 mA.
The scanning range (2 θ) was from 30 to 90 ◦ with a scan rate of 1 ◦
min−1 and an interval of 0.02◦. Before characterization, about 30 mg
of catalyst powder was pressed to obtain a homogeneous distribu-
tion in the sample holder. The determination of the composition of
the particles (Pd and Pt molar fraction) was done with Pt, Pd, and
PtPd fcc crystalline structures coming from the Crystallography Open
Database (COD)17 with the software MAUD.18
Electrochemical measurements.—For all the measurements, a po-
tentiostat (Princeton Applied Research VersaStat MC) with a standard
three electrodes configuration was used with a glassy carbon rotational
disk electrode (RDE, Princeton Applied Research, model 636A, ge-
ometric area of 0.1963 cm 2) as the working electrode, a Hg/Hg 2SO4
electrode as the reference electrode, and a platinum wire as counter
electrode. The electrochemical studies were carried out in 70 mL
of HClO 4, (1 × 10−1 mol L−1) electrolytic solution made from 18
M microfiltrated water. Before experiments, the RDE was polished
and rinsed with high purity water. All potentials are given versus the
Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE).
The different nanoparticles were characterized in the form of an ink
made by dissolution of 9 mg of PtPd/C catalyst powder in a mixture
of 0.25 mL of water and 2.25 mL of isopropyl alcohol (IPA, Merck,
99.5%). After 15 min of sonication, 12μL of the ink are deposited on
the RDE glassy carbon support (3× 4 μL) and the film was protected
by the deposition of 7 μL of Nafion (perfluorinated resin solution,
5 wt%, Sigma Aldrich) diluted in methanol (1:100). After deposition,
the fresh film was electrochemically cleaned by CV, 60 cycles from
0.050 to 1.200 V at 0.100 V s−1. The determination of the ECSA was
done with the same method in the same potential range at a scan rate
of 0.020 V s−1 with the electrolyte saturated with N2. After the ECSA
determination, the ORR test and the EIS experiments were conducted
in an HClO 4 (1 × 10−1 mol L−1) O 2-saturated solution. The EIS
was measured at a DC potential of 0.5 V, applying AC frequencies
from 1 × 105 to 5 × 10−2 Hz and with an amplitude of 0.010V, as
well as an RDE rotation velocity of 1600 rpm. The number of elec-
trons exchanged was determined via the Kouteck y´-Levich analysis,
with measurement at different rotational speed, from 100 to 2500
rpm, and the catalytic activity was calculated after measurements by
LSV within a potential range from 0.3 to 1.2 V under rotation (1600
rpm) at 0.005 V s −1. All electrochemical experiments were done at
25◦C.
Results and Discussion
Characterization of the PtPd nanoparticles by TEM and EDS.—
The PtPd nanoparticles were prepared using the galvanic replace-
ment method, and the evolution of their structures was studied after
different times of synthesis. The TEM-EDS investigations permit-
ted the analysis of the structure of the NPs (size, shape, repartition,
and composition) without modification of the samples (the particles
were directly deposited on a TEM grid). The TEM observations re-
vealed a progressive evolution of the NPs with the time of synthesis
(Figure 1), with a particle size of around 20 nm for all the
samples.
Before the galvanic replacement and the addition of Pt, pure Pd NPs
with a well-defined cubic shape and an average size of 18 nm (without
aggregates) were visible. Through the addition of a Pt solution, the
formation of PtPd NPs via galvanic replacement and co-deposition of
Pt was initiated. For the particles prepared within 0.6 h, a thin layer
of Pt (confirmed by EDS) appeared on the surface of the particles
(Figure 2). The Pt film formation started at the corners of the Pd cubes
and the thickness of the Pt shell increased to form a layer of Pt over
the Pd core. The concavity of the NPs and the thickness of the Pt layer
increased with the time of synthesis. After 4 h, the particles are really
concave, including the Pd core.
There were no significant variations of the size of the particles
with the time of synthesis. No aggregates were visible and the shape
of the particles was homogeneous (except for some samples where
some core-shell nanoparticles with a flower structure were visible
after 6 h and 8 h of synthesis). The EDS confirmed that the particles
are composed of Pt, Pd and small quantities of Br. The presence of
bromine in the spectra was due to an incomplete galvanic replacement,
i.e. the bromide was not completely replaced by the Pt. An evolution
of the amounts of Pt and Pd with the time of synthesis was observable
(Table I): The ratio of Pt increased until 4 h and decreased for the
particles synthesized in 6 h, with 22 wt% of Pt. After 8 h, there was
again an augmentation (26 wt% of Pt) and, finally, for the particles
synthesized in 17 h, the ratio of Pt was equivalent to the 4 h particles
(35 wt%).
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Figure 1. Evolution of the nanoparticles structure followed by TEM: Pure
Pd nanocubes (up) and PtPd nanoparticles with different times of synthesis
(down).
XRD analysis.—On the XRD spectra (Figure 3), the main charac-
teristic peaks of the fcc Pt and Pd crystals, corresponding to the planes
(111), (200), (220), and (311) are visible, confirming a fcc crystalline
structure composed of Pd and Pt atoms for all the particles. XRD pat-
terns for the different particles are similar, which denotes analogous
bulk compositions and no peaks that correspond to Pt or Pd oxides
are observable.
After the normalization of the spectra with respect to the intensity
of the well-defined (111)-based peak, the inter-planar distances d were
calculated using the Bragg’s law:
2 · d · si nθ =n · λ [1]
where n is the integer factor, θ is the Bragg’s angle (degrees), and λ
is the wavelength of the X-rays, (Cu- Kα1 radiation, 1.54184 Å). The
average size of the particles, τ, was calculated from the widths of the
(220) diffraction peaks on the spectra via Scherrer’s equation, which
is valid for nanometric objects:
τ = K · λβ ·cosθ [2]
K is a shape factor (between 0.9 and 1.0, here 0.94, considering an
fcc isotropic structure), λ is the wavelength of the X-rays, β (radians)
the FWMH, and θ the Bragg’s angle (degrees) of the peak selected to
calculate the particles size. To obtain an estimation of the quantity of
Pt and Pd in the particles and to compare these values to the results
coming from the EDS measurements, Vegard’s law was applied.19 This
was possible considering the system as a mixture of two components,
a solid solution, with pure Pt and Pd before the mixing and the same
structure (fcc) and temperatures.
So, the composition of the mixture is approximately determined
by the equation:
aPt .(1−x).Pd .x = (1 − x) .aPt + x.aPd [3]
with x as he molar fraction of Pd in the particles.
The lattice parameters of the solid solution a(Pt(1−x)Pdx), were mea-
sured by XRD, and the theoretical values of the lattice parameters of
Pt, aPt, and Pd, aPd, with a fcc crystalline structure came from the COD,
3.923 Å and 3.891 Å, respectively. After the analysis of the spectra,
the evolution of the lattice parameters for the different samples was
studied (Table I).
For the commercial Pt and the Pd spectra, the same diffraction
profile as for a standard material appears, with lattice parameters of
3.894 Å for the Pd and 3.913 Å for the Pt, which deviates negligibly
from the theoretical ones due to inhomogeneities. For the particles, the
lattice parameters and the d-spacing values (the interatomic distance
between the planes of the crystal) are between those of pure Pd and
pure Pt. These two parameters evolved in accordance with the ratio
of Pt in the particles (measured by EDS): the Pt-rich particles feature
higher lattice parameters and d-spacing values, corresponding to the
expansion of the crystalline structure with the replacement of Pd atoms
by Pt.
The different sizes of particles found by application of Scherrer
equation (Eq. 2) were comparable to the sizes estimated from the
TEM images with the software Image J. With the progression of the
times of synthesis, the particle size decreased from 20 nm for the Pd
nanocubes and the Pd-Pt 0.6 h core-shell nanoparticles to 13.4 nm
after 6 h. For longer times, the size increased again to 16 nm. The
first step of the evolution of the chemical composition of the particles,
determined using Vegard’s law and the weight fraction measured by
EDS, was similar, featuring an increasing Pt ratio for 4 h (35 wt%
Figure 2. TEM observations of Pd nanocubes (left), the formation of a thin layer in the surface of the nanocubes for the particles synthesized in 0.6 h (middle)
and the apparition of a concave structure for the particles synthesized in 4 h (right).
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Table I. Summary of the results from the XRD measurements and composition of the particles (Pd and PtPd samples) measured by EDS (error
10%).
Sample
Lattice
parameter (Å) d-spacing (Å)
Size (nm)
(XRD)
Pd molar
fraction (%)
(XRD)
Size (nm)
(TEM)
Pd weight
(wt%) (EDS)
Pt weight
(wt%) (EDS)
Pd molar
fraction (%)
(EDS)
Pd 3.891 2.2468 19.24 100 16.1 100 0 100
PtPd 0.6 h 3.892 2.2471 20.03 94 17.2 91 9 96
PtPd 2 h 3.894 2.2482 15.53 88 16.2 81 19 87
PtPd 4 h 3.900 2.2517 14.39 70 14.6 65 35 70
PtPd 6 h 3.897 2.2496 13.43 78 14.7 78 22 80
PtPd 8 h 3.893 2.2479 16.74 91 16.4 74 26 80
PtPd 17 h 3.896 2.2498 16.06 82 15.7 65 35 71
Pt), followed by a diminution of the Pt content after 6 h. Afterwards,
XRD experimental results indicate a further decreasing Pt content (8
h), which rises again for the 17 h samples. In contrast, according to
EDS, the Pt content is continuously increasing from 6 h to 17 h. These
differences probably come from derivations of the law, which were
already observed by other researchers working on alloys.20,21
EXAFS measurements.—The EXAFS measurements at Pt-LIII
for the different PtPd nanoparticles coated on carbon were compared
to pure Pt foil and Pt/C commercial sample, to see the differences
between pure Pt and the particles. The Fourier-transformed spectra are
presented in Figure 4. The data collected at the Pt-LIII edge showed a
well-defined double peak between 2 and 3 Å (uncorrected phase shift)
for all the PtPd nanoparticles.
The FEFF modeling using clusters with different ratios of Pd and
Pt revealed that this double peak arises from the presence of both Pt
and Pd neighbors in a (nearly) equal proportion within the first shell.
By comparison, the commercial Pt showed only one peak as expected
from the exclusive presence of Pt neighbors.
At the Pd-K edge, the main strong peak in the Fourier-transformed
spectra at R 2.74 Å suggests the predominance of only one type
of neighbors (Figure 4), most likely the Pd, which was confirmed
by the shell fit of the data (Tables II and III). As shown by the Pt-
Pt and Pt-Pd data, Pt is surrounded by both Pt and Pd neighbors at
distances of 2.72 to 2.74 Å, which is in line with the crystallographic
value of 2.74 Å. 22 The sum of both Pt-Pt and Pt-Pd CNs is close to
12, considering the relatively high error of 25%, coming from the
FEFF model used to fit the spectra and the error of fitting, and the
Figure 3. Shift-corrected and normalized XRD spectra with the Miller indices
of the different catalysts: Pd nanocubes (black) and PtPd NPs: 0.6 h (red), 2 h
(green), 4 h (orange), 6 h (violet), 8 h (brown), 17 h (blue) and pure Pt (pink),
and Pd (marine).
Pd:Pt ratio is slightly above 1. Relatively small Debye-Waller factors
indicate a small static and vibrational disorder. All these results are
in line with the fcc structure (also validated by XRD), where the Pt
resides in a local structure surrounded by Pd and Pt atoms.
For the data at the Pd-K edge (Table III), the Pd-Pd distance of
the nanoparticles as well as for the Pd reference is also 2.74 Å, as
expected for the fcc structure. 12 In contrast, the Pd-Pt bond length
of 2.71 Å was slightly but significantly smaller than the bond length
measured for the Pd-Pd pairs. Unlike the Pt values, the Pd-K edge
based CNs suggested that the Pd is prevalently surrounded by other
Pd atoms (CNs between 9.5 and 11.2) and only by a smaller number of
Pt atoms (CNs between 0.6 and 1.8); the variation of the CNs among
the different samples was not statistically significant.
The results of the analysis of the EXAFS spectra from both the
Pd-K and Pt-L III edges can be explained with a well-structured Pd
Figure 4. Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of the NPs at Pd-K (up) and
Pt-LIII (down) edges. Pure Pt or Pd metal (black), Pd nanocubes (marine) and
PtPd NPs: 0.6 h (red), 2 h (green), 4 h (orange), 6 h (violet), 8 h (brown),
17 h (blue). Insets: fitting of the PtPd 2h NPs: experimental (red line) and
fitted (dotted blue line) Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra (R range 1.7–3,
k3 weighted, S02 = 0.8).
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Table II. Coordination numbers (CN), interatomic distances (R), Debye Waller factors (σ2), and energy shifts ( E0) at the Pt-LIII edge.
Pt-LIII edge
Pt-Pt shell Pt-Pd shell
Sample CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] E0 [eV] Rfactor2 res (%)
PtPd 0.6 h 6.7 2.72 0.0058 4.8 2.72 0.0058 5.9 5.4
PtPd 2 h 6.2 2.73 0.0057 5.1 2.73 0.0057 7.1 4.0
PtPd 4 h 8.7 2.75 0.0055 3.5 2.74 0.0055 8.3 2.3
PtPd 6 h 6.7 2.74 0.0061 4.8 2.74 0.0061 7.8 3.3
PtPd 8 h 7.3 2.74 0.0056 4.8 2.74 0.0056 7.7 2.2
PtPd 17 h 7.6 2.74 0.0056 4.3 2.74 0.0056 7.8 2.7
Table III. Coordination numbers (CN), interatomic distances (R), Debye Waller factors (σ2), and energy shifts ( E0) at the Pd-K edge.
Pd-K edge
Pd-Pt shell Pd-Pd shell
Sample CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] E0 [eV] Rfactor2 res (%)
PtPd 0.6 h 0.6 2.71 0.0051 11.2 2.74 0.0009 9.1 0.3
PtPd 2 h 1.4 2.71 0.0054 10.7 2.74 0.0054 5.4 1.6
PtPd 4 h 1.7 2.71 0.0053 10.5 2.74 0.0053 5.6 1.7
PtPd 6 h 1.7 2.72 0.0053 9.5 2.74 0.0056 8.7 4.2
PtPd 8 h 1.7 2.70 0.0053 10.2 2.74 0.0053 5.1 1.3
PtPd 17 h 1.8 2.71 0.0052 10.2 2.74 0.0052 5.3 1.5
metal core where most of the Pd atoms possess Pd neighbors and that
is surrounded by a thin Pt shell with most of the Pt atoms having Pd
neighbors. Confirming the TEM and EDS observations, the higher co-
ordination numbers for the Pt-Pt bond from the Pt-LIII measurements
(Table II) suggest an aggregation of Pt in the surface, with a little
increase after 8 and 17 h of synthesis. The fitting of EXAFS spectra
at Pt-LIII edge, with an increasing of the coordination numbers for the
Pt-Pt bond when the Pt content increase also correlates well with the
EDS results.
Electrochemical properties.—Electrochemically active surface
area (ECSA).—The ECSA was determined using the charge trans-
ferred during the hydrogen adsorption/desorption on the surface of
the electrode (Q H) and the mass (m) of deposited catalyst PtPd/C.
These chemical processes appear on the voltammograms between
0.05 and 0.30 V (Figure 5). Q H was calculated by integration of the
area under the CV curve (Eq. 4):
Q H =
∫ i d E
ν [4]
where i is the current, E is the potential, and ν is the scan rate. The
ECSA was calculated following Eq. 5, considering a reference charge
density for the oxidation of a monolayer of hydrogen of 2.4 × 10−4
C. cm−2 for the pure Pd and 2.1 × 10−4 C. cm−2 for the pure Pt
and PtPd nanoparticles. The roughness factor 23 (Eq. 6) permits the
comparison of the active surface area (A real) and the geometric area
of the electrode (Ageometric) of the different samples (Figure 6).
EC S A = 1
2.1 × 10−4 ×
QH
m Pt Pd
[5]
r f = Ar ealAgeometr i c
wi t h Ar eal = QHm Pt Pd
[6]
All ECSA and roughness factor values possess an estimated total
error (experimental and mathematical) of more than 10% with three
samples per particle batch. The ECSA values are in the same range
like the literature values for PtPd NPs coated on carbon.24 For all CVs
(Figure 5), three characteristic regions are visible on the voltammo-
grams: Firstly, the hydrogen adsorption-desorption between 0.05 and
0.30 V, with the adsorption of hydrogen from 0.05 to 0.075 V and
the desorption until 0.30 V. Subsequently, the double layer charging
(0.30 to 0.65 V), and, between 0.65 and 1.20 V, the formation and
adsorption of hydroxide anions and oxygen on the catalyst followed
by their reduction take place (Figure 5). The ECSA for the 4 h PtPd
NPs (100.6 m 2. g−1) is higher than for the commercial Pt coated on
carbon (84.04 m2. g−1), while the ECSA of the particles synthesized
in 2 h is similar. A significant increase of the ECSA between pure Pd
and PtPd core-shell nanoparticles is apparent, with high ECSA values
for the particles (Table IV) with a concave shape and a thin layer of
PtPd visible on the TEM images (cf. Figures 1 and 2). For the particles
with a longer time of synthesis (6 and 8 h), the ECSA decreases, with
Figure 5. Voltammograms for the ECSA determination. Up: Pure Pd (black)
and PtPd NPs, 0.6 h (red), PtPd 2 h (green), 4 h (orange). Down: Pt (black)
and PtPd NPs, 6 h (violet), 8 h (brown), 17 h (blue).
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Figure 6. Electrochemically surface area (red) with errors (black) and rough-
ness factors (blue) for the different samples.
values lower than the pure Pd nanocubes. After 17 h, the ECSA is
again higher than for pure Pd nanoparticles, in the same range of the
particles synthesized in less than 4 h. The higher ECSA values for
the core-shell PtPd NPs (except for the particles synthesized within 6
and 8 h) compared to the pure Pd nanocubes are caused by different
factors. Using the galvanic replacement, the formation of a thin Pt or
PtPd layer on the surface of the Pd core occurs, which is visible in
the TEM images and confirmed by the EDS measurements. The Pt
shell thickness is a main parameter to control the activity of core-shell
catalysts.25
Furthermore, the geometric and electronic structure of the core is
also important for the catalytic performances. With the development
of concave nanoparticles, the structure changes significantly and im-
portant modifications of the particle shape and the thickness of the
shell occur. The co-deposition of Pt and the replacement of Br atoms
during the synthesis, with the formation of a PtPd alloy (cf. EXAFS
results) with a different electronic structure, leads to additional chem-
ical active sites,26 which may also cause a higher ECSA value. In
addition, the Pt:Pd ratio within the particles has a great influence on
the ECSA and the ORR performance. 27–29 Consequently, the evolu-
tion of the roughness factor with the time of synthesis shows a good
correlation with the ECSA (Figure 6).
The small values for the particles synthesized in 6 and 8 h indicate
a worse adsorption and desorption of hydrogen at the surface of the
electrode. The alloy formed in the shell of the particles changes, with
an evolution of the crystalline (lattice parameters and d-spacing) and
atomic structure (coordination numbers and interatomic distances)
with the synthesis time, affecting the electrochemical properties. The
evolution of the shape of the particles, from pure Pd nanocubes to
concave core-shell concave nanocubes, and the different Pt:Pd ratios
with the time of synthesis also contribute to new chemical properties.
A quantification by ICP-MS, and XPS measurements, is necessary to
Figure 7. Characteristic voltammograms for the ORR of NPs and pure Pt
coated on carbon in O2 saturated HClO4 aqueous solution (1.2 to 0.4 V, 5 mV
s−1, 1600 rpm).
gain more information, in particular via the detection of very small
concentrations and their distribution on the surface of the particles.
Oxygen reduction reaction.—The ORR kinetic was studied apply-
ing the Koutecky´-Levich equation on the parameters extracted from
the voltammetric experiments. The electrical current (i), measured by
LSV, was transformed into the current density j using the geomet-
ric area of the electrode (0.1963 cm 2). Three different regions are
apparent in the voltammograms: Until 0.60 V, the reaction on the sur-
face of the electrode is controlled by diffusion processes (the mass
transport). When the potential increases, between 0.60 and 0.85 V,
diffusional and kinetic processes occur on the surface of the electrode
with adsorption and desorption of oxygen atoms and OH radicals, and
a possible formation of H2O2. Finally, up to 0.85 V, the dominant pro-
cesses are pure kinetic phenomena. In the voltammograms (Figure 7),
the onset of the ORR for the pure Pd is found at 0.75 V. For the dif-
ferent PtPd NPs and the pure Pt sample, the onset potential increases
gradually until 0.87 V. Working with a RDE at 1600 rpm ensures fast
convective transport of the active species. The catalytic activities of
the particles were compared via the mass activity jmass, defined as the
kinetic current density jk, normalized to the mass of nanoparticles that
is deposited on the surface of the electrode, mPtPd. The current density
j from the measurement using an RDE at 1600 rpm is composed of
the kinetic current density jk and the Levich current density jL by the
Koutecky´-Levich equation:
1
j
= 1
jL
+ 1
jk
[7]
The kinetic current density j k is calculated with the values of the
current densities j at 0.85 V and j L at 0.50 V for the anodic scan.
The received kinetic current density at 0.85 V was normalized to the
Table IV. Catalytic properties and their evolution for the ORR.
ORR (0.85 V) A. g−1
Sample ECSA (m2. g−1) Roughness factor n (e−) exchanged Fresh Degraded Change (%)
Pd nanocubes 33.3 3.7 1.95 4.8 4.7 2
PtPd 0.6 h 80.8 7.9 2.57 17.6 15.1 14
PtPd 2 h 86.8 8.4 1.58 24.7 19.1 22
PtPd 4 h 100.6 8.5 1.93 33.4 32.7 2
PtPd 6 h 34.7 3.4 1.45 6.7 5.5 18
PtPd 8 h 22.6 2.2 1.25 8.1 9 2
PtPd 17 h 69.3 6.7 1.78 16.8 16.5 2
Commercial Pt 84.0 7.1 4.06 17.9 15.4 14
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mass of catalyst (mPtPd) to compare the catalytic performances of the
particles for the ORR:
jmass = jkm Pt Pd
[8]
For the different samples, the ORR mass activities were determined
(Table IV) whereas the Pd nanocubes show the lowest mass activity
(4.8 A. g−1) due to the absence of Pt. It is known from literature that
Pd possesses a significantly lower catalytic activity for the oxygen
reduction reaction in acid media than Pt or bimetallic NPs based
on Pd alloys 30 or core-shell structures.31,32 The addition of another
metal6,33 improves the catalytic properties through an increase of the
number of active sites and a modification of the electronic structure
of the particles. After 0.6 h, the mass activity of the NPs is more than
three times higher (17.6 A. g −1) than for Pd nanocubes and close to
the commercial Pt (17.9 A. g −1). From 0.6 to 4 h, the ORR activity
of the particles increases further and is superior to the commercial Pt
after 2 h (24.7 A. g−1) and 4 h (33.4 A. g−1). The galvanic replacement
increases the concentration of Pt by co-deposition and replacement of
Br atoms by Pt atoms, increasing the number of the active sites for
the ORR. The most promising particles were synthesized in 4 h, with
a Pd molar fraction of 0.7, which is favorable for the ORR.25,30,12
Like for the ECSA, the particles synthesized in 6 and 8 h have
a lower mass activity (6.7 and 8.1 A. g−1 respectively), still higher
than pure Pd nanocubes. For longer synthesis times, the mass activity
increases again slightly lower than for pure commercial Pt catalyst
after 17 h of synthesis (16.8 A. g−1). For the different stages of the NPs
synthesis, the catalytic properties of the particles are not only linked
to the amount of Pt but also to the chemical active area (ECSA and
roughness factor): The catalytic performances for the ORR correlate
well with the ECSA with a high catalytic activity of the ORR in case
of high ECSA values. As observed on TEM images, the evolution
of the particles (atomic and crystalline structure, shape) influences
the catalytic properties, namely the area of the active surface for the
ORR.34,35
Stability of the catalyst.—In addition to their catalytic perfor-
mances, the particles need to be stable with no decrease of mass
activity even after long times of utilization. To study the stability of
the NPs, their mass activities were determined before and after 2000
CV cycles (between 0.05 V and 1.20 V with a scan range of 0.10
V s−1), revealing a different stability behavior (Table IV). Taking in
account the experimental error ( 10%), the mass activity was stable
for the Pd nanocubes and the PtPd NPs that were synthesized in 4 h,
8 h, and 17 h. For the other samples, a decrease of the mass activity
was observed, namely for the particles synthesized in 0.6 h (14%), 2 h
(22%), and 6 h (18%) as well as for the commercial Pt (14%). For the
studied samples, the particles synthesized with a molar fraction of Pd
of 0.70 and 0.95 show a stable catalytic activity, with a high chemical
and physical stability than the other particles.
Comparison of the kinetic properties of the NPs for the ORR.—
The ORR at the surface of the electrode in HClO4 aqueous solution is
divided in different steps following two different mechanisms36,37 the
dissociative and the associative one.
The dissociative mechanism appears like the break of the O-O
bond by adsorption of O atoms on chemically active site (M) on the
surface of the electrode and the formation of oxides (Pt or Pd oxide)
(I). The reaction of the oxide with a proton and one electron creates a
hydroxide (II). The bond between Pd or Pt and OH dissociates in acid
solution and water is formed (III).
1
2
O2 + M → O − M [I]
O − M + H+ + e− → H O − M [II]
M − O H + H+ + e− → M + H2 O [III]
The associative mechanism includes the oxygen reduction via the
formation of peroxide intermediates:
M + O2 → OO − M [IV]
OO − M + H+ + e− → M − OO H [V]
M − OO H + H+ + e− → H2 O + O − M [VI]
O − M + H+ + e− → M − O H [VII]
M − O H + H+ + e− → M + H2 O [VIII]
The formation of H 2O2 is also possible in step VI via the desorption
of HO2 from the surface. Thus the occurrence of hydrogen peroxide
as a stable compound indicates an incomplete electron transfer. Via
Tafel and Levich analysis, the limiting step in the ORR process was
investigated. The Levich analysis was executed using different rota-
tional speeds (0, 100, 400, 900, 1600, and 2500 rpm) and the number
of exchanged electrons, n, was calculated via the Levich equation:
iL = 0.620.n.F.A.C0.D 23. γ−16 .ω12 [9]
iL is the Levich (or diffusion) current measured at 0.5 V, F the Fara-
day constant (96485 C. mol−1), A the geometric area of the electrode
(0.1963 cm2), C0 the concentration of the molecular oxygen in satu-
rated solution (1.26 × 10−6 mol. cm−3), D the diffusion coefficient of
the oxygen in the solution (1.67 × 10−5 cm2. s−1), γ the kinetic vis-
cosity of the electrolyte (1.009× 10−2 cm2. s−1), and ω the rotational
speed of the RDE (rad. s−1). The analysis revealed that the number
of exchanged electrons is close to 2 for the PtPd NPs and close to
4 for the pure Pt (Figure 8, Table V). The transfer of two electrons
during the ORR revealed the formation of hydrogen peroxide during
the reaction, reducing the catalytic activity. The presence of bromide
in the nanoparticles poisoned the ORR with Br at the surface of the
particles on chemical active sites, reducing the ECSA and the catalytic
activity.
Applying a Tafel plot, the exchange current density, j0, an important
parameter for the comparison of the catalytic properties of the NPs,
was determined by the extrapolation of the experimental Tafel line to
the thermodynamic potential for the ORR (1.23 V) using the simplified
Tafel equation:
E = a + b × log jk [10]
The analysis of the Tafel plots (Figure 9, Table V) revealed a pseudo-
linear region of the curves between 0.75 and 0.9 V with two slopes,
between 0.056 and 0.075 V dec −1 for low current densities and be-
tween 0.111 and 0.162 V dec−1 for high current densities. These slopes
are in the same range as in the literature, 38,39 0.060 V dec−1 for low
and 0.120 V dec−1 for high current densities.
The presence of a slope close to 0.060 V dec −1 at high poten-
tials (higher than 0.8 V) revealed a mix Pt/PtO at the surface of the
electrode. In presence of Pt oxide, the rate determining step (RDS)
is a pseudo two electrons transfer while for the pure Pt surface, (low
potentials, high current density) the RDS is the first electron transfer
of the oxygen reduction reaction (with the assumption of the adsorp-
tion of O 2 according to a Langmuir isotherm). 40,41 The coverage or
adsorption of oxygen-containing species causes changes in the kinetic
of the oxygen reduction reaction, as it is confirmed by the results of
the Tafel and Levich analysis.
For the studied samples, the values of the different current ex-
change densities are not completely in agreement with the ORR per-
formances: the catalytic activity for the ORR is higher for the particles
synthesized in 0.6 h and 2 h, with the exchange current densities lower
than for the 17 h nanoparticles.
The catalytic performances of the particles could be higher with
more active sites on the surface, with an easier adsorption-desorption,
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Figure 8. Levich diagrams for the different samples. Intensity measured at
0.4 V at different rotational speeds (black points), and red lines linearization
following the Koutecky Levich equation. The green lines correspond to an
exchange of two electrons and the blue lines to a transfer of 4 electrons during
the ORR.
and with less formation of hydrogen peroxide, which poisons the ORR.
Even if the number of electrons is two during the ORR, the higher
catalytic properties of the PtPd NPs synthesized in 2 and 4 h can be
explained by a higher number of chemical active sites, permitting to
compensate the formation of oxygen peroxide. For the majority of
the samples, the exchange current density decreases after the stability
test, indicating a degradation of the particles, leading to deteriorated
catalytic properties.
Study of the mass transport phenomena by electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS).—The EIS measurements were done
Table V. Evolution of the kinetic parameters determined by Tafel
analysis.
Fresh samples Degraded samples
1st Tafel 2nd Tafel 1st Tafel 2nd Tafel
slope slope slope slope
Sample (V .dec−1) (V .dec−1) (V .dec−1) (V .dec−1)
PtPd 0.6 h 0.058 0.110 0.053 0.109
PtPd 2 h 0.073 0.154 0.060 0.148
PtPd 4 h 0.058 0.122 0.054 0.131
PtPd 6 h 0.053 0.104 0.050 0.096
PtPd 8 h 0.053 0.106 0.053 0.107
PtPd 17 h 0.057 0.134 0.061 0.127
Commercial Pt 0.052 0.133 0.054 0.105
applying a constant convection with a RDE at 1600 rpm with an aque-
ous HClO4 (0.1 mol L−1) solution as electrolyte support ensuring neg-
ligible migration phenomena 42 and a constant oxygen concentration
at the electrode/electrolyte interface. For the analysis of the spectra,
the samples were considered without space between the support, the
particles, and the Nafion layer. The impedance was measured at a
DC potential of 0.5 V, enabling a reaction that is controlled by the
diffusion processes. The resulting EIS spectra, typical from diffusion
Figure 9. Tafel plots (up) before and (down) after the stability test for Pt and
PtPd NPs.
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Figure 10. Experimental (black dots) and fitted (red lines) Nyquist diagrams
for the nanoparticles with different synthesis times.
controlled reaction, feature two different parts in the Nyquist plots
(Figure 10).
At high frequencies, a straight line with an angle versus the x-axis
that is close to 45 ◦ occurs for all the samples. It is followed by a
degenerated arc for the 6 h and 8 h samples, while a line with an angle
versus the x-axis close to 90◦ appears at low frequencies for the other
samples (including pure Pt). These plots are similar to the theoretical
diagrams of a Randles circuit43 with finite diffusion with reflective or
transmissive boundary (Figure 11).
Within the Randles model circuit, the first resistor (RS) corresponds
to the resistance of the electrolyte. The presence of one inductor (L),
connected in series with the resistor RS traduces the experimental er-
rors. The Faradaic processes are represented by the combination of
a charge transfer resistor (R CT), which represents the resistance for
charge carriers to pass the electrolyte/electrode interface, a Warburg
element to model the diffusion phenomena, and a constant phase el-
ement (CPE), a non-ideal capacitor, which is connected in parallel
and describes the capacitance of the double layer between the elec-
trolyte and the electrode surface. The double layer is formed by the
separation of the ions and charged species accumulated at the sur-
face of the electrode under the influence of the applied potential. The
resulting capacitance is not represented by an ideal capacitor due to
heterogeneities in the electrodes: rough and porous electrodes, inho-
Figure 11. Theoretical Nyquist diagrams for a finite reflective (left) and trans-
missive (right) diffusion, with the equivalent Randles circuit (inset).
mogeneous catalyst repartition on the surface of the electrode, and
the Nafion layer covering the particles. The total impedance of the
system is a combination of the individual impedances of the electrical
components present in the equivalent circuit:
ZT OT AL = Z Rs + ZL + Z(C P E,RCT ,W ) [11]
with the different impedances: ZRs for the resistance of the electrolyte,
ZRct for the charge transfer resistance, ZL for the inductor with an in-
ductance L, ZCPE for the CPE with a capacitance Q and a dimensionless
factor n, and ZW for the Warburg element.
Z Rs =Rs , Z RCT =RCT , ZL= j.ω.L and Z C P E=
1
Q( jω)n [12]
Considering a finite diffusion in the diffusion-controlled region,
the impedance of the Warburg element, ZW, can be represented by the
equation:
ZW = RD
jωL2D
D
× tanh jωL
2
D
D
for a transmitting diffusion [13]
And
ZW = RD
jωL2D
D
× cot h jωL
2
D
D
for a reflective diffusion [14]
RD is the diffusion resistance, D is the diffusion coefficient, LD is
the thickness of the diffusion layer and ω the radial frequency (ω
= 2.π.f). In the case of finite diffusion, the Nyquist diagrams are
separated in two different regions at the diffusion frequency ωD. Up
to this, the impedance response is a pure Warburg diffusion while at
lower frequencies ( ω→0), the impedance response depends on the
chemical diffusing species: when an accumulation of species occurs
at the surface of the electrode (x=LD), the diffusion is reflective, with
a diffusion capacitance C D and, in case of transmitting or absorbing
diffusion, the diffusing species at the surface of the electrode are di-
rectly consumed with a limiting diffusion resistance RD. These values
depend of the chemical system and the applied potential, without dis-
tinction among the charged species (metal, carbon support, Nafion and
ionic species). The constant of diffusion, τ, for the layer of effective
diffusion thickness L is defined as:
τ = L
2
D
[15]
All the Nyquist plots (Figure 10) show finite diffusion phenomena
during the impedance measurements at 0.5 V. After the Warburg dif-
fusion at high frequencies (straight line at 45◦), two different features
were found: a straight line with an angle versus the x-axis close to
90◦, characteristic of a finite diffusion with reflective boundaries oc-
curs for all the samples except for PtPd 6 h and PtPd 8 h. For these two
samples, the impedance spectra are composed of a straight line at 45◦
at high frequencies and a formation of an arc for the low frequencies,
which is characteristic of a diffusion layer with transmissive bound-
ary. However, after fitting, small differences were visible between the
investigated samples (Table VI).
The resistance of the electrolyte (R S) is close to 30 and shows
only small variations. For all measurements, the resistance for the
charge transfer (RCT) is small, around 0.5 to 1.0 for the PtPd NPs
and even 0.2 for the pure Pt, indicating a facile charge transfer.
RCT is decreasing for the particles with an increasing concentration
of Pt: 1.01 for the particles synthesized in 0.6 h (Pt molar fraction
4.1%) to 0.16 for the pure Pt. The particles prepared in 6 h are an
exception, with a smaller resistance for the charge transfer and a Pt
molar fraction of 19.5%. This can be a result of a Pt-rich surface but is
in contradiction to the bad catalytic properties. It could be explained
by the absence of a PtPd alloy in the surface of the particles and a
reduction or disappearing of the electronic effect, inducing a reduction
of the catalytic activity. The dimensionless factor of the CPE, n, is
close to 1, so the parameter Q can be considered as a capacitance,
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Table VI. Characteristics of the equivalent circuit after fitting of the impedance spectra for the different NPs.
Sample Rs ( ) RCT ( ) L(H) × 10−5 Q (F) × 10−4 n RW ( ) τW (s) × 10−5 WN L (μm)
PtPd 0.6 h 30.3 1.01 1.6 1.13 0.94 11.4 7.6 0.47 3.56
PtPd 2 h 30.5 0.78 1.6 5.60 0.84 49.6 42.1 0.47 8.38
PtPd 4 h 28.0 0.53 1.7 0.04 0.90 11.3 12.7 0.47 4.61
PtPd 6 h 23.7 0.48 1.4 0.30 0.80 14.2 13.7 0.46 4.78
PtPd 8 h 34.8 0.88 1.9 3.86 0.94 73.8 10.2 0.47 4.13
PtPd 17 h 31.4 0.52 1.7 1.88 0.93 18.7 4.9 0.48 2.86
Commercial Pt 24.6 0.16 1.4 13.9 0.85 17.9 37.8 0.47 7.95
indicating the accumulation of charged species in the diffusion layer.
The small values of Q, depending on different parameters,44 vary
between 4 × 10−6 F (PtPd 4 h) and 1.39 × 10−3 F (Commercial Pt).
For all the PtPd particles, according to the values after fitting, the
ionic accumulation is small, particularly for the particles prepared in
4 and 6 h (4 × 10−6 and 3 × 10−5 F, respectively). The transmitting
diffusion phenomena resorting from the impedance spectra of the
particles prepared in 6 and 8 h, may reflect the low adsorption of
the chemical active species (especially the oxygen) at the surface of
the particles and so would thus justify the low catalytic performances
of these particles. The higher Warburg resistance indicated a lower
diffusion of charged species, hence reducing the catalytic activity of
the particles synthesized in 8 h.
For the other samples, the reflecting diffusion can traduce the ad-
sorption of oxygen atoms and better catalytic properties but without
clear link with the catalytic performances. The mass transport, repre-
sented by the Warburg diffusion resistance depends on the shape and
the chemical composition of the particles. For the particles prepared
in 2 h (with the second ECSA and ORR properties), it can be com-
pensated by a higher capacitance but not for the particles synthesized
in 4 h. Concerning the diffusion characteristics, in the case of the
ORR, the diffusion constant is associated to the potential-dependent
adsorption of O2, the dissociation of the O-O bond and the different
chemical steps of the reaction, depending on the applied potential.
The inverse of the diffusion constant, τ−1 is related to the desorption
rate constant of the intermediates of the ORR. At 0.5 V, the particles
synthesized in 17 h show the highest desorption rate, followed by the
particles synthesized in 0.6 h, 8 h, 4 h, 6 h, commercial Pt, and 2
h, with significant inferior values. Compared to the particles PtPd 17
h, the diffusion layer is really thick for the pure Pt and the PtPd 2 h
NPs. The small values of the Warburg impedance (between 11.4 and
73.8 ) and charge transfer resistance agree with structured nanopar-
ticles possessing a high number of chemical active sites, enhancing
the charge transfer, and confirm the phenomena of mass transport at
0.5 V. However, the results of the impedance do not clearly confirm
the catalytic performances and the physico-chemical properties of the
particles determined by TEM-EDS, XRD, EXAFS, and LSV. Further
measurements with a higher frequency range and with an electromag-
netic protection (Faraday cage) can improve the EIS characterization.
Conclusions
The palladium (core) - platinum (shell) nanoparticles were syn-
thesized by galvanic replacement and studied after different times of
synthesis to establish relationships between the physical properties,
the chemical compositions and the catalytic activity regarding the
oxygen reduction reaction, a crucial reaction in fuel cells. TEM mea-
surements revealed the evolution of the shape of the particles, from fcc
pure palladium to cubic-concave core-shell bimetallic nanoparticles.
The chemical composition of the particles varied, with an increasing
amount of platinum until 4 h of synthesis (Pt molar fraction 0.3) and
a subsequent decrease until 8 h, followed by a final increase up to
17 h. However, future experiments that offer a higher precision (e.g.
ICP-MS) are necessary. The formation of a platinum-palladium al-
loy within the outer shell of the particles and a modification of the
structure of the nanoparticles was revealed by EXAFS studies and
by XRD measurements, respectively. Further XPS and in-situ XPS
experiments would be helpful to complete the characterization of the
particles. The determination of the electrochemically active surface
area (ECSA) and the catalytic activities for the oxygen reduction
reaction by CV and LSV permitted to compare the catalytic perfor-
mances and stabilities of the nanoparticles. As expected, the addition
of platinum with the formation of an alloy in the shell of the particles
influences the catalytic activity and stability. After 0.6 h, particles with
a small amount of platinum (molar fraction of 0.05) and an activity
and stability close to a pure commercial Pt catalyst are obtained. After
2 h, the catalyst shows a superior catalytic activity compared to the
pure platinum and the best performance is achieved for the particles
synthesized within 4 h, with a stable catalytic activity that is two times
higher than for pure platinum and a lower amount of the expensive
metal (Pt molar fraction of 0.7).
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Abstract 
Platinum-palladium nanoparticles are synthesized and characterized with re-
gard to their application in fuel cells due to their high (electro) catalytic activ-
ity.  Diﬀerent  preparation  times  are  applied  leading  to  diﬀerent  structures, 
from  Pd  cubic  to  core-shell  PtPd  concave,  and  diﬀerent  chemical  composi-
tions.  The  resulting  particles  are  studied  via  Transmission  Electron  Micro-
scopy  (TEM)  and in- situ X-ray  absorption  ﬁne  structure  (XAFS)  measure-
ments.  The  latter  allows  the  investigation  of  the  oxygen  reduction  reaction 
following the variations with varying applied potentials by analysis using the 
Iterative  Transformation  Factor  Analysis  (ITFA)  and  the  creation  of  a  two- 
component system that consists of metallic Pt-Pd and the related oxide. With 
the  used  model,  the  diﬀerent  concentrations  of  the  oxide  are  linked  to  the 
consecutive  chemical  steps  of  the  oxygen  reduction  reaction.  Finally,  the 
catalytic  activity  of  the  particles  is  determined  via  linear  scanning  voltam-
metry  and  reveals  a  dependence  on  the  shape  and  the  composition  of  the 
particles. 
 
Keywords 
Platinum, Palladium, Nanoparticles, Oxygen Reduction Reaction,   
In- Situ XAFS, ITFA 
 
1. Introduction 
Platinum features an outstanding catalytic activity for various reactions, in par-
ticular the oxygen reduction  reaction (ORR), and the oxidation of the ethanol, 
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76 
and  the  methanol.  These  three  reactions  are  key  steps  in  the  working  cycle  of 
proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEFMCs) and direct methanol fuel cells 
(DMFCs),  which  represent  promising  alternatives  to  fossil  fuels  as  a  power 
source  for  vehicles.  The  performances  of  the  catalysts  based  on  Pt  can  be  im-
proved by the incorporation of nanostructures with higher active surface areas 
and, hence, higher efficiencies regarding the targeted chemical reactions. Con-
sequently, diﬀerent types of nanoparticles were synthesized possessing diﬀerent 
sizes  and  shapes:  Nanocubes  [1],  nanospheres  [2]  and  bimetallic  particles,  like 
Pt-Cu [3], Pt-Pd  [4], Pt-Ni  [5], which enable the enhancement of the catalytic 
activity  and  also  the  reduction  of  the  required  amount  of  expensive  platinum. 
The bimetallic particles are, e.g., alloys [6], core-shell particles [7], or nanocages 
[8]. In this work, we study Pt-Pd core-shell nanoparticles that are synthesized by 
galvanic replacement applying varying synthesis times. Diﬀerent studies on Pt- 
Pd nanoparticles and their catalytic activity regarding the ORR were already rea-
lized,  but  we  intended  to  monitor  the  evolution  of  the  surface  of  the  particles 
during the diﬀerent steps of the reaction, namely the adsorption of oxygen and 
formation of oxides, through the monitoring of the Pt-Pd and Pt-O bond. Here, 
the in- situ XAFS technique represents a powerful method to study the surface of 
the  particles  during  the  ORR  [1]  [9]  [10].  However,  for  the in- situ  Extended 
X-ray absorption ﬁne structure (EXAFS) and X-ray absorption near edge struc-
ture (XANES) experiments, the standard ﬁtting approach for the analysis of the 
spectra is not always suited to separate the diﬀerent species that are present in 
the  system.  Thus,  we  analyzed  our  results  using  the  Iterative  Transformation 
Factor Analysis (ITFA) [11], which enabled the comparison of the diﬀerent par-
ticles via their spectra and catalytic properties. 
2. Experimental Section 
2.1. Materials and Methods 
Sodium  tetrachloropalladate  (Na2PdCl4,  98%),  potassium  tetrachloroplatinate 
(K2PtCl4, 98%), ascorbic acid (AA, 98%), potassium bromide, (KBr, 99%), Na-
ﬁon®, perﬂuorinated resin solution (5 wt.%) and nitric acid (HNO3, 70%, puri-
ﬁed by distillation) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Isopropyl alcohol, (IPA, 
99.5%) was purchased from Merck, ethylene glycol from VWR and poly (vinyl-
pyrrolidone) (PVP, 98%) from Alfa Aesar. The black carbon XC-72R was pur-
chased  from  Vulcan  and  the  microﬁltration  membrane  (0.45  μm  ﬁlter)  from 
Diapore, the plain carbon cloth (model 1071) from FuelCellsEtc and the graphite 
conductive adhesive, alcohol-based (42,465) from Alpha Aesar. 
2.2. Synthesis of PtPd Nanoparticles 
Depending on the particle type, size, shape, and composition, diﬀerent methods 
were used to synthesize PdPt nanoparticles (NPs) in aqueous or organic solvents 
[12] [13] [14]. The synthesis of bimetallic core-shell nanoparticles [15] and PdPt 
alloy nanocages [8] was based on the work by Zhang et al. [15]. Hexachloropla-
tinic  acid  (H2PtCl6)  was  replaced  by  potassium  tetrachloroplatinate  (K2P Cl4), 
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which possesses a lower oxidation state for the platinum (Pt(II)). 
The galvanic replacement method to synthesize the particles was performed in 
two steps: First, the synthesis of Pd cubic nanoparticles, followed by the Pt-Pd 
core-shell nanoparticles. The Pd NPs were prepared in a solution of 0.6 g of as-
corbic acid, 3 g of potassium bromide, 1.85 g of potassium chloride, and 1.05 g 
of poly (vinylpyrrolidone), in 80 mL of distilled water. After sonication (2 min), 
the solution was heated to  80˚C. After 10 min,  30  mL of Na2PdCl4 (6.5 × 10−2 
mol∙L−1)  was  added  with  a  syringe  (1  mL∙min−1).  Afterwards,  the  solution  was 
kept for 3.5 h at 80˚C under magnetic stirring with a rotational speed of 1200 
rpm. The platinum was added in a second step to form the PdPt nanoparticles: 
10 mL of the solution containing Pd nanoparticles were mixed with 70 mL of an 
aqueous  solution  containing  3  g  of  KBr  and  0.333  g  of  PVP.  After  heating  to 
90˚C, 30 mL of K2PtCl4 (3 × 10−3 mol∙L−1) were added (1 mL∙min−1) under mag-
netic stirring (1200 rpm). Three synthesis durations were used to study the evo-
lution  of  the  particles  and  their  performances:  0.6  h,  2  h  and  8  h  respectively. 
Subsequently,  the  particles  were  collected  by  centrifugation,  washed  several 
times with water as well as ethanol and dried in an oven at 70˚C. 
2.3. Preparation of the Particles for the In-Situ XAFS   
and Electrochemical Measurements 
To  study  the  particles  via in-situ XAFS  and  electrochemical  means,  a  mixture 
with carbon applying a particles-carbon weight ratio of 2:3 was used. The same 
method was used to coat the particles on carbon for all samples: A solution with 
40 mg of particles in 25 mL of ethylene glycol was sonicated for 15 min and a 
second solution containing 60 mg of carbon Vulcan XC-72R powder diluted in 
25 mL of ethylene glycol adjusted at pH 2 (with nitric acid solution, 2 mol∙L−1) 
was sonicated for 30 min. Then, both solutions  were mixed, sonicated for 1 h, 
and kept one night under magnetic stirring. Afterwards, the mixture was heated 
to 40˚C and ﬁltrated. Microﬁltration was used to collect the particles coated on 
carbon, and they were dried for 5 h at 70˚C in an oven. After coating on carbon, 
an ink was created by addition of 9 mg of particles coated on carbon in a solu-
tion containing 0.25 mL of water and 2.25 mL of isopropyl alcohol. 
2.4. Electrochemical Measurement of the Catalytic Activity 
All measurements were carried out in an electrochemical cell containing HClO4 
(1  ×  10−1  mol∙L−1)  electrolyte  with  a  platinum  wire  as  counter  electrode,  a 
Hg/HgSO4 (0.654 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) in saturated K2SO4) 
reference  electrode  and  a  rotating  disk  electrode  (Princeton  Applied  Research, 
RDE 0008) with a geometric area of 0.196 cm−2 (dia eter of 5 mm) as the work-
ing electrode. Before the measurements, the glassy carbon disk was polished and 
rinsed with deionized water, then cleaned ultrasonically in ultra-pure water for 5 
min, and rinsed with isopropanol and acetone. After 15 min of sonication, 16 μL 
of  ink  containing  the  particles  coated  on  carbon  was  deposited  on  the  glassy 
carbon disk, covered by 7 μL of a Naﬁon® solution (volumetric ratio of Naﬁon® 
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to methanol was 1:100), and all was dried under ambient conditions. Prior to the 
measurement  of  the  ORR,  the  electrode  conditioning  was  conducted  by  cyclic 
voltammetry from 0.050 to 1.200 V (all the potentials are versus the SHE) with a 
scan rate of  0.100 V∙s−1 until reproducible voltammograms were obtained. The 
electrochemical performance for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) was de-
termined using linear scan voltammetry (LSV) applied to the rotating disk elec-
trode in the potential range from 0.300 to 1.200 V with a scan rate of 5 × 10−3 
V∙s−1 and a rotational speed of 1600 rpm in an O2-saturated electrolyte. 
2.5. Characterization via TEM-EDS 
The  nanoparticles  were  studied  using  a  high-resolution  transmission  electron 
microscope (HR-TEM) JEOL JEM-3010 operating at 300 keV and equipped with 
an  X-Ray  analyzer  Oxford  to  perform  energy  dispersive  spectroscopy  (EDS) 
analysis. Just before the measurement, the homogenization of the aqueous solu-
tion containing nanoparticles was done by sonication. Subsequently, one drop of 
solution  was  deposited  on  a  TEM  grid  (copper  covered  by  a  carbon  ﬁlm)  and 
dried under vacuum. 
2.6. XAFS Measurements 
All  XAFS  experiments  were  performed  at  the  Rossendorf  Beamline  (BM20A), 
European  Synchrotron  Radiation  Facility  (ESRF),  Grenoble,  France.  A  water- 
cooled Si (111) double-crystal monochromator (DCM) was used to monochro-
matize the synchrotron beam. Before the DCM, collimation was done with a 1.4 
m long, Pt-coated, meridionally bent silicon mirror. A second, 1.3 m long, Pt- 
coated, toroidal silicon mirror focused the beam vertically and horizontally after 
the DCM. The rejection of higher harmonics of the complete setup is better than 
104. The measurements, in ﬂuorescence mode, were done at room temperature 
using  ionization  chambers  and  a  13-elements  high-purity  germanium  detector 
(Canberra) with a digital spectrometer (XIA X-Map). 
For the XAFS measurements, pellets that were prepared from 1 g of particles 
coated on Vulcan XC72-R carbon powder (40wt.-% particles) and boron nitride 
for a higher stability were used. The particles were characterized using the Pt-LIII, 
and Pd-K edges, providing information about the Pt-Pt (Pt-LIII  edge), the Pd-Pd 
(Pd-K edge), and the Pt-Pd bond (Pt-LIII and Pd-K edge). 
In-situ measurements were performed using a three electrodes system with a 
home-made cell ﬁlled with 8 mL of an HClO4 (1 × 10−1 mol∙L−1) aqueous solu-
tion. The counter electrode was a plain carbon cloth (0.5 cm × 2.5 cm) covered 
by conductive graphite, and an Ag/AgCl electrode was used as reference. 
The  working  electrode  was  a  plain  carbon  cloth  covered  by  conductive  gra-
phite and was used to study the particles: 100 μL of the ink were deposited on 
the working electrode and then protected through the deposition of 16 μL of Na-
ﬁon solution (ratio 1:100 Naﬁon: methanol). The area of the working electrode 
in solution was 0.5 cm2. After 5 min of monitoring the open circuit potential and 
80 cycles from 0.05 to 1.10 V at 0.1 V∙s−1, the measurements were done at diﬀer-
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ent potentials: 0.65, 0.85 V (oxidation), 1.20 V (vertex point), 1.00, 0.85, 0.65 and 
0.35 V (re-reduction) (Figure 1). For all measurements, the energy calibration, 
based on the average of several scans, and the dead-time correction of the ﬂuo-
rescence signals were done with the SixPack [16] software. Subsequent data re-
duction steps were performed with WinXAS [17]. For the normalization of the 
spectra, a ﬁrst-order polynomial function was ﬁtted to the pre-edge region, and 
a second-order polynomial function was ﬁtted to the post-edge region. 
Subsequently, the conversion from energies to photoelectrons kinetic energy 
units (k-space) was performed by arbitrarily assigning the ﬁrst inﬂexion point of 
the absorption edge to zero energy. The auto-spline algorithm of WinXAS per-
mitted the extraction of the EXAFS oscillations from the post-edge region by a 
spline  ﬁt.  After  a  k3-weighting,  the  obtained  EXAFS  functions  were  Fouri-
er-transformed to the R space using a Bessel window function across the k range 
from  2  to  12  Å−1.  The  theoretical  phase  shift  and  amplitude  functions  for  the 
shell ﬁts were calculated using the FEFF 8.2 source code [18] based on Pt, Pt-Pd 
and Pd metal clusters with face-centered cubic (fcc) structure. The shell ﬁt was 
performed  with  WinXAS  to  derive  coordination  numbers  (CN),  interatomic 
distances (R), Debye-Waller factors (σ2), and phase shift corrections (ΔEE0). 
2.7. Analysis of Spectra via Principal Component Analysis, Varimax,  
and Iterative Target Transformation Factor Analysis 
The evolution of the in-situ  XAFS  spectra was studied using a program devel-
oped by A. Rossberg, A. C. Scheinost et al. [19] [20], permitting the analysis of 
the XAFS spectra via the Iterative Transformation Factor Analysis (ITFA) with a 
calculus of Varimax and Iterative Target Test (ITT). The ﬁrst step of the ITFA is 
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [21]. The goal of the PCA is to identify 
the number of independent components that are required to reproduce the ex-
perimental spectrum. The work-ﬂow uses the theoretical root mean square func-
tions  developed  by  Malinowski  [22]:  The  real  error  (RE),  the  embedded  error 
(IE), and the semi-empirical indicator (INA). All these functions depend on the   
 
 
Figure 1. Standard ORR cycle and points used for the in-situ XAFS measurements. 
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number of components. Firstly, the eigenvectors and the factor logins have to be 
set, representing the n-dimensional factor space with an orthogonal basis 
formed by the eigenvectors. For one sample, with seven spectra, the PCA is car-
ried  out  with  a  factor  loading  of  seven,  the  maximum  number  of  components 
necessary to reconstruct the spectra. With the reduction of the dimensional fac-
tor, diﬀerences between the spectra, corresponding to the diﬀerent components, 
become  apparent.  Finally,  diﬀerences  with  a  dimensional  factor  of  two  were 
found: Two main spectra (corresponding to two diﬀerent components) permit-
ted the reconstruction of the experimental  spectrum of one sample. The other 
spectra are attributed to the experimental error and the noise. After the PCA and 
the reconstruction of the spectra, the evolution of the relative concentrations of 
the main components visible for the samples is followed using the Varimax me-
thod and the Iterative Target Test (ITT). The Varimax method, a statistical rota-
tion  method  developed  by  H.  F.  Kaiser  [23],  aims  at  preferably  high  or  low 
loadings  for  the  factors  of  the  linear  combinations  that  resemble  the  diﬀerent 
experimental spectra by rotation of the underlying n-dimensional space. Thus, 
an  assignment of the single  components of the spectra to the diﬀerent spectra 
and, hence, the interpretation of the data becomes easier. Namely, applying the 
Varimax method allows the identiﬁcation of correlations of the spectra with the 
components.  Using  the  spectra  with  the  highest  or  lowest  factor  loadings,  the 
components were identiﬁed and the ITT enabled the calculation of their relative 
concentrations. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. TEM Images and EDS Measurements 
The  evolution  of  the  shape  of  the  particles,  in  particular  their  concavity,  was 
monitored using TEM imaging (Figure 2). After 0.6 h, particles with a size of ca. 
18 nm and a cubic shape were obtained. The formation of very thin layers that 
cover the cores of the cubes is apparent (darker edges in the TEM image).After 2 
h, the particles feature a concave shape and contain more platinum, as evidently 
from the lower contrast between the core and the external thicker layer. For the 
longest synthesis time, 8 h, the particles contain more platinum, but the shapes   
 
 
Figure 2. TEM images of 1) PtPd 0.6 h (left), PtPd 2 h (middle), PtPd 8 h (right). 
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of the particles are only negligibly diﬀerent from those obtained after 2 h. How-
ever, additional larger, hexagonal structures with a small cubic, dark core (~10 
nm) covered by a lighter layer to form hexagons were observed. With EDS mea-
surements on diﬀerent particles, from the dark core to the shell, an evolution of 
the chemical composition for the diﬀerent particles is visible, with a higher con-
centration of Pt in the shell (lighter layer). These observations suggest the exter-
nal layer is mainly constituted of platinum, while the core consists of palladium 
with a small amount of platinum. The particles mainly consist of palladium and 
show an increasing amount of platinum from 9% to 26% with increasing reac-
tion time (Table 1). One high resolution EDS mapping can help to conﬁrm this 
analysis. 
3.2. EXAFS Measurements at the Pt-LIII and Pd-K Edges 
After the Fourier transformation of the EXAFS spectra that were collected at the 
Pt-LIII  edge, a well-deﬁned double peak between 2 and 3 Å becomes apparent for 
all the particles (Figure 3). Modeling with FEFF using Pt and Pd clusters with   
 
Table 1. Evolution of the amount of Pt and Pd in the particles measured by EDS. 
Sample Pt (wt.-%) Pd (wt.-%) Pt/Pd error (%) 
0.6 h 8.6 91.4 9.9/2.8 
2 h 19.1 81.0 5.9/8.3 
8 h 26.4 73.6 8.1/7.6 
 
 
Figure 3. Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra (uncorrected shift) of nanoparticles: 0.6 h (blue), 2h (red), 8 h (green) at the Pt-LIII  
and Pd-K edges. 
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Table  2.  Coordination  numbers  (CN),  interatomic  distances  (R),  Debye-Waller  factors 
( σ2), and energy shifts (ΔEE0) achieved from the Pt-LIII edge analysis. 
Sample 
Pt-Pt shell Pt-Pd shell 
CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] ΔEE0 [eV] Rfactor2 res (%) 
0.6 h 6.7 Pt-Pt 2.72 0.0058 4.8 Pt-Pd 2.72 0.0058 5.9 5.4 
2 h 6.2 Pt-Pt 2.73 0.0057 5.1 Pt-Pd 2.73 0.0057 7.1 4.0 
8 h 7.3 Pt-Pt 2.74 0.0056 4.8 Pt-Pd 2.74 0.0056 7.7 2.2 
 
Table  3.  Coordination  numbers  (CN),  interatomic  distances  R,  Debye-Waller  factors 
( σ2), and energy shifts (ΔEE0) achieved from the Pd-K edge analysis. 
Sample 
Pd-Pt shell Pd-Pd shell 
CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] ΔEE0 [eV] Rfactor2 res(%) 
0.6 h 0.6 Pd-Pt 2.71 0.0051 11.2 Pd-Pd 2.74 0.0009 9.1 0.3 
2 h 1.4 Pd-Pt 2.71 0.0054 10.7 Pd-Pd 2.74 0.0054 5.4 1.6 
8 h 1.7 Pd-Pt 2.70 0.0053 10.2 Pd-Pd 2.74 0.0053 5.1 1.3 
 
diﬀerent elemental ratios allows the attribution of this double peak to the pres-
ence  of  neighboring  Pt  and  Pd  in  similar  proportions  in  the  ﬁrst  shell.  Com-
pared to the nanoparticles spectra, only one peak is visible for the Pt foil, which 
is  in  agreement  with  particles  with  only  one  type  of  neighbors,  namely  the  Pt 
atoms. In the Fourier-transformed Pd-K-edge spectra, the single main peak (R 
~2.74  Å)  suggests  the  predominance  of  only  one  type  of  neighboring  atoms, 
most likely palladium. 
The analysis of the obtained data with WinXAS software using models based 
on FEFF conﬁrmed the ﬁrst conclusions drawn from the  experimental EXAFS 
spectra (Table 2).   
The hypothesis of Pt atoms surrounded by platinum and palladium neighbors, 
based on the Pt-LIII edge spectra, is veriﬁed by the resulting equal distances be-
tween the Pt atoms and their neighbors of 2.72 to 2.74 Å.   
These values are in line with the crystallographic data [24]. The Pt/Pd ratio is 
close  to  1  and  the  sum  of  Coordination  Numbers  (CN)  of  Pt-Pt  and  Pt-Pd  is 
close to and the sum of Coordination Numbers (CN) of Pt-Pt and Pt-Pd is close 
to 12 (considering an error of 25% for the CN). 
With these results and the small Debye-Waller factors, indicating a small stat-
ic and vibrational disorder, a shell possessing an fcc structure where platinum is 
surrounded by platinum and palladium atoms is most likely. 
The  analysis  of  the  Pd-K  edge  spectra  also  yielded  Pd-Pd  distances  for  the 
nanoparticles and for the reference of 2.74 Å, which is in agreement with theo-
retical values for the fcc structure [24]. The Pd-Pt interatomic distance is signif-
icantly smaller than the Pd-Pd bond (Table 3). 
Compared to the Pt atoms, the coordination numbers, between 10.2 and 11.2 
for the Pd-Pd bond, suggest the predominance of Pd atoms neighbored by other 
Pd atoms and only a small number of Pt atoms (CN between 0.6 and 1.7). The 
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diﬀerent  values  determined  by  the  ﬁtting  of  the  EXAFS  curves  for  both  Pd-K 
and Pt-LIII  edges suggest that the nanoparticles possess a well-structured metallic 
core of palladium where most of the Pd atoms have Pd neighbors, surrounded 
by a thin shell of Pt atoms where most of Pt atoms still have Pd neighbors. 
3.3. In-Situ XAFS Studies 
The  modiﬁcations  of  the  structure  and  composition  of  the  PtPd  nanoparticles 
with changing potential were studied. For every sample, spectra were measured 
at the characteristic potentials of the ORR cycle (cf. Figure 1) resulting in seven 
spectra  per  sample.  After  the in-situ  measurements  and  the  dead-time  correc-
tions  using  the  SixPack  software,  the  spectra  were  normalized  and  the  EXAFS 
functions were k3-weighted. Afterwards, the spectra were analyzed using Itera-
tive Transformation Factor Analysis (ITFA). 
By  comparison  with  EXAFS  standard  spectra  and  modeling  with  FEFF,  the 
two components are assigned to the corresponding structures and chemical spe-
cies, namely to a component with a Pt-O bond and to a component based on a 
Pt-Pt  or  Pt-Pd  bond,  which  possess  rather  similar  values.  New in-situ  EXAFS 
measurement at the Pd-K edge could provide more information about the Pd-Pd 
and Pd-Pt bond.   
The experimental spectra were reproduced applying the ITFA (Figure 4) with 
a  combination  of  the  two  components  (except  for  PtPd  at  8  h)  using  a  FEFF 
model, with a higher weight on the ﬁrst component, suggesting a combination of 
Pt-O and Pt-Pd bonds within the samples. Regarding the measurements of Pt-Pd 
for  the  particles  synthesized in 8  h, the experimental spectra can be reproduced 
with only one component, suggesting the presence of only one component and an 
insigniﬁcant  amount  of  the  second  one,  which  is  most  likely  the  Pt-O  assigned 
one. The coordination numbers (CN), interatomic distances (R), Debye-Waller 
factors (σ2), and energy shifts (ΔEE0) are presented in Table 4, the analysis of the 
spectra is shown in Figure 4. The FEFF model is suitable for the analysis of the   
 
 
Figure 4. EXAFS spectra forthe Pt-Pd nanoparticles at diﬀerent synthesis times at 0.35 V: 
0.6 h (blue), 2 h (red), 8 h (green). 
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Table  4.  Coordination  numbers  (CN),  interatomic  distances  R,  Debye-Waller  factors 
( σ2), and energy shifts (ΔEE0) from the Pt-LIII edge spectra at 0.35 V determined by curve 
ﬁtting. 
Sample 
Pt-Pt shell Pt-Pd shell 
CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] ΔEE0 [eV] Rfactor2 res(%) 
0.6 h 6.9 Pt-Pt 2.70 0.0021 5.1 Pt-Pd 2.70 0.0030 5.0 1.4 
2 h 7.4 Pt-Pt 2.72 0.0019 4.6 Pt-Pd 2.71 0.0022 6.4 2.3 
8 h 7.6 Pt-Pt 2.72 0.0015 4.4 Pt-Pd 2.71 0.0030 6.3 2.1 
Pt commercial 12 Pt-Pt 2.74 0.0080    7.2 4.6 
 
experimental data with only small residuals. The small Debye-Waller factors in-
dicate  insigniﬁcant  vibrational  and  static  disorder,  pointing  particles  with  a 
well-deﬁned structure. The determined values (Table 4) are similar to the values 
achieved from the ex-situ XAFS spectra (Table 2 and Table 3). Notably, for the 
ex-situ and, the in-situ EXAFS spectra at  0.35 V, the peak that corresponds to 
the Pt-O bond (R~ 1.8 Å) is not visible and the spectra can be ﬁtted assuming 
only Pt, Pt-Pd and Pd metal clusters with face-centered cubic (fcc) structure us-
ing WinXAS software. Thus, the absence of oxide at an applied potential of 0.35 
V is conﬁrmed. 
3.4. Evolution of the Structure with the Applied Potential 
After the PCA, the reconstruction of the spectra (XANES and EXAFS) using two 
principal components (Pt metal and Pt oxide) allows the monitoring of the evo-
lution of the samples with changing potential (Figure 5). The FEFF-based model 
of a Pt oxide cluster yields a peak at ~2 Å, corresponding to a theoretical length 
of the Pt-O bond of 2 Å. 
For all samples (excluding the PtPd 8-h NPs), the Fourier-transformed EXAFS 
spectra feature a peak at R ~1.8 Å, which appears and disappears with the dif-
ferent potentials, while the inverse behavior occurs for the double peak between 
2 and 3 Å, which is attributed to the Pt-Pd and Pt-Pt bond (only Pt-Pt for the 
commercial  platinum).  From  0.85  to  0.35  V,  the  single  peak  vanishes,  and  it 
reappears when the potential reaches 0.85 V again. Comparing the results with 
the Pt oxide model achieved from FEFF and the EXAFS database, this peak was 
assigned to the Pt-O bond. This suggests the formation of a thin layer of Pt oxide 
with oxygen atoms adsorbed on the surface of the particles when the potential is 
higher than 0.85 V. At 1.0 V and at 1.2 V (Figure 5), the peak corresponding to 
the Pt-O bond appears  very distinctively in the spectra, except for the 8 h NP. 
These results are conﬁrmed  by the analysis of the experimental EXAFS curves 
using an FEFF model with Pt-Pt, Pt-Pd, and Pt oxide clusters (Table 5). For the 
commercial Pt, two Pt-Pt bonds were used for the curve ﬁtting: One Pt-Pt bond 
(path 1) for pure Pt nanoparticles and a second one (path 2) corresponding to 
the Pt nanoparticles with Pt oxide. The results of the curve ﬁtting (Table 5), in-
cluding the Pt oxide in the model, are validated by small residual factors.  Like 
for  the  EXAFS  spectra  measured  at  0.35  V,  the  particles  are  well  structured, 
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Figure 5. Experimental (black) and reconstruction (red) of XANES (left), EXAFS (insert) and Fourier transformed EXAFS spectra 
for the diﬀerent potentials: (1) 0.6 h, (2) 2 h,(3) 8 h, (4) Pt commercial. 
 
Table 5. Structural parameters of the particles at 1 V, Pt-LIII. 
Sample 
Pt-Pt shell Pt-O shell Pt-Pd shell  
CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] CN R [Å] σ2 [Å2] ΔEE0 [eV] Rfactor2 res (%) 
Ptcommercial Path 1 6 Pt-Pt 2.74 0.0091 0 Pt-O 0 0.0000 0.0  0.0000 9.5 5.43 
Ptcommercial Path 2 7 Pt-Pt 3.08 0.0275 2.2 Pt-O 1.99 0.0046 0.0  0.0000 9.5 5.43 
0.6 h 7.4 Pt-Pt 2.66 0.0129 3.6 Pt-O 1.98 0.0065 1.7 Pt-Pd 2.70 0.0065 6.2 4.43 
2 h 9.7 Pt-Pt 2.69 0.0178 2.4 Pt-O 1.99 0.0022 2.7 Pt-Pd 2.75 0.0092 6.6 3.76 
8 h 7.6 Pt-Pt 2.74 0.0040 0 Pt-O 0.00 0.0000 4.0 Pt-Pd 2.74 0.0041 6.9 0.23 
 
with small Debye-Waller factors. For the Pt-Pt shell, these factors are higher at 
1.00 V than at 0.35 V for all the particles (excepted for the 8 h NPs), which could 
be due to the presence of Pt oxide, causing a disorder in the shell structure of the 
particles. 
The  lengths  of  the  Pt-O  bond,  close,  (~1.99  Å),  are  close  to  the  theoretical 
value (2.07 Å) but the CN are smaller (CN = 6 in theory for pure Pt oxide). This 
is most likely due to the Pt oxide present at 1.00 V, unstructured compared to 
the Pt and Pd atoms well organized in a fcc crystalline system. Considering the 
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experimental  errors,  the  lengths  of  the  Pt-Pt  and  PtPd  bonds  are  close  to  the 
theoretical values (2.807 Å for the Pt-Pt bond and for the Pt-Pd bond) and to the 
bond length at 0.35 V. For the PtPd nanoparticles after 0.6 h and 2 h, the double 
peak shows a slight asymmetry with a higher peak height at 2.2 Å, which occurs 
for small potentials and disappears progressively with increasing potential. This 
was also observed by other researchers working on PtPd nanoparticles [25]. For 
the PtPd nanoparticles at 8 h, no signiﬁcant changes are present and the spectra 
can  be  reproduced  with  only  one  component.  Thus,  due  to  the  lack  of  any 
change with changing potential, the formation of an oxide layer is highly unlike-
ly for these particles. 
3.5. Studying the Relative Concentrations with the ITFA 
For the systems based on two components, these were assigned to the oxide and 
the metal and the changes of their relative concentrations with changing poten-
tial were examined. The concentrations were normalized using the achieved data 
of  the  commercial  Pt  sample,  presuming  that  only  one  metallic  component  is 
present and that the surface is constituted of pure platinum metal when the ap-
plied potential is 0.35 V and of platinum oxide. when the potential is 1.00 V, as it 
is stated in the related literature [26] [27] [28]. 
Like  that,  the  evolution  of  the  relative  concentrations  (Figu e 6)  was  moni-
tored: When the potential is decreasing, the concentration of metal is increasing, 
while,  in  contrast,  the  concentration  of  the  oxide  is  increasing  with  increasing 
potential, which was already  observed in former studies on Pt and PtPd nano-
particles  [25].  Obviously,  the  PtPd  NP  after  8  hours,  whose  spectra  are  based 
only on one component, cannot be analyzed using this model. 
3.6. The ORR: Different Chemical Processes 
For the oxygen reduction reaction, two main mechanisms are suggested: An as- 
 
 
Figure 6. Evolution of the relative concentrations with the potential. 
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sociative and a dissociative one [26] [28] [29]. 
Dissociative ORR mechanism 
22Pt O 2PtO+ →                                            (1) 
PtO H e PtOH+ −+ + →                                         (2) 
2PtOH H e Pt H O
+ −+ + → +                                      (3) 
Associative ORR mechanism 
2 2Pt O PtO+ →                                           (4) 
2PtO H e PtOOH
+ −+ + →                                        (5) 
2PtOOH H e PtO H O
+ −+ + → +                                 (6) 
PtO H e PtOH+ −+ + →                                        (7) 
2PtOH H e Pt H O
+ −+ + → +                                      (8) 
The ﬁrst step of the associative mechanism is the adsorption of oxygen at the 
active sites of the electrode conserving the O-O bond, in contrast to the dissocia-
tive mechanisms, where the bond between the oxygen atoms is broken before the 
adsorption on the electrode. The last steps of both mechanisms (Equations ((2), 
(3), (7), and (8))) are equal and, at higher potentials, both mechanisms can oc-
cur. As already stated, above 0.85 V, the XAFS in-situ measurements suggest the 
presence of Pt-O bonds. Up to 1.00 V, the amount of oxide is increasing accom-
panied by a high degree of surface oxidation [30], the relative concentration of 
the  oxide  determined  using  the  Varimax  method  for  our  experimental  data 
analysis is close to 1 while it is 0 for the metal. 
3.7. Catalytic Activity of the Particles 
The  mass activity (MA), relative to the  mass of catalyst loaded for the electro-
chemical  oxygen  reduction,  was  determined  using  linear  sweep  voltammetry 
with a rotating disk electrode (RDE). The rotation of the electrode ensures fast 
and eﬀective convective transport of the electroactive species. The MA is related 
to the kinetic current density jk at 0.85 V, where the electrochemical processes 
are controlled by the electron transfer. According to the Koutecký-Levich equa-
tion, jk is deﬁned by: 
1 1 1k dj j j= +                                                (9) 
where j  is  the  total  current  density  (measured  at  0.85  V)  and jd the  diﬀu-
sion-controlled current density (measured at 0.40 V). The mass activity (MA) is 
calculated from the kinetic current density relative to the mass of the nanopar-
ticles mNP deposited at the surface of the RDE: 
 k NPMA j m=                                                 (10) 
The resulting mass activities of the diﬀerent samples are summarized in Table 
6. 
The  achieved mass activities are similar to reported values for Pt  and Pt-Pd 
nanoparticles  used  as  catalyst  for  the  ORR  [31]  [32].  According  to  the  experi- 
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Table 6. Catalytic activity for the diﬀerent samples. 
Sample 0.6 h 2 h 8 h Pt commercial 
Mass activity (A.g−1) 17.4 25.9 8.8 18.7 
 
mental results, the Pt-Pd nanoparticles synthesized in 2 h represent the best sys-
tem for the ORR catalysis, with a mass activity superior to the commercial Pt, 
and  the  performances  of  the  particles  synthesized  in  0.6  h  are  rather  close. 
Compared to the other samples, the 8 h NPs show a lower catalytic activity. With 
a smaller amount of platinum than the pure powder, the PtPd NPs at 0.6 h and 
the PtPd NPs at 2 h feature a good performance  as catalysts for the ORR. The 
cubic shape of the  particles  and the Pt-Pd alloy  on the  surface of  the particles 
may be the reason for their catalytic performance, with a higher electrochemical 
surface area and a beneﬁcial composition of the alloy (Pt/Pd ratio) for the ORR. 
Similar results have been found by other researchers suggesting an inﬂuence 
of the composition of the alloy [14] [33]. 
4. Conclusion 
The behavior and performance regarding the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 
was  studied  for  diﬀerent  PtPd  nanoparticles  by  means  of  electrochemical  and 
in- situ XAFS measurements. For the latter, diﬀerent electrochemical potentials 
were  applied  to  reveal  diﬀerences  between  the  XAFS  spectra  of  the  diﬀerent 
ORR steps. Iterative Transformation Factor Analysis (ITFA) was used to analyze 
the  achieved  experimental  data.  As  the  ﬁrst  step,  the  Principal  Component 
Analysis (PCA) of the spectra, showed two main components, Pt or Pt-Pd in a 
metallic  and  in  an  oxide  form,  which  allowed  the  reproduction  of  the  experi-
mental spectra. Continuing the ITFA using the Varimax method and the Itera-
tive  Target  Test  (ITT),  the  evolution  of  the  relative  concentrations  of  the  two 
diﬀerent forms of the particles was monitored. The oxide appears at potentials 
from 0.65 V and, is the main form up to 1.00 V. For the metallic species, the rel-
ative  concentration  is  increasing  with  decreasing  potentials  down  to  0.35  V, 
where it is the major component. The development of the structural parameters 
(CN, σ2,  R)  was  calculated  by  analysis  of  the  measured  curves  using  WinXAS 
with Pt-Pd and α-PtO models that had been  achieved through the FEFF code. 
The resulting values are in agreement with the results of the ITFA. Future in- situ 
XAFS  measurements  at  the  Pd-K  edge  would  be  helpful  to  gain  information 
about the formation of Pd oxide during the ORR. Linear scanning voltammetry 
was used to evaluate the electrochemical performance of the diﬀerent particles. 
However, characterization of the particles with other methods (X-ray photoelec-
trons spectroscopy, impedance spectrometry) is required to receive more details 
and  more  meaningful  correlations  between  the  nanoparticles’  structures  and 
their catalytic activities. 
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